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Abstract
A methodology for knowledge acquisition from terminology databases is presented. The 
methodology outlines how the content of a terminology database can be mapped onto a 
knowledge base with a minimum of human intervention. Typically, terms are defined and 
elaborated by terminologists by using sentences that have a common syntactic and semantic 
structure. It has been aigued that in defining terms, terminologists use a local grammar and 
that this local grammai* can be used to parse the definitions. The methodology has been 
implemented in a program called DEARS y s (Definition Analysis and Representation 
System), that reads definition sentences and extracts new concepts and conceptual relations 
about the defined terms. The linguistic component of the system is a parser for the 
sublanguage of terminology definitions that analyses a definition into its logical form, which 
in turn is mapped onto a frame-based representation. The logical form is based on first-order 
logic (FOL) extended with untyped lambda calculus. Our approach is data-driven and 
domain independent; it has been applied to definitions of vaiious domains. Experiments 
were conducted with human subjects to evaluate the information acquiied by the system. 
The results of the preliminary evaluation were encouraging.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The title of this thesis ‘ Terminology-based knowledge acquisition’ reflects the aim of this 
work: to apply terminology information for knowledge acquisition. Knowledge acquisition 
deals mainly with the transfer of experiential knowledge to a computer system. This transfer 
is usually accomplished by lengthy interviews between a domain expert and a knowledge 
engineer who then develops an expert system, that is a computer system that emulates the 
decision-making ability of a human expert. It is estimated that these interviews ‘produce only 
2 to 5 units of knowledge (rules of thumb) per day’ (Jackson, 1990: 7). The knowledge 
engineer may also need to consult textbooks, technical reports and, on some occasions, 
learned papers to elicit the basic concepts of the problem domain, that is, the terms used to 
describe the problem and problem solving heuristics. The fact that knowledge acquisition is 
complex and time consuming has led researchers to consider it as a major ‘bottleneck' 
problem of expert systems development. Knowledge acquisition is one of the applications 
where the role of language processing has been underplayed. Most textual knowledge 
acquisition systems rely heavily on handcrafted knowledge about the domain and about the 
world in general. Not surprisingly, however, generating this background knowledge for few 
domains is time consuming, difficult and error prone.
Indeed the development of expert systems involves dealing with and understanding the 
terminology of the domain from text archives, results from interviews, and technical 
documentation. Hence, the knowledge engineer needs to obtain and elaborate terms of the 
domain. The engineer also has to define the term with its attributes which involves identifying 
logical semantic relationships between terms or domain concepts. Thus, terminological work 
has a significant role in knowledge acquisition (Meyer, Eck and Skuce 1997, Aussenac-Gilles 
et al 1995, Alimad 1995), indeed both deal with the knowledge of the specified domain. The 
task of a knowledge engineer is related to that of a terminologist; for instance, the former 
elaborates terminology to build his or her background knowledge such that the engineer is
able to organise domain entities for simulating an expert’s behaviour, while the terminologist 
is interested in building glossaries or term lists to be used in the problems of bilinguality or 
language comprehension. Indeed, the value of understanding terminology in extracting 
domain knowledge has been highlighted in machine aided translation (MAT) literature (see, 
for example. Von Hahn and Angelova, 1996). The analogy between the role of a knowledge 
engineer and that of a terminologist is shown in Table 1-1.
Knowledge engineer Terminologist
Input Text archives or text corpus Text archives or text corpus
Output Domain concepts or entities organised 
according to the logical relationships 
among them to mimic expert problem­
solving behaviour.
Glossaries or term lists used to 
language comprehension 
problems.
Organisation of Entities Complex hierarchies in which domain 
objects are organised, for example in 
inheritance networks.
Conceptual structure.
Identification of entity By the assignment of attributes where 
each attribute may have one or more 
value.
By definition and elaboration of 
terms.
Inference components Rules or tasks that relate the entities or 
domain objects, and are used in solving 
a well defined problem.
Rules relating domain terms and 
cross-referencing the terminology 
of the domain, i.e. a way of 
elaboration.
Target audience Machine. Human.
Table 1-1: An Analogy between a Knowledge Engineer and a Terminologist.
Recent developments in (corpus-based) lexicography, particularly the work in the semantics of 
lemmas in lexica (and how semantic data related to these lemmas can be extracted 
automatically) is of relevance both to terminology and knowledge acquisition communities. 
Specifically, the work on the structure and function of dictionary definitions, indeed how these 
definitions are naturally structured by competent lexicographers (Barnbrook and Sinclak, 
1995) has direct bearing on terminology-based knowledge acquisition: If the definitions have a 
repetitive structure, or if they can be rendered into a structure, then one can contemplate a 
machine-based analysis of such a definition. The results of such analysis can be outputted to a 
knowledge representation formalism and subsequently be incorporated into a knowledge base 
(KB). Given that term definitions are usually first written by domain experts, and sometimes 
re-written by terminologists, and that problems of polysemy do not have the much of ah 
impact on terminology, as it does in lexicography, then the notion of a structured definition
which can be manipulated by a computer sounds more feasible in terminology.
The presented work is about knowledge acquisition from various specialised domain term 
bases using the notion of formal structure of definitions (Sinclair’, Hoelter and Peters 1995). It 
concentrates on finding structures in terminological definitions and developing a grammar for 
these structures to describe the ways in which the structures are used to convey the meaning 
or the conceptual content of the terms. Barnbrook (1996) has called this grammar a 
functional grammar and has claimed that the components of the structure describe the 
meaning of the defined word.
1.1 Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck
As mentioned earlier, knowledge acquisition is considered a major bottleneck problem in the 
development of expert system. Researchers have attributed the problems of knowledge 
acquisition to the lack of a formal theory for knowledge engineering, which may be related to 
the nature of human knowledge, the problems associated with communicating knowledge, and 
the limitations of computer languages for representing knowledge within machines. Musen 
(1993) has attributed the problem of knowledge acquisition to four major sources: (i) The 
problem of ‘tacit Imowledge’ which involves ‘knowing how’ or ‘procedural knowledge’. 
Know how is the knowledge that experts apply to specific tasks which they are not aware of. 
Indeed, the special knowledge that is needed to build expert systems is often the knowledge 
which experts are least able to talk about, (ii) The problem of ‘miscommunication’, which 
means that experts and knowledge engineers do not speak the same language. Knowledge 
engineers must familiarise themselves with the application area, in order to encode domain 
knowledge in the computer. On the other hand, domain experts do not know what knowledge 
might be needed for the computer to model their behaviour, (hi) The problem of ‘using 
knowledge representations’ which deals with how to encode knowledge in the computer so 
that new facts can be inferred from the existing ones. This deals with the ‘expressiveness’ of 
computer languages for knowledge representation and with human ‘cleverness’ in using those 
languages, (iv) The problem of ‘creating models’, knowledge bases are approximate or 
abstract models of reality, which become ‘brittle’ when dealing with unusual cases or
unexpected problems. Feigenbaum and McCorduck (1984) have also related the knowledge 
acquisition bottleneck to tacit or heuristic knowledge, that is the experiential knowledge that 
an expert acquiies over years of good practice.
According to Lenat and Guha (1990) the brittleness of expert systems compared to human 
experts is due to the fact that such programs cannot compete with human beings to remember, 
i.e., matching similar situations, analogising, using common sense and trying to learn more 
about new problems. They have argued that (1990: 5) brittleness in expert systems ‘arises 
because the program does not really understand the meaning of various terms... where much 
of the meaning of the terms is in the eye of the beholder’ (1990:5).
One can argue that problems in knowledge acquisition can be linked to the problems 
addressed in semantics and terminology, specifically ontology and semantic relations. The 
acquisition of knowledge requires an understanding of the way in which members of a 
specialised domain communicate amongst themselves and with others. Knowledge acquisition 
by humans, and by machines as well, involves the understanding of the conceptual structure of 
the domain, i.e. domain ontology, and the ability to map this structure into a knowledge 
representation structure.
Lanat and Guha (1990), and Musen (1993) both, in their ways, have emphasised the 
obfuscating role of (specialised) terms in a number of domains, in that the knowledge engineer 
fails to understand the meaning of words used by the experts. Knowledge engineers, very 
seldom if at all, refer to term(inology) databases (or term bases); indeed many knowledge 
engineers build thek own term databases! Now, even if the engineers do look up terms in a 
termkiology database, they may not find the elaboration of terms very relevant for their 
purposes because term databases are usually developed for technical writers and translators. 
The cognitive orientation of the knowledge engineers is problem-solving, and that of the 
writers and translators, is language comprehension. The terminology databases, nevertheless 
can be used in knowledge acquisition as a validated and systematically organised reference 
source. And, as we wiH show that the manner in which the terms in the term databases are
defined is such that it is possible to convert a large number of definitions automatically into 
propositions of fiist order logic.
Essentially, the fust sentence of a definition usually expresses a hyponymic relation, the 
relationship between an instance of an object or concept and its superordinate. The 
grammatical constructs use in definitions has encouraged lexicographers and lexical 
semanticists to argue that there may exist a grammar o f definitions (see, for instance, Sinclair 
and Barnbrook 1995) which has an underlying logical structure as well (Hoelter 1995). It is 
possible to write a parser that will help in analysing a given definition, and if the analysis is 
successful then one can extend the program to generate corresponding logical proposition. 
This proposition can then be mapped onto a propositional knowledge representation 
formalism, \\k& frames or conceptual graphs.
It appears that one can use a terminology database to semi-automaticaUy build a knowledge 
base. This knowledge base, suitably embellished with heuristics elicited through other 
methods, can be used in problem solving. The knowledge base will also help in examining the 
ontology of the domain in which the knowledge engineer is working, especially since the 
definition of a term, in many instances, involves the specification of the relationships that may 
exists between one term and one or more other terms of the domain.
Our thesis is that terminologists do use similar structures in writing definitions, and that these 
structures can be mapped onto a knowledge representation scheme like propositional logic 
duectly by a ‘pai'ser’ which can parse definitions.
1.2 Terminology and Language for Special Purposes
The term terminology is generally used to refer to the (technical) vocabulary of specialised 
domains and in this context terminology is regarded as a collection of terms. In a broader 
sense, terminology is the ‘study of and the activity concerned with the collection, description, 
processing and presentation of terms and relationships among them’ (Sager 1990: 2). 
Moreover, it aims to provide a consistent and coherent set of terms belonging to a single
subject field.
LSP or Language for Special Purposes comprises different ‘complex semiotic systems’ 
(Sager, Dungworth and McDonald 1980: 68) and is derived from Language for General 
Purposes (LGP). Furthermore, LSP is restricted to communication among specialists of one 
or closely related fields. In addition to the natural language elements, LSP contains symbols 
from artificial language such as graphs, charts, tables and mathematical and chemical 
notations.
LSP texts are characterised by extensive use of nominals, some of which are nominalized 
verbs, by the absence of pronouns, and by the use of passive style. Halliday and Martin 
(1993) have related the fimction of LSP elements to thek grammar, for instance, nominals (or 
terms) are used to represent domain types (or concepts) in a hierarchical or taxonomic 
fashion. While verbal elements indicate potential relationships between field types. In fact, in 
technical or special texts, nouns convey the technical message, while verbs tend to be of more 
general sense. Therefore, to understand a technical text, it is essential to familiarise ourselves 
with the technical terms used in the text.
1.2.1 Terms and concepts
Terms constitute the vocabulary (or lexicon) of special languages. Terms of a specified 
domain are usually related by semantic relationship. The International Organisation for 
Standardisation (ISO 1087 1990) defines a term as ‘a representation of a defined concept in a 
special language by a linguistic expression’. A term may be a single word or a phrase. In 
traditional terminological theory, terms are considered as the lexical representations of 
concepts. Some terminologist start with concepts and formulates names (terms) for these 
concepts, such an approach is known as an onomasiological or a naming approach (Sager 
1990: 55). Thus term identification requires the constmction of a conceptual system of the 
underlying domain.
A conceptual system consists of concepts and relationships between concepts. Concepts are
defined as units of thought; the ISO 1087 (1990) defines a concept as ‘a unit of thought, 
constituted through abstraction on the basis of properties common to a set of objects’. 
Concepts aie generally expressed by a term, a letter symbol or by any other symbol. One can 
argue that concepts - as units of thought - are universal and are not language dependent, thus 
they can be used in machine translation.
Concepts can be identified by a set of properties, i.e., characteristics, which are categorised as 
essential when they are necessary and sufficient for identifying a concept, ^onessential 
characteristics, on the other hand, are necessary for distinguishing individual objects. For 
example, all cars have the same essential properties in common, while characteristics like 
make, colom% model, etc. can identify an individual car (Sager 1990).
The essential, and to a lesser extent non-essential, characteristics of a term feature in, or 
motivate terminologist in his or her elaboration (and definition) of a term. The definition of a 
term can provide some link between the concept and its related terms. According to Picht and 
Draskau (1985) definitions can be classified as intentional, extensional, or contextual. An 
intensional definition specifies the characteristics of a defined concept which differentiate it 
from all other concepts. Such a definition is mostly concerned with the essential 
characteristics of a concept. An extensional definition determines the extensions of a concept, 
while a contextual definition states examples from the contextual use of the concept. This 
work deals with intensional definitions only.
Standardisation of terms has been the goal of terminology. Some believe that standardisation 
can be achieved by encouraging monosemy. A mono-semic approach ideally will lead to a 
situation, where a term designates one concept only and the potential elimination of 
ambiguity. There are thiee major kinds of ambiguities:
Homonymy, where a term represents two or more unrelated concepts.
Polysemy, where a term denotes different, but related concepts.
Synonymy, where two or more term designate tlie same concept.
Since special domain terms indicate specific concepts, homonymy should not be considered a 
major problem in terminology as compared to general purpose lexica. However polysemy and
synonymy remain a considerable problem for the terminologist.
Sowa (1993a) has proposed a method to resolve homonymous and polysemous ambiguities 
based on conceptual graphs. He has treated polysemy by creating a common supertype with 
each of the related concept as subtype. Whereas, separated types represented homonymous 
concepts. Condamines and Amsili (1993) have treated homonymy and synonymy by 
introducing different types of links to connect concept nodes to the associated term nodes. 
Sowa’s solution preserves the hierarchical relationships between different terms, it also 
associates each term to a particular concept (i.e. monosemy). On the other hand, the proposal 
of Condamines and Amsili yields complex networks in which parts of the definition of terms 
and concepts are contained in the links between them.
Prince (1997) has dealt with the semantic interpretation and representation of polysemous 
common French words in texts belonging to different domains. Common words usually occur 
in many different contexts with many plausible inteipretations. The approach is based on 
creating a lexicon that contains disambiguation rules based on the domain and syntactic 
knowledge. These rules are very complicated and hand-coded, which limits the scalability of 
the system and its applicability in new domains.
Concepts, the units of thought or knowledge, may be regarded as domain entities and some of 
the concepts may be organised in a hierarchy or a network structure. Terms, as concepts 
designators, may also have a network structure, where the semantic relationships between 
terms reflect the conceptual relations between concepts. Moreover, concepts are identified 
through thek characteristics which are used to compile terms definition. Consequently, this 
study concentrates on analysing intensional definitions to extract the sufficient and necessary 
properties to identify different concepts.
1.2.2 Semantic relationships used in term definition
A semantic relation exists between two terms A and B, if the conceptual meaning of one of 
them, say A, participates in the conceptual meaning of the other, say B, in this case, A is
termed a semantic trait or semantic feature of B (Cruse, 1986:16). Semantic relations have 
been categorised as either ‘syntagmatic or paradigmatic’ (Lyons 1977:240).
Syntagmatic Relations exist between lexemes^ or terms by virtue of their* combination. 
Jackson has defined syntagmatic relations as ‘those which are concerned with individual 
lexemes and the meaning relations they enter into with other accompanying lexemes’ (1988: 
96). Lyons (1977) has considered syntagmatic relations to occur not only between lexemes, 
but also between letters of the same lexeme or word form (units of languages).
Indeed, collocational meaning which exists between lexemes that have a certain mutual 
expectancy (e.g. dog, hark) is a type of syntagmatic relation. Since the meaning of the 
lexemes results from their* application, collocations can specify aspects of lexemes meaning. 
When the meaning of a lexeme is described through a definite collocation, it is said that the 
lexeme encapsulates (Lyon, 1977) the collocation or* the syntagm. For* example aunt 
encapsulates parent sister.
Strictly speaking, syntagmatic relations specify selection restrictions which should be satisfied 
by the constituents of a syntagm. Cruse (86: 104) has identified two categories for* such 
constituents, namely selector and selectee. Selectors generally presuppose some or all 
semantic features of their selectees. For* instance, a verb like discuss in ‘x discusses’ 
presupposes that its selectee, x, is a human. Grishman (1986) has proposed a model for 
dealing with the selection constraints, where the selector and the selectee are identified as a 
predicate and its argument respectively, and the selectee must fall in the domain of the 
predicate. Fillmore’s case fi^ame (1968) provides a set of conventions to deal with some 
aspects of selectional constraints, e.g. an agent of an action is restricted to animates.
It has been argued that syntagmatic relations contribute in selectional or collocational 
constraints. Once such a relation has been identified between two lexemes (terms) restrictions 
may be introduced on their* use; for* instance the relation between man and bachelor limits a
bachelor to an unmarried man only. Indeed this relation is derived from the discriminator part 
of bachelor’s definition. In terminology, notions hke attribute, characteristic, agent, patient, 
etc. are regarded as types of syntagmatic relations. By analysing discriminators used in 
definition such relations can be identified and used in building the conceptual structure of a 
term.
Paradigmatic Relations identify relations of sense holding within sets of lexemes, such as 
synonymy, hyponymy, antonymy and partitive relation. Synonymy takes place between 
equivalent terms. Byponymy or a generic relationship occurs when a hyponym or a 
subordinate term contains all the characteristics of the superordinate term plus at least one 
differentiating characteristic. Antonymy arises between terms with opposite concepts or 
meaning. Finally, a partitive {part-whole) relation indicates connections between a concept 
and its constituents.
Lyons (1977) has introduced two broad categories for paradigmatic relations, hierarchies and 
contrast. Hierarchies include hyponymy and part-whole relations. He also has considered 
synonymy as a bilateral or symmetrical hyponymy. Contrast was defined as a general term of 
opposition. Cruse (1986: 86) has discussed four basic paradigmatic relations, including: (i) 
cognitive synonymy, exists between classes with the same members, (ii) hyponymy, occurs 
when one class is included in another, (iii) compatibility, occurs when two classes overlap, 
(iv) incompatibility, occurs when classes have no members in common. One of the interesting 
issues raised by Cruse (1986) is his definition of what he termed diagnostic frames (or cues) 
to denote a particular relation. For example the phrases kind o f and type o/used in ‘a cat is a 
kind o / animal’ and ‘a cat is a type o/animal’ denote a hyponymy relation.
In contrast to Lyons and Cruse who have considered relationships between lexemes or lexical 
units, Sager (1990) has discussed semantic relations existing between terms in a terminology. 
Both lexemes and terms express analogy in terms of semantic relations. According to Sager 
(1990), terms have generic, partitive, polyvalent and complex relationships. The notions of
 ^Lexemes are the items listed in the lexicon or ‘ideal dictionary’ of a language (Cruse, 1986: 49).
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generic and partitive relations are as explained earlier, while polyvalent and complex relations 
(e.g. cause, material, place, etc.) are types of context dependent relations. Cruse’s diagnostic 
frames or semantic cues play an important role in identifying such context dependent 
syntagmatic relations.
Sowa (1984, 1988) also has described hierarchical relations between concept types. Indeed, 
both Sowa (1988) and Pazienza and Velardi (1992) have considered two variations of concept 
type, natural type and role type. Natural types form a tree while role types create tangles in 
the tree, i.e. when a subtype has more then one supertype. In addition to the hierarchical 
relation, Sowa has introduced the notion of conceptual relations together with the constraints 
on their use. Such constraints are emphasised through canonical graph notation. In Sowa's 
canonical graphs conceptual relations link conceptual types that satisfy selectional constraints 
and block other combinations. For example, the relation CHILD links a PERSON to a 
PARENT as follows:
[PARENT] -^[CHILD] -^[PERSON]
Both syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations contribute to the definition of terms. When the 
relationships between a term, say A, and other terms in a domain are identified, the definition 
of A can be formulated. The identification of various relationships between terms is a 
complex process and requkes linguistics and domain knowledge. Thus, if a computer 
program could process such a definition, it will help in creating the terminology of a 
specialised domain.
1.3 Objectives
This thesis has three main objectives. First, we attempt to test and apply the claims made on 
definitions (Sinclak, Hoelter and Peters 1995, Branbrook 1996). Specifically, we wish to 
investigate the claim that definitions have repetitive patterns that are structured according to a 
functional grammar that conveys the meaning of the defined word in the context of specialised 
terms.
A common approach to model the semantics of a natural language is to associate with each
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phrase, a logical form. Therefore, our second objective is to develop a logical form 
representation for terminology definitions. This logical form is based on a logical language 
that conveys the meaning of the definition text according to the extracted pattern. We also 
intend to investigate the possibility of mapping terminology definitions into a knowledge 
representation formalism related to the logical form.
Our thii'd objective is to develop a computational framework to exploit the notion of formal 
structure of terminology definitions for the purpose of knowledge acquisition. This 
framework will help to extract repetitive patterns from terminology definitions, to assign a 
functional grammar to these patterns, to associate the fiinctional patterns with logical forms 
and to map these logical forms into a knowledge representation scheme that supports value 
inheritance. In summary, we focus on developing a methodology for building a terminology 
knowledge base or a domain ontology fiom a terminology database or term base (Figure 1-1), 
and verify its applicability on different domains.
Term base
Definition analysis
Logical analysis
Knowledge representation 
mechanism
Terminology KB
Figure 1-1: Mapping a terminology term base into a terminology knowledge base
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1.4 Achievements
We have developed a system that can be used to examine the existence and purpose of 
repetitive patterns in terminology definitions. We have found that most of the terminology 
definitions, in a range of term databases we have studied, are structured according to 
repetitive patterns. We have studied these patterns and have shown that terminology 
definitions can be expressed in a logical form language and mapped onto a frame-based 
knowledge representation scheme.
We have designed and implemented DEARSys (DEfinition Analysis and Representation 
System) which is a knowledge acquisition system based on the formality of the terminology 
definitions. DEARSys is capable of identifying functional structures in terminology definitions 
and mapping these structures into units of domain ontology. Indeed, DEARSys fii'st finds 
functional structures and maps these structures into logical forms. These forms are expressed 
as fii'st-order logic predicates based on the compositional semantics (Pereira and Shieber, 
1987). Consequently, definition logical forms are mapped onto a frame-based formalism 
describing the ontological domain knowledge. DEARSys achieves knowledge acquisition 
without first encoding quantities of encyclopaedic knowledge as in Cyc (Lenat and Guha, 
1990) or domain knowledge as in Plinius (Speel, 1995).
In order to produce the logical form of a definition we have dealt with some grammatical 
constructs for English, also, the part of speech for every word in the definition has to be 
identified. For the first purpose we have used Quirk et al (1985) as the main reference for 
English grammar. A raile-base part of speech tagger (Brill, 1992) has been used for the 
second purpose. We emphasise that DEARSys is not an analyser of English, it is an analyser 
for the sublanguage of terminology definitions. Therefore DEARSys is data-driven, it parses 
English constructs that occur frequently in terminology definitions.
We have conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of DEARSys. A number of 
experts in different fields have been asked to grade the quality and accuracy of the information 
extracted by DEARSys. The results revealed that the extracted information was quite
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accurate. In some of the definitions the experts have identified information that was missed by 
DEARSys. Most of the information that was missed was due to linguistic constructs that 
needed special treatment to generate thek logical forms and were not frequent in the analysed 
definition, and therefore, have not been handled by DEARSys.
DEARSys is relevant to workers in knowledge acquisition. DEARSys extracts domain types 
and their characteristics from the definitions. Indeed, DEARSys links these types according to 
the recognised functional structure of the definitions. Thus, the system can be used to map 
human-supplied definitions into a knowledge representation structure and reduce the burden 
of knowledge engineers.
1.5 Outline of The Thesis
In contrast to existing knowledge acquisition systems which either extract lexical information 
from texts or assume the accessibility of domain ontology, we have developed a system that 
can extract conceptual entities to construct domain ontology from term bases using a 
methodology based on studies in linguistic, semantics and lexicography. A survey of 
knowledge acquisition systems suggests that increasingly workers in knowledge acquisition 
are paying attention to the analysis of texts in addition to using the now quite well established 
psychological, interviewing and observational techniques used for eliciting knowledge from 
experts.
Our survey shows that the workers also talk about using ‘lexica’ based on an ontology of the 
domain in which a knowledge engineer may wish to build an expert system (Chapter 2). The 
definitions, it is claimed, are written in a special language of definitions: This is a bold claim 
which we examine by discussing the syntactic and logical semantic structure of the definitions 
of a number of terms in nine different domains. Our examination encourages us to believe 
that, despite the usual open problems encountered in syntactic and semantic analysis, lilce 
ambiguous prepositional phrase attachment, unknown lexicalisations and so on, many of the 
definitions do have an identifiable structure and that this structure can be mapped onto 
propositions of an extended version of fiist order logic which, in turn can be mapped onto
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frames. The syntactic and semantic structure of definitions and suitable knowledge 
representation formalisms are discussed in Chapter 3.
The Definition Analysis and Representation System is discussed then in some detail, 
DEARSys uses as its input a terminology data bases and processes definitions into logical 
propositions and generates frames corresponding to the successfully transformed definitions 
(Chapter 4). The question now is this: How do we know that our system, DEARSys, is 
working and, more importantly, working accurately? This is a difficult question and concerns 
not only our work, but perhaps any software system. The evaluation of a number of 
artificially intelligent programs, particularly in natural language processing and in its various 
sub-branches, like. Information Extraction, Document Management, relies on human 
evaluation.
We outline a methodology, which involves two ways of testing the efficacy of our system 
through the active participation of one or more subject experts. The first way in which we 
tested the effectiveness of our system was to ask a domain expert to examine the frames 
produced by DEARSys and then give his or her opinion about the relevance and accuracy of 
information contained in the frames when compared to the corresponding definitions in the 
term base. Second, experts are asked to draw a set of interconnected frames and the result 
was compared by an intermediary with the output from DEARSys. Seven experts from six 
different fields of expertise participated in our evaluation and the results have been very 
encouraging for us (Chapter 5). Finally, we list the set of problems encountered in developing 
DEARSys and then we list opportunities that may be exploited through interesting and varied 
ways in which DEARSys can be used (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2
‘Knowledge’ Acquisition from Texts: An Overview
With the availability of large on-line corpora and fast computers, there has been a great 
interest over the last few years in trying to automatically extract knowledge from texts. 
There have been an increasing number of knowledge acquisition systems that vary in their 
performances, complexities, and the type of the acquired knowledge.
In this chapter we present a survey of some knowledge acquisition systems reported in the 
literature. In particular we have divided related work into thiee separate areas: (i) ontological 
knowledge acquisition, (ii) lexical knowledge acquisition, and (iii) terminological knowledge 
acquisition. This chapter concludes with a comparison that relates our approach for 
knowledge acquisition to other systems reviewed in this chapter.
2.1 Ontological Knowledge Acquisition
Ontological knowledge acquisition systems operate in two phases. In the fust phase a 
precise model of domain ontology is created manually while the second phase comprises 
mapping syntactic structures derived from input texts into the structured ontology concepts. 
Three systems based on structuring domain ontologies are presented in this section.
Cyc (1984-to date)
The Cyc (Lenat and Guha 1990) project aims to build a large encyclopaedic knowledge base 
containing tens of millions of common sense primitives and concepts about the real world. It 
is believed that such a system will be useful for the development of expert systems, natural 
language understanding systems and machine learning systems. Cyc performs two tasks. 
The first task is to build top layers of a global ontology, while the second task is concerned 
with relating human knowledge to this global ontology. The authors have highlighted the 
role of domain ontology in knowledge acquisition, for instance, they have recommended 
building a good global ontology of human knowledge and creating a large knowledge base
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organised according to that ontology to overcome the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. 
They have also defined the term ontological engineering as the process of ‘choosing a set of 
representation primitives (predicates, objects, functions) that is, defining the categories and 
relationships of the domain’ (Lenat and Guha 1990: 23).
Cyc comprises a knowledge base (Cyc KB), an environment, or the interface 
editing/browsing tools and the frame-based representation language (CycL). The Cyc KB is 
the core of the system; it contains the bulk of factual and heuristic knowledge encoded 
manually during a fii'st stage (machine assisted procedures are used in later stages). Cyc KB, 
or global ontology, provides the common sense knowledge for application programs. 
According to Cyc global ontology, the world is composed of a number of related things or 
concepts represented as units or Cyc frames. These things are grouped into different 
collections in thiee different ways:
L RepresentedThing versus IntemalMachineThing
ii. IndividualObject versus Collection,
iii. Intangible versus Tangible Object versus CompositeTangible&IntangibleObject.
IntemalMachineThing includes data structure within the machine that Cyc can diiectly 
access, RepresentedThing is the concept or simply the variable identifying the 
IntemalMachineThing. Intangible object is any thing that is not physical, i.e. has no mass, it 
is the opposite of Tangible object, while CompositeTangible&IntangibleObject object has 
physical parts and intangible parts. Thing concept is identified as the universal set, 
comprising other concepts as members. IndiviualObject cannot have element or subset, 
though it may have parts or structure and a set of characteristics. Collections may have 
subsets, supersets and members. For each concept entry in the KB, Cyc introduces three 
slots. The first two slots delimit hierarchical relations, namely, isa and gettls, isa specifies an 
element of a set, while genls (or generalisation) specifies a subset of a set. The thfrd slot 
specifies subsets of the concept. Cyc also provides a definition text for each concept.
Cyc provides an ontology structure covering 42 topical groups, and produces an ontology 
that is structured enough for a human subject to understand and use the ontology for 
representing knowledge. There is an overt reliance on Cyc realised through two relations isa 
and genl. However, in specific domains, ontologies are not only specified by hierarchical
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relations, but also by different relation types like material, cause, attribute, etc. It appears 
that Cyc does not provide solutions to elicit or represent these relations. To illustrate the 
ontology structure in Cyc, consider the entry for Electron^, where items starting with ‘#$’ are 
entries or defined concepts in Cyc:
#$Electron
A collection of objects; a subset o f #$SubAtomic?article. Every instance of #$Electron is a 
subatomic particle with an #$ElectricCharge of-1. 
isa: §$ExistingObjectType. 
genls: ë$SubAtomicPai'ticle.
The definition states that (#$)Electron is an object that exists (#$ExistingObjectType) and is 
a {genls) (#$)SubAtomicParticle. Cyc deals with conceptual generalizsation, for instance 
tracing the slot of the genls relation of the (#$)Electron entry produces Figure 2-1. On the 
other hand, tacit knowledge, which deals with the compatibility of concept types, has not 
been efficiently considered in Cyc, for instance, the concept (#$)ElectricCharge has been 
mentioned in the definition slot of (#$)Electron, but its relation to (#$)Electron has not been 
explicitly specified i.e. whether it is an attribute of an electron, and what type of a 
relationship is assumed between (#$)ElectricCharge and the digit -1. There is much 
discussion in Cyc literature (Lenat and Guha 1990: 164-170) about ‘attribute values’ and 
categories: attribute values in themselves categorising the ‘physical attributes’, ‘mental 
attributes’, etc. The authors talk of open-ended philosophical conundrums like adjectival 
attributes (the colour red as in ‘a red house’) and predictive attributes (the colour red in ‘the 
house is red’). However, in thek enthusiasm, Lenat and Guha ignore any literature on these 
conundrums.
Constructions found in Cyc need further processing to be manipulated by machines. Such 
limitations can be overcome by processing the definition field into templates processable by 
machines, in this case slots defining hierarchical relations and subsets may be omitted, since 
information of these slots are included in the definition itself. Above all, the creation of a 
hierarchical domain structure would not need human intervention, the machine would take 
care of it.
 ^The definition of electron has been cited from http:/Avww.cyc.com/cyc-2-I/vocab/chemistiy-vocab.html
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Thing
IndividualObject
Electron
TangibleObject
TangibleStuff
SubatomicParticleObject
MicroscopicScaleObject
Figure 2-1: Tracing the hierarchical structure provided in Cyc for Electron entry 
Plinius Project (1991-to date)
The Plinius project (Speel 1995) carried out at the University of Twente, deals with semi­
automatic knowledge extraction from short scientific texts in material sciences. Plinius 
workers use thi'ee types of knowledge bases: linguistic, terminological and background 
knowledge bases. The linguistic knowledge base consists of English grammar together with 
a lexicon, while terminological and background knowledge bases contain domain knowledge. 
An ontology in Plinius is specified within the terminological knowledge base in terms of the 
domain conceptual vocabulary. The background knowledge base contains general scientific 
knowledge like fact bases comprising description of measurements, units of pressure, length, 
etc., and fact bases of how to convert these units. Plinius distinguishes between language 
dependent and language independent processes. Only the description of the language 
dependent process has been specified, and comprises three subprocesses. Input texts ai'e fkst
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parsed into syntactic structures, then these resulting structures are converted into assertions in 
terms of the domain concepts, and finally, the third process is used for anaphora resolution. 
The output of this process consists of conceptual structures of the input document.
Plinius project is an ontological knowledge acquisition system from short scientific texts. It 
adopts a complex ontology structure where precise domain concepts are defined in terms of 
their primitive properties. This is a laborious and time-consuming process and above all it is 
explosive. It identifies fourteen types of domain concepts and only two types of relations 
between them, namely, decomposition o f which stands for part-whole relation and 
subcollection o f or isa relation. Consequently, sentences or phrases that cannot be expressed 
in terms of the Plinius domain concepts will be omitted. To illustrate the complexity of 
Plinius ontology structure, consider the following sentence and the assertion produced by 
Plinius that expresses domain knowledge contained in the sentence (cited from Speel 1995): 
Sentence
The stress exponent of the yield stress wm larger than three.
Assertion
sample-property-relation {
s: sample (I: Sample_l 123_0001), [  document identifier]
P: {property J)007 (id, [yield stress]
k: obseiyed,
Q: {(qualityOOlS (id, u, [stress exponent]
v; scalar value interval (
lb: scalar value point ('v: 3, d) 
ub: scalar valuenpoint (v: '^,d})), 
quantity_0006 (id,u,v), [stress]
quantity_0002 (id,u,v), [temperature]
quantityJ)001 (id,u,v))})}) [pressure]
Where concepts used in the assertion are related according to the ontology framework of 
Figure 2-2.
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Property
Quantity
Sample-property-relation
Figure 2-2: An extract from Plinius ontology framework
According to Plinius ontology specifications, Sarnple-property relation is a tuple relating a 
sample to a concept, quantity is a concept relating measurable concepts to unit and value, 
while property is a concept linking an attributive concept to quantities. To understand the 
structure of the above assertion consider the extracts from Plinius ontology in Figure 2-3.
Property concept Property identifier 
name
Property kind Quantities
pioperty_0007 yield stress k quantity_00015 X quantity_0006 X quantity_0002 X
quantity_0001
Quantity concept name Quantity identifier Unit of measurement value
quantity_0001 pressure Pascal V
quantity_0002 temperature Kelvin V
quantity_0006 stress Pascal V
quantity_0015 stress exponent dimensions V
Figure 2-3: An extract from Plinius ontology for the concepts property and quantity
The previous example shows the extent to which a knowledge engineer using Plinius has to 
build a detailed domain ontology, and above all he or she must familiarise himself or herself 
with all domain elements. This is time consuming and defeats the objectives of knowledge 
acquisition systems aiming to save knowledge engineer time.
CODE (1990-to date)
CODE (Conceptually Oriented Description Envkonment) (Skuce, 1993), is a knowledge 
management system developed by the artificial intelligence group at the University of 
Ottawa. CODE, unlike Cyc and to a lesser extent Plinius, takes into account the role of
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teriTfiinology in knowledge acquisition. The main function of CODE is to help users in 
creating, debugging and retrieving knowledge from a knowledge base that contains texts and 
graphs. One of the features of CODE is the lexicon which has the capabilities to identify and 
store terms in texts. The identification of the term depends on the knowledge engineer who 
verifies its validity. CODE has a ‘frame-based’ knowledge representation system, where 
knowledge entered by users is organised into inheritance hierarchies of concepts. 
Knowledge about a concept is encoded in statements that describe the properties of the 
concept. Consider for instance, the example of Figure 2-4 (cited fr*om Bowker and Meyer 
1993) that uses CODE to handle the multidimentionality of hypertext links. That is, to 
encode the classification of hypertext links in more than one way (or dimension), i.e., 
according to link directionality (kl), orientation (k2), or functionality (k3).
K1
Kl K2
K2 K3
untyped
link
typed link
link
referential
link
unidirectional
link
bidirectional
link
Organisational
link
Figure 2-4: A representation of hypertext links in CODE
CODE mainly provides a knowledge representation system and has facilities to manipulate 
provided domain ontologies. In the CODE system only hierarchical relations are assumed to 
exist between concepts. However, in existing specialised domains different types of 
relationships are required to identify concepts. It may be claimed that, common sense or tacit 
knowledge remains a problem when acquiiing knowledge from texts using CODE. A tool 
that can extract structures from domain texts to identify essence knowledge of domain 
objects and theh relationships i.e. domain ontology is requiied to improve CODE 
functionality.
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2.2 Lexical Knowledge Acquisition
Lexical knowledge acquisition systems analyse texts to extract lexical knowledge, i.e., that 
pertains to words, word classes, syntax, morphology and relationships among words. A 
number of lexical knowledge systems have been built using large corpora and statistical 
methodologies. Work in this area has concentrated on automated part of speech tagging. 
Most of the work in the area of automatic statistical tagging is based on the Hidden Markov 
model (Weischedel et al 1993, Charniak et al 1994, Charniak 1997). For these taggers, 
learning involves acquiring lexical probabilities (P(word/tag)) and contextual probabilities 
(P(tagi I tagi-i.. tagi-n)). A sentence can be tagged by searching for the tag sequence that 
maximises the product of lexical and contextual probabilities.
Statistical approaches have been also used in extracting linguistic structures from texts. For 
instance, Finch (1993) has used unsupervised learning and statistical methods to find lexical 
hierarchies of words. His technique was based on the so-called distributional hypothesis, 
attributed to the late Zellig Harris, which relates the syntactic distribution of words to their 
semantic content (Hirschman 1986). That is, words of the same class have similar 
distribution and syntactically can be replaced by each other without violating grammar rules. 
Finch’s system was used to analyse texts and cluster text entities into word classes; 100 
classes were identified. Nouns represent 20% of the recognised classes, verbs represent 23%, 
adjectives and adverbs represent 15%, and finally closed class^ words represent 40% of the 
identified classes. These classes are categorising text words according to their distribution, 
not to theii* designated concepts. Consider, for instance, the thhd class (C3 adopted from 
Finch 1993), which was composed of nouns, such as time, room, method, dog, child, etc,, 
items of such a class are only related in the distribution of their usage.
Kenmore (Cardie, 1994) is a knowledge acquisition framework for natural language 
processing systems. It addresses a range of problems in sentence analysis, like the 
disambiguation of part of speech and word senses, dealing with unknown words and
^Some words ai e open in that new words may be added to tliem as language progresses, and some ai e closed in 
that new words cannot be added to them. The class of prepositions is an example of a closed class. The class of
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prepositional phrase attachment, and the resolution of pronoun references. For instance it 
learns cases to disambiguate the part of speech of a word like plans. For this purpose, 
Kenmore exploits an on-line corpus using a conceptual sentence analyser and symbolic 
machine learning techniques, and requires human intervention. Kenmore operates in two 
phases, a semi-automated training, during which a solution to a particular problem is learned, 
and an application phase, in which a learned solution is applied to solve a new situation. To 
conduct the training, a small set of sentences is first selected randomly from the corpus. Next 
the sentence analyser processes the training sentences and with a human supervisor creates a 
case every time an instance of the ambiguity occurs. Once the case is created it is stored in 
the Kenmore’s case base, and forwarded to the parser to update its state. Kenmore is a 
domain specific fr amework, which requfres retraining when used in a different domain.
TANK/MaLTe (Delannoy et al 1993, Delisle 1994) is a semi-automated system for 
knowledge extraction from technical texts, using user-assisted natural language processing 
and machine learning techniques. The linguistic processing begins with surface syntactic 
analysis followed by a case-based semantic analysis. The semantic analyser is user-assisted 
and can be trained. The extracted knowledge is represented as Horn clause rule base. 
However, in most cases semantic relations are dependent upon disclose, for instance the 
agent of a verb like kill, is a murderer. Therefore, TANKA, likewise Kenmore, requires 
retraining when used in a new domain.
One of the major problems of the statistical approaches in NLP systems and systems that 
require domain-specific training is scalability. Many of these methods do not scale up, 
because they require manual work related to initial training. In some cases manual training 
of the model is required for each new ambiguous situation. Also, when used in a new 
domain the systems have to be manually retrained. Indeed, Basili, Pazienza and Velardi 
(1996) have noted that statistical methods do not provide conceptual explanation of the data. 
Instead, thefr output is represented by words, word clusters, etc., together with theii* 
probabilities of occurrence, which requiie a human expert to interpret them.
nouns is an example of an open class, since nouns aie constantly being invented and incorporated into the 
language.
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2.2.1. Lexical knowledge acquisition from dictionary definitions
The purpose of a dictionary is to explain the meaning of words, in doing so it supplies both 
linguistic and world knowledge. There has been a great awareness of the role of word sense, 
as expressed in lexicons, when designing knowledge acquisition systems from texts (Wilks, 
1975). A word of more than one sense indicates that the word is polysemous. For instance, a 
polysomous word may have two senses, one nominal and one verbal (like run In ‘fun run’ or 
‘they run’) or both nominal (like race or bank).
Work in this area has been mainly concerned with extracting knowledge to compute case 
roles and preference semantics (Wilks et al 1993). The authors have described a system that 
converts Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) machine readable entries 
into frame-based objects. The frame object contains lexical information like word sense 
number, grammar, and part of speech. It also includes contextual information obtained from 
compiling LDOCE pragmatic codes'^. Also, the frame object contains a super class slot and a 
case role slot for the defined entry, derived from the genus and differentia respectively.
Wilks et al have succeeded in deriving the super class for the defined word, but theh attempt 
to generalise a case role or a relationship on the entry is questionable. In many cases, the 
generalisation of such a relationship needs further interpretation information beyond that 
available in the definition text.
Alshawi (1989) has used a hand-crafted classification of the central senses of the LDOCE 
definition vocabulary to process and classify the LDOCE definition for a new word sense. 
This includes extracting the superordinate and other predicates present in the definition. His 
approach is based on hierarchies of phrasal structures found in LDOCE definition, where 
more specific patterns are dominated by less specific ones. For each lexical category (noun, 
verb, etc) there is a specific set of phrasal patterns that are structured in hieraichies. For 
example, consider the definition of mug, its associated phrasal pattern and its extracted 
semantic structure (cited from Alshawi 1989);
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mug: a foolish person who is easily deceived.
n-135 : det adj nounl that-which verb-pred 
verb-pred: passive-pred 
passive-pred: be vtrans
det: a adj: foolish that-which: who be: is vtrans: deceived
{(CLASS PERSON) (PROPERTIES (FOOLISH)}
(PREDICATION (OBJECT-OF ((CLASS DECEIVE)))))
The semantic structure of mug has been derived from the building rule, 
(n-135 ((class - nounl) (properties adj) (predication verb-pred)))
which complies with the above phrase pattern n-135.
In addition to the manual classification of the central senses of LDOCE vocabulary, the 
described work requires the formulation of the hierarchies of phrase structures for the 
definition. These phrase patterns and their* associated semantic structures building rules 
describe the sublanguage used in LDOCE definitions, which may need to be modified when 
used for other sublanguages.
A major constraint on the methodologies based on the phrasal pattern is that they are 
particularly suited to the analysis of short definition sentences with limited syntactic 
structures. Aigrre et al (1996) have used the methodology for the extraction of semantic 
knowledge from definition sentences with the average number of words per definition being 
3.27. They have shown that the methodology is more promising with verbs than with other 
parts of speech. This is due to the fact that verb definitions are written using short sentences 
with reduced syntactic structures compared to other pait of speech entries.
2.3 Terminological knowledge acquisition (TKA)
Terminological knowledge acquisition is a term used to indicate the existence of a method or 
a software system, which can enable a terminologist to acquire or to elaborate terms 
systematically or automatically from specialised texts. Since there is a connection between 
terms and concepts, it can be argued that TKA also refers to methods or programs that may
'^ ‘The LDOCE pragmatic coding divides world into 124 subject categories ranging from aeronautics to 
zoology',(Wilks 1993: 385).
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help in the acquisition or elaboration of concepts through an automatic analysis of specialised 
texts. The use of the word ‘knowledge’ is polysemous here in that the word is sometimes 
used to describe the laiow how related to the extraction of a term from a text, or sometimes it 
is used to stress the claim that it is the aspect of human knowledge, articulated as a term, 
which is being analysed or elaborated. Typically, TKA systems have access to a general 
language lexicon and use syntactical or statistical methods to extract knowledge about 
domain terms. Next we will describe four TKA systems that have been used to extract 
conceptual knowledge from specialised fields.
AutoSlog (1996)
AutoSlog (Riloff 1996) creates domain-specific dictionaries for information extraction from 
pre-tagged texts. AutoSlog is designed for analysing noun phrases. For each tagged noun 
phrase in the input text, AutoSlog identifies the sentence from which it should be extracted. 
The sentence is syntactically analysed and each noun phrase is assigned a syntactic category 
i.e. subject, direct object, etc. The system then uses the syntactic category of each tagged 
noun phrase and a set of heuristics to identify what has been called trigger words, these are 
the words that identify the conceptual role of the noun phrase. Finally the system creates a 
concept node or a case frame for the extracted trigger word. The system had been used in a 
non-technical domain (terrorism) where trigger words are verbs. On the other hand, when it 
was used in a technical domain (microelectronics), where trigger words are nouns and nouns 
phrases, a keyword recogniser - to extract the microelectronics terminology - was added to 
AutoSlog to help in extracting technical terms and then conceptual role.
Riloff has claimed that AutoSlog is not domain dependent, but to use it in a new domain, 
conceptual objects should be analysed and heuristic rules, which classify the meaning of a 
verb subject and/or object, should be explicitly defined. For instance, a dhect object in a 
terrorism domain is assigned the role of victim, while that in the microelectronics domain a 
dir ect object was assigned the role of entity.
It appears that AutoSlog fills values for concept nodes or case frames, it does not provide a 
conceptual structure for domain entities, for instance, in the terrorism domain the
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relationship between the verbs kill and murder is not explicitly identified. AutoSlog 
heuristics are based on the syntactical categorisation of nouns, which implies that when using 
AutoSlog in a technical domain, which is described by a set of conceptual objects, 
knowledge about its objects or terms must be available first. This supports the argument that 
knowledge acquisition in specialised domains relies heavily on domain ontology. A tool that 
automates the creation of such a resource would potentially be of considerable help in 
knowledge acquisition.
Mikheev and Finch (1995)
Milcheev and Finch (1995) have described a workbench for the acquisition of ontological 
knowledge from medical text corpora. The authors have outlined a four-step method and 
developed programs for automating these steps. Fkst, this technique assumes the 
accessibility of automated general language thesaurus (WordNet) and a terminology 
thesaurus (UMLS). Second, each word is tagged by assigning its part of speech information. 
Third, each word type is clustered, these clusters are then refined and subcategorised with the 
help of information provided by the general language and terminology resources; the authors 
have cited a sophisticated clustering tool (Finch 1993). The terminological thesaurus is 
assumed to provide the system with the background conceptual information, i.e., that needed 
to identify domain tern^, term category, its super type and subtype, etc. Fourth, collocations 
containing domain terms are generated and analysed to discover the relation type between a 
head noun and its modifier in a noun phrase.
The authors have presented an essentially manual method to create type conceptual structure 
for terms. For each concept the system provided a default case frame. To build the 
conceptual structure of a term, the terminology thesaurus is used to find its type, and its 
default frame is displayed to the knowledge engineer who decides about filling its slots. The 
described system is partially ontological in the sense that it relies on some external resources 
to decide about the supertype or the category of an extracted term. On the other hand, the 
conceptual structure of a type is handcrafted and provided to the system.
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ARIOSTO_LEX (1996)
ARIOSTO_LEX (Basili, Pazienza and Velardi 1996) uses a combination of probabilistic and 
knowledge-based methods for acquiring a lexicon of word sense selectional restrictions from 
specialised corpora. The main purpose of ARIOSTO_LEX is to tune lexical knowledge so 
that it expresses the precise semantic relationships present in a sublanguage. There are three 
steps in ARIOSTO„LEX. First, the system extracts syntactic relations between words. 
Second, each word included in a relation is semantically tagged using a set of domain high- 
level category (i.e. Instrumentality, etc.). Third, each syntactic relation that includes a word 
W is replaced with the appropriate conceptual relation and a selectional restriction on W  may 
be extracted. The mapping of the syntactic relation into the appropriate semantic relation is 
based upon a pre-prepared domain-dependent list of correspondences between syntactic 
patterns (of the form, Ci syntactic_ relation Cj), and concept-relation-concept triples (CRC). 
On the average there are 10-30 different CRC for each syntactic pattern type. In some 
situations different syntactic relations subsume the same semantic relation, whereas in other 
cases the same syntactic relation has different semantic indications. Therefore, the lexicon 
derived by the system requires a post-editing.
ARIOSTO_LEX requires considerable input from its end users, especially in the assignment 
of high level categories for the domain terms, in the preparation of lists of correspondences 
between syntactic patterns and semantic relation, and in the verification of the lexicon 
prepared by the system. Although ARIOSTO_LEX is not domain dependent, a pre-requisite 
for moving to a new field is to prepare the field related categories and correspondent list of 
relations.
The authors have suggested the possibility of automating the process of assigning a set of 
categories from WordNet. However, WordNet is a general language thesaurus, which does 
not include all word categories related to different domains. Consider the keyword primer, 
which has two different meanings in a paint and coating glossary, and in a health glossary 
with keywords related to genetics;
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primer: first complete coat of paint of a painting system applied to a surface. Such paints are 
designed to pr ovide adequate adhesion to new surfaces or are formulated to meet the special 
requirements of the surfaces.
primer: shori: preexisting polynucleotide chain to which new deoxyribonucleotides can be 
added by DNA polymerase.
In these definitions primer can be categorised as coat o f paint or as preexisting 
polynucleotide. Whereas, WordNet categorises primer as a textbook, lighter or coat o f paint, 
according to the three different senses of primer 
Sense 1
primer — (an iritr'oductory textbook)
textbook, text, text edition, schoolbook, school text — (a book pr'eparedfor use in schools 
or colleges; "his economics textbook is in its tenth edition")
Sense 2
fuse, fuze, fusee, fuzee, primer -  (any device by which an explosive charge is igrrited)
^  lighter, light, igniter; ignitor -  (a device for lighting or igniting fiiel or charges or fires; 
"do you have a light?")
Sense 3
fla t coat, ground, primer; priming coat, undercoat — (the first coat o f paint applied to a surface) 
=> coat of paint —(a layer of paint covering something else)
WordNet does not include the category of primer as recognised in a scientific field like 
genetics. Such a category can only be exploited when definitions of domain-specific terms 
are analysed.
SNOWY (1989)
One of the interesting systems is SNOWY, which has been developed by Gomez and Segami 
(1989) for the recognition and classification of concepts in technical texts. SNOWY 
performs three tasks. The first one is a ‘concept formation’ task, where schemas (concepts) 
are built from the logical representation of sentences. This is done by using rules, which 
build concepts from different kinds of logical forms. During the second task ‘concept 
recognition’ is performed, where long-term memory (LTM) is searched to determine if the 
newly created schemas are alieady in LTM. The thiid task is responsible for ‘schema 
integration’, where unrecognised schemas are integrated in LTM. In LTM concepts are 
represented in frame-based structure and classified as object-structure, action-structure or 
event-structure. The frame has slots or conceptual relations. The authors have distinguished 
between two types of conceptual relations: those describing concepts like isa, part of, etc.,
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and identified by probes like is, are, has, and those that attribute actions to physical objects 
like cause, and are identified by action verbs like produce, interact.
The main idea behind SNOWY is that it does not requiie previous knowledge about concepts 
to build its LTM, it only relies on linguistic analysis of the sentences.
2.4 Towards Automated Knowledge Acquisition: Situating DEARSys
Current knowledge acquisition systems use different approaches. Ontology based systems 
rely mostly on handcrafted domain ontologies; although these ontologies have the advantage 
of accuracy and relevance, they are expensive, both in human and monetary terms, to build. 
The principal disadvantage of a handcrafted ontology is that for each new domain, one has to 
find a human to build the ontology. Another disadvantage is the poor granularity of these 
systems, that they subsume all semantic relations under few hierarchical generalised 
relations. Also, such systems are not concerned with the lexical information present in texts, 
which can be used to derive facts about concepts.
Lexical knowledge acquisition systems are more involved with the lexical knowledge. These 
systems are mostly concerned with acquiring rules to handle ambiguous linguistic situations. 
The adopted approaches requiie initial training, in some cases manual training is required for 
each ambiguous situation. Also, since some of the ambiguous constructs are domain- 
dependent, these systems may require retraining when moved into new domains.
The approaches on the machine-readable definitions, for instance LDOCE, have succeeded in 
extracting the genus and differentia of definitions. However, these approaches have not 
attempted to utilise a grammar that describes the syntax of the definitions. Instead, they have 
used phrase structure pattern match based-methodologies, which is adequate enough to 
analyse short definition sentences with limited syntactic structures.
Most of the TKA systems are concerned with the acquisition of conceptual roles or 
selectional restrictions of a term in a particular domain, or building domain conceptual
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structure from logical cues found in specialised languages. These systems have been 
concerned with generalising the conceptual role of a lexical item in a domain, since a role is 
domain dependent, TKA need to be tuned when used in new domains. TKA systems 
basically have worked with free texts, whereas we wish to create conceptual structures for 
specialised domains from theii* term base.
Recall that Gomez and Segami have claimed that domain conceptual structure can be 
developed from logical forms of sentences found in their selection of domain text. We 
believe that the authors could have made theii* task easier by working with texts fragments 
which are more structured and formalised than thefr texts. In the next chapter we will 
elaborate on Sinclair’s notion of the language of definitions. Extending Sinclak’s ideas to 
terminology, we note that definition encapsulates most necessary and sufficient conditions to 
describe a term or object, which can be used to create or modify conceptual structures. Also 
definitions and their elaboration contain action verbs that specify different interactions 
between domain concepts. Indeed, constructs found in the language of definitions (Sinclair, 
Hoelter and Peters 1995) can be used to highlight and interpret the different kinds of logical 
cues.
In contrast with the reviewed systems (sections 2.1-2.3), the system reported in this thesis 
(DEARSys) does not requiie intensive amount of human labour in manual training, or storing 
domain or general knowledge. Instead, DEARSys uses definitions to extract knowledge 
about terms. DEARSys has not applied manual coding of definition phrases (like in Alshawi 
1989), instead, an empirical study has been used to derive definition structure found in the 
sublanguage of terminology definitions. The system has adopted the notion that definitions 
are formalised according to some structures that convey their meanings. Accordingly, a 
parsing code has been written to convert definition structures into a frame-based 
representation. DEARSys uses the definition structure and other linguistic phenomena to 
identify a supertype and slots (discriminating relations) for the identified frames. DEARSys 
has not attempted to generalise the relationships derived from definitions (as opposed to 
Wilks et al 1993), in many cases, the extracted relationships are bounded by the surface 
definitions. Therefore, DEARSys is a domain independent knowledge acquisition tool from
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terminology definitions. This tool is based only on the structure of definitions, which seems 
to have similar shape among different subject fields
The set of high-level domain categories is the set of classes for which all other domain 
classes are considered to be subtypes. By analysing definitions of various fields, DEARSys 
can automatically identify this set of categories and assign words to theii* appropriate 
categories. For instance, by processing the, previously mentioned, primer definitions, and 
interrogating DEARSys about the categories of primer, DEARSys responds with all its 
possible classifications in different domains as below.
in the domain of paint and coating primer is categorised as coat
in the domain of health primer is categorised as polynucleotide_ chain
The three kinds of systems described above, ontological, lexical, and terminological can be 
compared and contrasted in terms of the methodologv on which they are based, in terms of 
their domain dependence, and thek cognitive orientation- language comprehension as it 
relates to lexical systems, conceptualisation as it relates to terminological systems, and 
problem-solving as it relates to ontological systems. In Table 2-1 we show the comparison 
based in the three ‘metrics’. The table relates our approach to knowledge acquisition to the 
other approaches presented in this chapter. It shows that only Cyc has adopted a handcrafted 
approach that does not make use of linguistics or probabilistic information to create domain 
ontology, while all other systems apply linguistic analysis.
The reviewed systems vary in then dependency upon the applied domain. Ontological 
knowledge acquisition systems, which encode domain ontology, are highly dependent, while 
other trainable systems (Kenmore, TANKA) and systems that use empirical techniques to 
generalise domain conceptual relations (AotoSlog, ARIOSTO_LEX) aie partially domain 
dependent. DEARSys and LDOCE use constructs found in the sublanguage of definitions to 
elicit knowledge about a keyword, thus, they are domain independent.
A comparison of the eight systems reviewed shows that the cognitive orientation of 
DEARSys is similar to that of ontological and terminological knowledge acquisition systems, 
they aim at extracting semantic knowledge about domain objects and building domain
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ontology. While lexical knowledge acquisition systems aim at extracting lexical information 
and semantic rules that can help in resolving linguistic ambiguities, DEARSys is a hybrid of 
the approaches in that it shares some of the properties with ontological (cognitive orientation: 
creating ontologies), terminological knowledge systems (methodology: empirical), and 
lexical (methodology: dealing with sublanguages).
Orientation Ontological Lexical Terminological DEARSys
Systems
Cyc Plinius Kenmore/
TANKA
LDOCE
systems
AotoSlog/ Snowy 
ARIOSTO_LEX
Methodology
Empirical X X X X y X y
Learning X X V X X X X
Stmcture of X X X y X X V
sublanguages
Linguistic analysis X V V V y V y
Automated X X X X X V y
Semi-automated X i y y V X X
Handcrafted y X X X X X X
Dependency on the domain 
Highly dependent V y X X X X X
Trainable^ X X V X y V X
Independent X X X V X X V
Cognitive orientation
Lexical knowledge X X V V X X X
Semantic knowledge X X V V y y y
Domain ontology y V X X X •V y
Table 2-1: A summary of the main features of some knowledge acquisition systems
Another important observation emerging from Table 2-1 is that automation and portability 
across domains can be achieved for systems that apply linguistic analysis to map a sentence 
into its logical form (SNOWY), and systems that use empirical techniques to describe a local 
grammar for sentences in disclose (DEARSys).
DEARSys is an attempt to use the available terminological resources of a given specialist 
discipline for the purposes of semi-automatically creating knowledge bases. Our motivation 
comes from recent research on how lemmas, in several general dictionaries or in terminology 
databases, are defined and elaborated. The natural language description of the definitions 
comprises lexical semantic relations, especially hyponymy, partonymy and causality. There 
are claims in the literature that there is a ‘language of definitions’ which is based on a local 
grammar. Indeed, a survey of term bases in a number of disciplines shows that there is some
 ^Trainable systems include tliose need domain dependent rules as a prerequisite.
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truth in this claim. If the definitions are written in a sublanguage, then we can use the 
grammar of this sublanguage to parse the definitions. The parsed output can be analysed for 
the various semantic relations within the various terms of a given domain. These 
interrelationships can then, in principle, be mapped onto one of the many knowledge 
representation formalisms, semantic networks and frames for example. Once a collection of 
definition frames have been created then a program can reason over this collection or 
knowledge base, and be used in a range of reasoning tasks. The selection, parsing, logical 
(semantic) reduction and reasoning, can be automated to a greater or lesser extend. The first 
three stages relate to knowledge acquisition. In the following chapters we investigate the 
sublanguage of definitions (Chapters) and the processing of these definitions (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 3
Structure of Term Definitions: Analysis and Transformation for
Knowledge Acquisition
3.1 Introduction
Lexicographers formulate definitions that could be substituted in any context for the word 
being defined. In addition, these definitions must describe minimal units, which are necessary 
and sufficient to pick out all and only the objects, or events correctly referred to by the word 
or expression under discussion, the definiendum (Hanks, 1987). There has been much 
discussion in lexicographical ckcles about how to frame definitions in a kind of controlled 
English so that the learner should, where possible, have access to definitions that use familiar 
and known words (LDOCE 1987).
Definitions are the explanations of what words mean. These explanations are usually written 
in clear and simple language, sometimes referred to as a controlled vocabulary‘s. Writing 
definitions of terms is not as easy as it seems. Good scientists avoid ckcularity in their 
definitions and good lexicographers attempt to avoid external reference. One can even posit 
the argument that the definition of a complex concept or novel artefact should be defined in a 
logical manner. Starting from a restricted vocabulary and a set of well defined operations on 
this vocabulary one can then define concept and artefacts in an unambiguous manner.
Indeed, dictionary definitions are ideally structured for taxonomic organisation since the 
defining words themselves all appear in the headword list in the dictionary itself. These
‘S Two thousand most commonly words have been used in the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
(LDOCE 1987), and 3500 words have been used in the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (OALD 1995). 
If a non-vocabulary word occurs in a definition, a convention has been used in both LDOCE and OALD to 
show such a word in ‘s m a l l  c a p it a l  l it t e r s ’ .
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defining words are structured in regular formats. John Sinclaii* (1995) together with Helmut 
Schnelle (University of Bochum) have noted that certain lexicographers define lexical items in 
'‘distinctive and repetitive shapes according to their meanings’ (Sinclair 1995: 7). The 
distinctive and repetitive shapes of dictionary definitions may be attributed to the classical 
structure of the definition in terms of a genus and a discriminating differentia. The genus is a 
phrase that is more general than the headword and corresponds with the core of the definition. 
The differentia corresponds with the definition modifiers and serves to differentiate the 
headword from other headwords with the same genus.
In general language lexica rules should be applied to disambiguate the genus terms. Whereas, 
definitions found in special language lexica and specialised term bases, where a term usually 
has one sense, do not suffer fiom the disambiguation problem. Thus, terminology definitions 
are more likely to be in, what Schnelle calls, ‘distinctive and repetitive shapes’, than would be 
the case for general language dictionaries. Moreover, Schnelle has suggested that since the 
meaning of a definition is governed by its distinctive and repetitive shape, it should be 
possible to represent the definition in ‘a logical form by means of regular rules’. This work 
concentrates on finding the repetitive and distinctive shapes of terminology definitions and 
describing these shapes in some logical form so they can be represented in a digital computer. 
These representations can be used in building domain ontology in a knowledge acquisition 
process.
Much of the work in knowledge acquisition relates to the collection of terms and their 
definitions and the subsequent representation of the terms within a representation schema - 
semantic network, predicate logic, fiâmes, or, more recently, through the use of 
terminological logic (Patel-Schneider 1991). However, one finds very few, if any references 
to lexicography or terminology. We will argue that definitions used in terminology databases 
and in specialised dictionaries appear to fall in plausible patterns for which a local or 
functional grammar can be developed. Some of the analysis of definitions and the subsequent 
computer-based representation can be used for the purposes of knowledge acquisition. We
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suggest a methodology for the analysis and representation of terminological knowledge that is 
based on a synthesis of work car ried out in these diverse fields.
Next, the structure of definitions in a general language lexicon is presented. Then, a corpus- 
based approach to identify the structure of most terminology definitions is described. A 
formalism based on fhst-order logic for representing terminology definitions is explained next. 
Finally, an approach for transforming terminology definitions from a first-order logic formulas 
into a fi-ame-based representation is explained.
3.2 Definitions ‘shapes’
Definitions form an integral part of a dictionary, a term base and an encyclopaedia. There 
have been a number of philosophical, lexicographical and terminological discussions with 
regard to what a definition is! Picht and Draskau (1985:49) have described definitions, in 
general, as ‘statements made about an extra-linguistic entity by use of linguistic means (words, 
terms, signs)’. Definitions should phrase the exact meaning of the linguistic entity using a 
simple language of declarative sentences. We will discuss definition structure in both general 
language lexica and specialised term bases.
3.2.1 A typology of definitions in general language lexica
Definitions in general language lexica provide two types of information. The first one is 
related to the headword in general, such as, base form, pronunciation guides, and other forms 
of the entry showing regular and irregular moiphology. The second type of information is 
related to the individual headword senses. This includes sense number, grammar, defining text 
and illustrative examples. Such information is provided through the definiendum and 
definiens. The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary (OED) introduces definiendum as 
‘the word or phrase which is (to be) defined; the word or symbol being introduced by 
definition into a system’. Definiens is defined as ‘the defining part of a definition, the word or 
phrase that states the meaning; the verbal or the symbolic expression to which a definiendum 
is declared to be equivalent’. In other words, definiens encodes the information necessary to 
identify its corresponding definiendum. Some lexicographers (e.g. Hanks, 1987) have
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emphasised the significance of including the way words are used and their selection 
restrictions as in the Cobuild dictionaries.
It has been stated eailier that certain lexicographers define lexical items in ‘distinctive and 
repetitive shapes’, including controlled vocabulary and a style for definitions that prescribes 
syntactic structure of the definitions themselves (Sinclaii* 1995). Furthermore, Sinclak has 
described the language of definitions as either ambiguity free or can be rendered so, and 
stmctured according to a well-defined rule-base. The rule-base can be written down as 
propositions governed by logic, implemented on a computer system, and one can then claim 
that ‘the meaning of English would thus have been computerised’ (Sinclaii* 1995: 8). The 
lexicon of an entire language would be more explicit; this is a prerequisite for knowledge 
representation. This explicitly represented variety of the mother-dictionary can be used for 
further processing by computers: thus making such a dictionary readily available for a range of 
applications. Furthermore, it bas been claimed that if lexicographers in all languages are able 
to use Sinclair ’s proposal, then Sinclair’s essentially English-oriented approach can be adapted 
for other languages. This has positive implications for multi-lingual language engineering. 
Dictionary information is structured only for human users who draw a significant amount of 
general world knowledge. Therefore, dictionaries or lexical data need further processing to be 
adequate to be used by a machine. In this section we will elaborate on how definitions, 
specially the formal and structured ones can be parsed.
A parser for analysing Cobuild entries have been described by Barnbrook and Sinclair (1995), 
and Barnbrook (1995). In the print-version of Cobuüd dictionaries, definitions are written in 
ordinary English sentences and defined entries or headwords are set in bold face. For example 
the definition of the fourth sense of apply is expressed as (cited from Cobuild student’s 
dictionary 1990):
If you apply a rule, system, or skill, you use it in a situation or activity.
Note that Cobuild definitions are structured to include the way words are used, and their 
selection restrictions. Indeed, the construction of the first part of the definition mirrors the
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‘grammatical class to which each sense of a word is assigned, it also includes typical 
collocations and selection preference’ (Hanks, 1987: 127). Accordingly, the parser divides 
each definition into two parts, namely the left-part and the right-part. The left-part contains 
the headword, while the right-part states the meaning of the headword. Therefore, the right- 
part is equivalent to the left-part and contains elements matching those in the left-part. In 
addition to the headword, the left-part contains an optional hinge (such as if  when), and 
optional cotexts. The right-part generally consists of a superordinate and at least one 
discriminator, a synonymic phrase or a synonym. Figure 3-1 shows the structure of both 
parts.
Left-part: [cotext 0] [hinge] [projection] [op-word] [cotext 1] headword [cotext 2] [hinge]
Right-part: [hinge] (superordinate discriminator) I synonmic phrase 1 synonym 
op-word: to, the ,a , an.
cotext: words in the left-part which are not hinge or headword.
hinge: if, when, is, are, were, means, consists of
projection: phrases involving reporting structure
match: word or phrase contained in op-word and cotext, which may prospects a word or a
phrase in the right-part.
Figure 3-1: Structure of left-part and right-part of Cobuild definitions, where items enclosed 
in [] are optional, 1 separates alternative items.
Consider, for instance, one of the senses of the word abstract (Barnbrook and Sinclair 1995): 
abstract [count n]
An abstract o f an article or speech is a short piece of writing that summarises the main point of 
it.
and its parsed elements:
grammar: count n
lemma: abstract abstracts abstracting abstracted
left_part: an abstract of an article or speech is
op-word(match_article(an))+ headword(abstract)+ cotext2((of)+ match(an article or speech))+ 
hinge(is)
right-part: a short piece of writing that summarises the main point o f it 
match_article(a)+ discriminator(short)+ superordinate(piece ofwriting)+ discriminator(that 
summarizes the main point o f )+ match!(it).
The example shows that the parser extracts two types of information, the fii'st type is purely 
lexical like grammar and lemma, while the second type is particularly related to Cobuild 
entries. Moreover, the extracted information deals mainly with matching elements (anaphoric 
link) from the left and the right parts of a definition. The most interesting result is that is
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related to the superordinate and discriminator elements of a definition, since a definition in 
general is characterised by these two elements. It may be argued that the Cobuild parser 
approach can be adapted to analyse definitions of specialised domains and to extract semantic 
information about the defined terms.
Barnbrook and Sinclair* have used elements from the left and right parts to define the 
following definition typology:
Type Elaboration
A Definitions typically used for nouns and often begin with an article
B Definitions typically define verbs and begin with ‘i f ’ or ‘when ’
C Definitions used mainly for verbs and begin with the infinitive marker ‘to’ and for  
adjectives which have no text preceding the headword
D Definitions begin with ‘i f ’ or ‘when’, but are distinguished from type B by the 
nature of the lemaining text before the headword which contains a phrase 
involving a repojting structure
E Definitions begin with 'something that’ or ‘someone who’
F Definitions beginning with ‘i f ’ or ‘when ’ and used for adjectives
G Definitions beginning with ‘if ’ or ‘when ’ and used for nouns
H Definitions typically used for adjectives and begin with an article
An analysis of Cobuild student’s dictionary (carried by Barnbrook, 1996) shows that the 
definitions in this 31,000 word dictionary can be organised into four major stmctural groups. 
The first two groups, which contain over 52% of the total definitions, respectively deal with 
nouns and verbs. Table 3-1 shows the definition structures that are used in the three most 
frequent groups. Each group can be subdivided into more fine grain syntactic patterns (types 
A to H). The so-caUed repetitive patterns and shapes discussed by Sinclair also characterise 
each of these structural groupings and the subgroupings within the groups themselves. Table 
3-1 summarises the general structure of some identified types (A to H) together with the 
frequency of their* occurrences, where table entries represent element position in the 
corresponding definition type.
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Group Group1 Group2 Group3
Definition type Type A TypeE TypeH TypeC TypeB Type F Type G TypeD
Initial Article 1
Cotextl 2 1 2 2 2
Headword 3 3 2 2 3 4 5 3
Cotext2 4 3 4 5 4
Hinge 5 4 3 1 1
Matching article 6
Initial disciiminator(s) and 
siiperordinate(s)
7
Subsequent discriininator(s) 8
Left-hand hinge 2 3 3
Right-hand hinge 4 6 7
Remaining definition text 5 5 4 6 8 8
Projection
Article 1 4
Initial infinitive marker 1
Initial hinge 1 1
Matching pronouns 5 5
Matching cotextl 7 6
Frequency of occurrence 10494 2202 2212 1441 7528 1813 1714 561
General featirres noun default
option
after
A.B.C,
D.P.G
adj infinitive 
verbs 
and adj
verb
definition 
begin 
with 
when, if
adj noun 
definition 
begin 
with 
when, if
verb
definition 
begin with 
when, if
Table 3-1: General structure of definitions of types A to H together with the order of theii* 
occurrences. The above 27965 entries in total make up 90% of the definitions in Cobuild.
Barnbrook has defined another 10 categories (I-X)to which the rest of 3035 definitions
belong.
The table reveals a high frequency of a relatively small number of structural patterns, which 
has allowed the construction of a ‘functional grammar’ for each pattern (Barnbrook 1996). 
The classification of the definitions has been initially based on the patterns associated with the 
first word of the definitions and the grammar class of the headword. Indeed the most frequent 
definitions are of type A, which account for over a thiid of the total number. This is the main 
definition type used for nouns with the general structure: optional article noun... A grammar 
can be developed for such types in terms of theii* components, and therefore, the lexical 
functionality of each component can be identified. For instance, Calzolari et al (1995) have 
used these constructions to extract lexical and semantic information from the parsed Cobuild 
definitions. This information was then represented in a Typed Feature Structure (TFS). The 
extracted information was mainly derived from the left-pait of a definition, i.e. hinge and 
cotexts. For instance, the hinge ‘when’ is adopted for an animate subject of a defined verb 
and the action of the verb can be considered as an inherent action. Also cotextl has been used 
to v3&rii\ïy features of verbs’ subjects and objects, like animate, human, etc. The right-part of
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the definition has been only analysed to extract the type of relationship between the headword 
and its superordinate, that is, is_ a, synonym, member of, set of, act o f
The work on the Cobuild definitions has been mainly concerned with extracting lexical 
information related to the typical and possible usage of an entiy, and syntactic information 
such as that may be gleaned from the use of an obligatory determiner with a singular count 
noun. Also, the grouping of the complement of the headword (i.e. subject of a verb, etc.) into 
inanimate, human, and so on, has been extracted. Such a correspondence is helpfiil when 
identifying selectional constraints on a lexem. Calzolari et al have argued that the information 
extracted from the cotext can be used to disambiguate the genus term for the headwords. In 
addition to the extracted lexical and syntactic information, the superordinate part of the parsed 
definitions has been used to construct a hierarchy of Cobuild entries.
It may be claimed that constructions found in the sublanguage of definitions can be used to 
extract information related to the lexical structure of entries and restrictions on their use. 
From the terminology point of view, the most interesting part of parsing Cobuild dictionary is 
the construction of a type hierarchy and the identification of the discriminator element. On the 
other hand, the disambiguation of the genus term is not significant when analysing the 
definition in terminology for two main reasons. Fkst the authors clahn that theii’ 
disambiguation strategy ‘works well in disambiguating the genus term for verbs’, but when 
dealing with nouns ‘results are less encouraging than when working with verbs. The main 
problem is that the Cobuild definitions for nouns tend to be less generous with collocational 
information on the left-part’, (Calzolari et al 1995: 137). The second reason is that frequent 
entries of a technical lexicon are nouns and nouns modified with other nouns. Each special 
domain noun or term usually has a definite sense and disambiguation is not a as considerable 
problem as in general lexica. Since Cobuild is a general language dictionary, most of the 
effort has concentrated primarily on verbs, where verb sense disambiguation results from 
identifying subject feature, whereas in terminology passive forms of verbs are mostly used.
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Results of analysing Cobuild entries may be used to find distinctive and repetitive shapes of 
terminology definitions. These shapes can contribute in formulating the meaning of a defined 
term according to some mles. Next, we will describe the recurrent shapes of terminology 
definitions and describe rules that govern their content.
3.2.2 Definitions of terms in science and technology
In terminology, a term is considered as the lexical representation of a concept, where a 
concept can be identified by a set of characteristics. These characteristics are compiled to 
formulate the definition of the term. In fact, terminology definitions are closely linked with 
the conceptual structure of the domain, and the definition of a term can provide some bond 
between the concept and its related terms. ISO 1087 standard defines a definition in 
terminology as ‘a statement which describes a concept and permits its differentiation from 
other concepts within a system of concepts’,
Picht and Draskau (1985: 51) have adopted the ISO traditional view of definitions. They have 
analogised definition structure with that of the mathematical equation where:
definiendum = definiens
term = genus + distinctive characteristics
Picht and Draskau - like ISO - classify definitions as intensional, extensional, or contextual. 
An Intensional definition specifies the characteristics of a defined concept which differentiate 
it from aU other concepts. An Extensional definition determines the extensions of a concept, 
and finally, a contextual definition states an example from the contextual uses of the concept. 
Intensional definitions coincide with above equation, and exhibit a common structure in terms 
of a genus or a superordinate and a discriminating differentia. Some inteitsional definitions 
are simply synonyms representing matching types of the entry. Extensional definitions, on the 
other hand, require previous knowledge and the familiarity with the listed concepts. 
Contextual definitions assume that the characteristics of the defined term can be conceived by 
further analysing the definition statement, which violates the role of definition definite 
statements in obviating the need for speculation. Moreover, Picht and Draskau have
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concluded that terminology definitions reflect domain conceptual structure, i.e. concepts and 
relationships among them.
Sager has referred to a terminology definition as ‘a linguistic description of a concept based 
on a number of characteristics, which conveys the meaning of the concept’ (1990: 39). The 
author has contrasted between the linguistic nature of lexicographic definitions and 
terminological definitions. In general language a word can be defined by its synonyms or by 
words with various overlapping meanings so that a word may be defined by the sum of the 
common features among the entire synonyms list. A concept, in terminology, can be defined 
by all the concepts surrounding it in the special field of reference in which it occurs.
Traditional theory of terminology can recognise definitions given by the classical pattern of 
genus and differentia. Sager has suggested a more relevant theory of terminology that 
accepts different definitions used in lexicography and terminology where definitions are 
classified as analytical (genus and differentia), synonymous, paraphrasing, synthetic, implicit, 
denotative (extension definitions), and demonstrative.
A  modern view of terminology is described by De Besse (1997: 66) as ‘a real definitional 
system, as it reflects the structured organisation of a single well-defined domain’. De Besse 
has drawn the basic terminology definition characteristics that differentiate it fi'om 
lexicographic and encyclopaedic definitions. The author uses the differences in the 
definiendum and the so-called ‘language of definition’ in the definition of words, in general 
language lexica, and then in specialised lexica. De Besse suggests that the lexicography 
approach to definitions is different from terminography in that the former goes from word to 
meaning and the later goes from concept to word, (Table 3-2).
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Lexicography Terminology
Definiendum A word. An object, an idea, or a concept within a 
subject field and denoted by a term.
Language of 
definition
Natural language, where words are used to 
describe other words.
Metalanguage, that creates a bridge 
between linguistic (definition text) and 
non-linguistic entities (objects and ideas).
Approach Semasiological proceeding from the word 
to its meaning or meanings.
Onomasiological, proceeds fiom the 
concepts to its linguistic form, term.
Table 3-2: Properties of lexicography and terminology definitions.
Encyclopaedias, on the other hand, deal with knowledge, not with definitions in the sense 
attributed to the term in lexicography or terminology. De Besse has suggested that 
encyclopaedic definitions are related to terminographic definitions and differ from 
terminological definitions. The main factors that differentiate between terminographic and 
terminological definitions are summarised in Table 3-3. The principal purpose of 
terminographic definitions is to describe concepts of systems that already exist, whereas 
terminological definitions create, classify and name concepts of a subject field. 
Terminographic definitions are characterised as descriptive and encyclopaedic, while 
terminological definitions are concise, providing information that is sufficient to identify a 
concept and distinguish it from all other concepts in the subject field. Therefor, domain 
specialists, legislators, and standardisation experts who can define concepts and name them 
usually formulate terminological definitions. On the other hand, terminographic definitions are 
written by terminographers.
Terminographic Definition Terminological Definition
Purpose Describe concepts of an 
existing system.
Classify concepts of a domain to name one or several 
of them.
Feature Descriptive and encyclopaedic. Concise, providing information necessary to 
distinguish and locate a concept within a conceptual 
system.
Originator Terminographers. Domain specialists, legislators and standardisation 
experts.
Table 3-3: Terminographic and terminological definitions
De Besse has argued that of the several types of terminographic definitions, only intensional 
or analytical definitions are equivalent to the defined concept. Since such definitions state the
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general class of the defined concept, in addition to all the characteristics of the concept that 
distinguish it from all other concepts situated in the same class.
Terminology definitions are complemented by a subject classification so that a particular 
definition is applicable to one subject field only. Definitions in terminology reflect subject 
field organisation, in the sense that they are part of the semantic specification contained in a 
concept. This information contained in terminology definitions is to be interpreted and used 
by human users with varying degrees of general knowledge. They are not designed to be used 
by computerised systems, and therefore need extensive analysis before they can be used by 
such systems.
Initial analysis o f  term base definitions An essential pre-requisite for extracting knowledge 
from definitions is to identify significant patterns within the definitions themselves. Initial 
words of definitions are usually associated with important patterns. Bainbrook has used initial 
word frequencies to classify his definitions {cf. Barnbrook 1996, Barnbrook and Sinclak 1995 
typology of A to H definitions). It is our intention to explore this further in our work.
Accordingly, we have analysed the initial words of 1830 different terminology definitions to 
investigate text patterns in the definition sentences. Table 3-4 lists the initial word frequency 
of terminology definitions and compares it with that of Cobuild ’s (cited from Barnbrook, 
1996: 158).
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Initial word of a definition Term bases % Cobuild student’s dictionary %
a 29.9 21.6
the 22.4 4.7
no initial word 20.1 16.4
an 5.8 3.5
see 3.3 0
any 1.7 0
to 1.7 2.1
headword itself 1.3 0
one 1.1 0
in 1.0 0
this 0.7 0
all 0.6 0
when 0.5 4.7
having, two 0.4 0
also 0.3 0
if 0.3 32.4
something 0.2 3.3
very, referring, number, 
abbreviation, some, where
0.2 0.0
for, pertaining to, that, there, 
those, generally
0.1 0.0
someone 0.1 2.1
you 0.0 6.1
miscellaneous 0.1 0.0
Table 3-4; Frequency analysis of initial word of different terminology definitions
Table 3-4 shows that the two most common initial words in the table account for more than 
52% of all terminology definition sentences. The thud item in the table marked as no initial 
word, stands for definitions starting with an open class word (i.e. a noun or a noun pre­
modifier), while in Cobuild definitions it stands for definitions starting with the headword 
itself. A significant number of terminology definitions (3.3%) establish reference to other 
entries by starting with the verb see. Definitions starting with to are mostly describing verbs. 
Such definitions are frequent in term bases involving actions like sport (hill climbing). Table 
3-4 also lists the frequency of different initial words, those that have only occurred once in 
the term bases. In contrast to terminology definitions most Cobuild definitions (32.4%) start 
with if, explaining meanings of verbs, adjectives or nouns. Definitions describing nouns and 
starting with articles are around 30% of the total analysed Cobuild definitions.
Indeed Table 3-4 shows that more than 80% of terminology definitions start with a noun 
phrase designating the superordinate. A significant pattern of definitions may be described as: 
superordinate plirase+ discriminating phrase
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such structures would be referred to as type Ai structure; type Ai definitions are similar to that 
of type A definitions in the notion of Barnbrook and Sinclair'. Type Ai can be further 
elaborated as:
optional article-v optional modifiers^ noim+ discriminating phrase
or as:
[article f  [discriminatorl ]  superordinate discriminator (Type A i)
Some definitions do not contain a discriminator element, which can be expressed as: 
synonymic phrase
These definitions we will call as Type A2 definitions as they bear some similarity to type A 
definitions of Barnbrook and Sinclair'. Type A% definitions can be further described as:
optional article'^- optional modifiers+ noun
or as:
[article]  [discriminatorl]  synonymy (Type A2)
To summarise, a large number of definitions in the term bases are structurally similar (Ai or 
A2) to type A definitions encountered in the Cobuild dictionary, therefore we called them Type 
Ai and Type A2 . This is the main definition type representing more than 80% of all 
definitions. Nouns or domain conceptual types are defined by such a construction. Results 
from Table 3-4 can be used as a starting point for classifying definitions according to their' 
structure.
Table 3-5 lists the fiequency of definition structures in a number of analysed term bases of 
different domains. It shows that definitions with Type Ay are the most frequent (82.57%). 
Therefore, this work deals with definitions of Type Ay and Type A 2 ,  which represent more than 
87% of the terminology definitions and adhere to type A definitions of Cobuild. At this point 
it is worth noting that most of the definitions of unknown structure (Table 3-5) describe the 
meaning of non-norninal headwords i.e. verbal or adjectival items. These also include
 ^Items enclosed between [] me optional
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definitions referencing other entries in the term base (this is indicated by definitions starting 
with the verb see).
Term base Definitions of 
Type Ai
Definitions of 
Type Â2
Definitions of 
unknown 
structures
Total
Law^ 432 7 38 477
Mathematics 272 38 40 350
H ealtlf 268 16 71 355
Science^ 203 12 25 240
Weather 117 5 2 124
Drug 80 3 14 97
Particle Physics 70 5 8 83
Sport 69 2 33 104
Total 1511 88 231 1830
% 82.57% 4.81% 12.62% 100%
Table 3-5: The Frequency of different definitions structures in various term bases
Analysed definitions of Type Ay or Type A2 include those starting with an article, a pronoun 
(like this, these), a noun, or a noun pre-modifier. Table 3-6 shows the syntax of the initial 
constructs of definitions recognised as having Type Ay or Type A 2 .
Initial syntax of Type Ay or Type A ^. 
definitions
Example
Headwords is+ superordinate phrase Anaphvlaxis Anaphylaxis is a medical 
emergency which involves an acute systemic 
(affecting the entire body) allergic reaction.
The plural form of the headword+ are+ 
superordinate phrase
Sinus The sinuses are air cavities within the 
facial bones.
This+ is+ superordinate phrase ZE svndrome This is a disease in which 
abnormal amounts of a hormone called gastrin 
are produced.
These+ are+ superordinate phrase Liver function tests These are tests for the blood 
levels of bilirubin and also some enzymes 
normally present in liver cells.
Superordinate phrase Estrogen A  female hormone.
Table 3-6: Constructs of the initial phrases of the definitions with Type Ai or A%
The table indicates that definitions identified as Type A% or A2 may start with the headword 
itself followed by is (like the definition of anaphylaxis) or with a morphological variant of the 
headword i.e., its plural form (the definition of sinus). Type Ai or A2 definitions may also
 ^Includes definitions from mortgage and will glossaries.
’ Includes definitions from molluscan, geneties, breast cancer, asthma, and general health golssaries. 
® Includes definitions from biology, geology, and paint and coating glossaries.
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start with the pronouns this/these followed by is/are (the definition of ZE syndrome and liver 
function tests) or with a superordinate phrase (the definition of estrogen).
The analysis carried out in this section is useful in identifying key compounds, i.e. headword, 
superordinate and discriminators, which represent the main vocabulary of our system. The 
analysis is also concerned with transforming these compounds into elements of a knowledge 
base. Next, we will express the key compounds in some logical scheme adequate to convey 
the meaning of the defined term. This involves linguistic analysis to identify keywords and 
semantically relevant closed class words like determiners for quantification, preposition and 
verbs that may indicate semantic relations. To perform the linguistic analysis, the system 
requkes knowing the part of speech it encounters, which will be handled by Brill part of 
speech tagger. Some of the grammatical ambiguity will be resolved tlu'ough corpus-hnguistic 
tools. Definitions reduced to logical forms will be then mapped onto a more readable 
knowledge representation scheme,
3.3 A Note on The Logical Form of The Definitions
The aim of generating a definition logical form is to provide a good unambiguous 
representation of the meaning of the definition sentences. This includes proper handling of 
both, definitions constituents (i.e., headword, superordinate, etc.) and constituents of the 
language in general (i.e. quantification, their scoping, etc.).
Logical form of a definition is an expression from some logical language that has the same 
truth condition as the definition. We will describe definition logical form based on first-order 
logic extended with untyped lambda calculus inspked by Pereka and Shieber (1987). This 
logical form makes use of compositional semantics where a logical form associated with a 
phrase is composed of the logical forms of its subparts, and the logical form of an atomic item 
that cannot be further decomposed, a verb for example, is a predicate expressed by the verb 
surface.
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We begin by briefly describing lambda notation, commonly used in describing logical 
formalisms. Then we will present definitions logical forms. Finally we will discuss Pereira 
and Shieber’s proposal for generating logical forms for the basic language constructs i.e. verb 
and noun phrases and thek contribution in the formation of the logical form of an Enghsh 
sentence.
3.3.1 Lambda calculus and semantic interpretations
Hindley and Seldin have defined lambda calculus as ‘a collection o f several formal systems, 
based on a function notation invented by Alonzo Church’ (1986:1). A significant feature of 
lambda calculus is that it describes functions as combinations of other functions. For instance, 
consider the expression x-y which may be thought of as a function /  of x, a function g of y, or 
a function h of both x  and y:
f(x): x-y g(y): x-y h(x,y): x-y
In lambda notation these fiinctions can be expressed without giving them names, as:
Mx).x-y M y)x-y À(x).( M y)-x-y)
Notice that the muti-variable function does not need a special notation. It is expressed as a 
fiinction whose value is another function. The importance of such a feature can be 
experienced in applications that create functions dynamically and pass them as arguments to 
other functions. The function application to a certain value is called fi-reduction, for instance 
the P-reduction of (A(x). x-y) (2) is equivalent to 2-y.
Pereka and Shieber have introduced the notion of lambda calculus, together with ^-reduction, 
for developing grammars which ‘express not only syntactic but also semantic relations among 
constituents’ (1987:91). Lambda calculus is used for rewriting sentences of ordinary language 
so that the equivalent logical form for the sentences will be fiist-order logic expressions. 
These expressions encode the propositions, which the natural language sentences are 
supposed to suggest. For Pereira and Shieber it is possible to associate the constituent 
analysis performed to decompose a sentence into an equivalent grammatical category (S
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NP, VP) resulting in the so-called grammar rules, which can be extended to the so-called 
semantic rules. These compositional semantic rules help to rewrite the original sentence into 
the equivalent ‘logical forms’ of the subconstituents. In fact, in thek attempt to generate the 
logical form of a sentence, Pereka and Shieber have used the principle of compositionality: 
‘the meaning of the whole is a systematic function of the meaning of the part’, (Hkst, 
1987:27). Table 3-7 gives some examples of the semantic rules together with the syntactic 
constituency as described by Pereka and Shieber. For instance, the fir st rule in the table states 
that syntactically S can be divided into NP and VP, therefore, if the logical form of NP is NP’ 
and the logical form of VP is VP’, then the logical form of S is VP’(NP’).
Syntactic Rule Semantic Rule^
S > NP, VP S’ ->V P’(NP’)
VP -> TV, NP VP’ ->T V ’(NP’)
Table 3-7: Rules for composing logical forms for fragments of English
Consider the sentence Shrdlu halts, cited from Priera and Shieber, which can be decomposed 
into an NP and a VP. Suppose that the logical form for the proper noun Shrdlu is SHRDLU 
and for halts is HALT, then by the first rule of Table 3-7 the logical form for the sentence is 
HALT (SHRDLU). Such an expression results fiom applying the logical form of NP as an 
argument to that of VP. Lambda calculus together with p-reduction, as explained earher, 
provide a poweiful mechanism for dynamically creating functions and passing them as 
arguments to other fiinctions, and therefore the logical form of the sentence can be 
automatically generated. For instance, the fir st-order logical form based on lambda calculus 
for the VP halts is Àx. halt(x), and for the proper noun Shrdlu is shrdlu. By the first rule 
(Table 3-7) the logical form for the sentence Shrdlu halts is the lambda expresion:
Ax. halt(x) (shrdlu)
By P-reduction, the above expression is reduced to: 
halt(shrdlu)
The derivation of the logical form of the above sentence can be summarised in the parse tree 
of Figure 3-2.
 ^Were the logical form of an expresstion X is X ’.
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halt(shrdlu)
NP
shrdlu
VP
Xx. halt(x)
Shrdlu halts
Figure 3-2: A semantic derivation for the meaning of the sentence 'Shrdlu halts’.
3.3.2 Logical form of a definition and the role of its headword
As previously stated most terminology definitions have one of the following structures:
Type Aj: d e f h e a d w o r d  [discriminatorl]  superordinate discriminator.
Type A2: def headword [discriminatorl]  synonymy.
The above structures suggest that the logical form of a definition can be composed of its 
constituents, i.e. its superordinate and discriminators. Accordingly, we have associated the 
following rule for formulating the logical form of a definition:
If the logical form of the headword is HW, for the discriminatorl is D l, fo r the superoidinate or 
the synonymy is S, and for discriminator is D then the logical fom i fo r the definition is:
H W ( D I S D )
HW (DIS)
Type Aj 
Type A2
Since we are dealing with terminology definitions we have assumed that entries or defined 
terms are mostly nouns or nouns modified with other nouns. The logical form of a noun is a 
unary predicate (cf.3.4.1). Consequently, the logical form of the defined term is the same as 
that for a noun. To generate the logical form of a definition, we have used the assumption 
that the definition comprises all the necessary and sufficient characteristics to identify an entry 
or a term. We have also assumed that the headword is the main functor of the definition 
logical form and it is universally quantified. That is, a headword is a functor from the defined
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term’s logical form to that of the definition. It is expressed as a universal quantifier that
ranges over the defined term, and can be expressed in X-notation as:
Rule 1: M L  As. M. (Vx)h(x) =t>dl(x)&s(x)&d(x) TypeAj
Rule 2: M l. As. ( Vx) h(x) dl(x)&s(x) Type Ag
The logical grammar we have defined for definitions comprises semantic information: 
headwords superordinate+ disciiminator
as well as syntactic information if we convert the above into the syntactic categories:
noun+ [article] [adjective] noun+ discriminator
We show in 3.3.2.2 that a discriminator may be a verb phrase or a prepositional phrase, 
therefor the above structure can be reduced to: 
noun+ [article] [adjective] noun+ pp\ vp
Furthermore, we have discussed how the semantic information in a definition is organised in a 
logical form by use of FOL extended with untyped lambda calculus. Such semantic, according 
to Pereka and Shieber can be encoded in Definite Clause Grammar (DCG). DCG is an 
extension of Context Free Grammars (CFG) based on definite clauses (Pereka and Warren 
1980). DCG has been used to encode the fu'st order logical forms of the definitions. It 
provides a powerful formalism that can describe a language and effectively analyses a string of 
that language. Therefore, it can be used to implement various degrees of compositionahty 
found in languages. Above all, DCG is implemented in Prolog, the programming language 
selected for DEARSys (see Chapter 4 for more details). We will use the terms, 
superordinate, supertype or super__ type to refer to both superordinate and synonymy paits of 
definitions.
We have used the Pereka and Shieber’s convention in coding fk*st order logic and lambda 
expressions into Prolog (Table 3-8). A lambda expression of the form Àx. 6 indicates a logical 
expression 0that uses the variable x. Pereka and Shieber have used the caret to encode the 
paking of the variable and the logical expression (1987:96). So, the lambda expression Xx. 
Xy. write(x, y) would be in Prolog notation as X^Y'^write(X, Y).
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FOL expression Prolog expression
(Vx)0 all(X,0')'°
(3x)0 exists(X,0’)
=> =>
A &
Xx. 0 X ^ 0’
FOL predicate and function symbol Prolog function symbol
Table 3-8: The Encoding of FOL into Prolog
Thus, the above FOL encoding of Type Ai and Type A2 (rule 1, rule 2) can be described in 
Prolog predicates as:
Rulel (X'^Dl^  (X^DT all (X, H W = > D 1  &S &D)
R u l e 2 ( X ' ^ D l r  all (X, H W = > D 1  &S)
Type A j 
Type A2
The above discussion suggests that the DCG rule encoding of the definition logical forms is:
def(S) —> hw(DESP^D^S),super_ type(NP,Dl,SP),discriminator(D,SupTyp) Type A]
def(S) > hw(D]'^SP'^S), super_ type(NP,Dl,SP) Type A2
Consider the definition of particle as expressed in a particle physics term base: 
particle: a subatomic object with a definite mass.
Applying the above semantic rule 1 ’ implies that the natural fu'st-order logical form for the 
definition of particle-.
(all) (A,particle(A) (subatomic(A) & exists(X, object(X), is_ a(A,X)) & (exists(M, mass(M)& 
definite(M), attr(A,M)))
The above discussion suggests that the logical of a headword, i.e. particle, is:
Àdl. As. Ad. (Vx)particle(x) dl(x)&s(x)&d(x)
or in Prolog notation:
(X'^Dl)riX^S)riX^D)Mll(X,particle(X) ^  Dl&S&D))
As explained earlier, the headword logical form is the main functor of the definition logical 
form. Thus the logical from of the headword is similar to that of the definition. Indeed, the 
definition logical form results from reducing the headword logical form. That is, variables 
representing D l, S and D are replaced by their values in the definition logical form. We have 
dealt with two versions of headword logical form the fast one is as shown above. It takes
10 0’ is the Prolog encoding of 0.
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care of discriminatorl (Dl in the above formulas) when present. While, the second version is 
used when the definition does not have the part discriminatorl.
3.3.2.1 Superordinate logical form
Superordinate is usually a regular noun phrase. Its logical form is equivalent to that of the 
noun phrase (cf. 3.4.1) with an appropriate predicate relating the headword and the 
superordinate. If the head noun is pre-modified, then its premodifier is identified as 
discriminatorl. For example, in the above particle definition the adjective subatomic that 
modifies the noun (superordinate) object has been interpreted as a characteristic for the 
headword particle and further discriminating it from other objects.
The type of the relationship between the headword and the superordinate may have a 
particular' interpretation if the superordinate is preceded by a trigger word‘d pattern, (Calzolari 
et al 1995) or Cruse’s diagnostic frame. A trigger word is a noun followed by an o f 
preposition which presumes the type of the relationship between the headword and the 
superordinate. When trigger words present, definitions have the following pattern:
headword: trigger word + of + string
If the trigger word is pre-modified, its premodifiers are also interpreted as discriminators for 
the headword, i.e. comprising discriminatorl of the definition. Some of the identified trigger 
words and their indicated relations are listed in Table 3-9. The absence of the trigger word is 
interpreted as a hyponymy or an is_ a relation.
Relation Trigger Word
is_ a or a hyponymy type, kind, flavour, flavor
partOf part, portion, piece
memberOf one
setOf collection, set
Table 3-9: A list of some trigger words and corresponding relations 
Consider the superordinate phrase a part o f the breast in the definition of the term lobe:
Hirschman has called such words transparent words, i.e.’ when a transparent word appears as the head of a 
noun phrase, the semantic class associated with the noun phrase is derived from the class associated with its 
left or right adjunct’ (Hirschman, 1986:222).
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Lobe: A part o f breast: each breast contains 15 to 20 lobes.
and its logical form:
Ah. (3c) breast(x)&partOf(h,x)
The trigger word part has been used to interpret the relationship between the headword, lobe, 
and the superordinate, breast, as a relation.
The hyponymy is_ a relation is considered as the default relationship between a headword and 
its superordinate. Consider for instance, the definition of the term carcinoma:
Carcinoma: Cancer that begins in the tissues lining or covering the swfaces of organs, glands, 
or other body structures.
and the logical form of its superordinate cancer:
‘ Ah. 3(x) cancer(x)&is_a(h,x)
where the relationship between carcinoma and its superordinate, cancer, is interpreted as the 
hyponymy is__ a relation.
At the moment the presented work takes care of definitions describing entries with multi­
superordinate. That is, the superordinate is composed of noun phrases with the conjunctions 
and, or. Consider, for instance, the following definition: 
diet : the food and drink regulaiiy consumed
its superordinate can be expressed as:
Ah. (3x) (3y),food(x)&is_a(h,x) &drink(y)&is_a(h,y)
The logical form of the above definition shows that diet has two is_ a relationships, one with 
food  and the other one with drink.
3.3.2.2 Discriminator logical form
According to Barnbrook and Sinclak a discriminator is defined as ‘a stretch of text which is 
grammatically subordinate to the superordinate and expresses some distinguishing feature of a 
headword’ (1995:21). Also Barnbrook has identified a definite group of boundary words 
which could be used to make the division between the superordinate and the discriminator 
(1995). Boundary words include prepositions, relative pronouns, verbs, adjectives or adverbs.
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Studying definitions in different term bases shows that the initial or boundary word of the 
discriminators has a recurrent pattern.
Table 3-10 lists the frequency of the types of discriminator boundary words in various term 
bases. It also shows that that the most frequent discriminators are those bounded by 
prepositions (50%), then those bounded by relative pronouns and verbs (24%, 20% 
respectively). Discriminator boundary words described as miscellaneous in Table 3-10 include 
different categories like determiners, nouns, and pronouns.
Term base Preposition Relative
Pronoun
Past
participle
verb
Present
participle
verb
Adjective 
or adverb
Present or 
infinitival 
verb
miscellaneous Total
Weather 67 24 14 5 4 0 3 117
Particle
Physics
43 13 10 1 3 0 0 70
Law 203 85 103 20 10 7 4 432
Health 182 74 46 19 17 6 4 348
Science 99 46 39 8 7 1 3 203
Sport 30 20 11 0 2 1 5 69
Mathematics 141 98 21 5 3 0 4 272
Total 765 360 244 58 46 15 23 1511
% 50% 24% 16% 4% 3% 1% 2% 100%
Table 3-10: Frequency of the type of discriminator boundary word
In this work we have restricted ourselves to discriminators starting with prepositions, relative 
pronouns and verbs in thek various forms, i.e., past, present, participles and infinitivals. Also 
discriminators starting with adverbs that modify verb phrases, or starting with adjectives 
complemented with preposition phrases have been analysed. This means that we have 
attempted to deal with more than 95% of different discriminator forms.
To generate the logical forms of discriminators it is necessary to find a way to describe the 
relation between the headword and the discriminator, in other words to assign a function to 
the discriminator in accordance to its initial word. For instance, a discriminator starting with a 
verb would have the verb logical form. However, the semantic relation indicated by a lexical 
item lüce a preposition or a verb is domain dependent. Therefore, we have not attempted to 
use selectional restrictions to generalise an interpretation for these relationships, in most cases, 
we have used the surface of the lexical item to represent the relationship. In only very limited 
situations we used generalised relations, for instance, particle physics definitions with
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discriminators bounded by with are interpreted to have an attributive relationship. One of the 
interesting findings reported by Basüi, Pazienza, and Velardi (1996) is that selectional 
restrictions are less intuitive than what usually appears in the literature on computational 
lexicons. Indeed, many patterns do not generalise across sublanguages. Even for a particular 
domain there is disagreement on the number and types of relations posited in the literature 
(Evens 1988). Therefore, the task of associating with a syntactic pattern an appropriate 
conceptual relation cannot be automated.
Next we will describe how the logical form of a discriminator can be determined by the 
surface of its boundary word.
Discriminators bounded by prepositions When bounded with a preposition, the logical form 
of the discriminator is a binary predicate that relates the headword to the preposition 
complement. The name of the predicate is governed by the preposition itself. For instance, 
when a discriminator is bounded by an <?/preposition, the discriminator or preposition phrase 
is identified as a superordinate postmodifier (c/. 3.4.1) that is, the predicate name results from 
combining the head noun of the superordinate and of, i.e. the discriminator of the definition: 
Adductor muscle: the major muscle of the bivalve body ...
is interpreted as:
Ah. (3x) bivalveJbody(x)& muscle_of(x, h)
In this example the binary relation muscle_of that relates adductor muscle and bivalvejbody 
has been extracted.
The arguments of the preposition predicate are not always simple variables. A frequent 
discriminator pattern is a preposition complemented with a relative pronoun phrase, i.e. 
discriminator —> p  rel_ pron s
In this formula the logical form of the sentence s together with the headword logical form, are 
apphed as arguments to the preposition logical form. For instance the in the definition: 
annihilation: a process in which a particle meets its corresponding antiparticle
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the discriminator has the logical form:
Ah. in(h, S)
where S is the logical form of the sentence *a particle meets...’ and can be expressed as:
(3x) (B y) particle(x)& (antiparticle(y)& corresponding(y)) &poss(x, y)& meet(x,y)
Discriminators bounded by relative pronouns Analysed discriminators bounded by relative 
pronouns have one of the following forms:
discriminator rel_ pron vp [1 ]
d i s c i i m i n a t o r r e l _ p r o n s  [2]
In /i7  the logical form of the discriminator is determined by that of the verb phrase, where the 
argument representing the verb subject is bound by the headword. For example, the 
discriminator of the definition:
quark: a fundamental fermion that has strong interactions
has the logical form:
Ah. (3s) set(s) &length(s,set)& ( Vx) member(x,s) strong_interaction(x)& have(h,x)
Where in [2], the logical form of the discriminator is determined by the relative pronoun. For 
instance, if the relative pronoun is genitive, i.e. whose, then, the logical form of the 
discriminator is interpreted as poss binary predicate indicating a possessive relationship 
between the headword and the logical form of the sentence s as below.
semicircle: an arc whose central angle is a right angle
AJi. (3s) (3r) (angle(s)& central(s)& right_ angle(r)& identical (s, r))& poss(h, s)
One of the several functions of the nominal that-clauses is appositive (Crystal, 1997), i.e. 
providing additional information about a previous noun phrase. When a nominal that-clause 
occurs as a discriminator of a definition, it elaborates the meaning of the defined term, i.e. 
provides features that are equivalent to identifying the entry. We have assumed that the 
discriminator logical form is the binary predicate equivalence that relates the defined entry to 
the logical form of the sentence s, consider the example:
charge_consei-vation: the obseivation that electric charge is conserved in any process o f  
transformation o f  one group o f particles into another.
Ah. (3x) electric_charge(x)& equivalence(h, VLF)
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Where VLF is the logical form of the verb phrase 'is consetyed m .f
Discriminators bounded by verb phrases In this case discriminators start with a verb or an 
adverb, the logical form of the discriminator is the same as that of the verb phrase with the 
application of the defined entry as the subject of the verb phrase. This is illustrated by the 
following example:
baiyon: a hadron made from three quarks
Ah. (3s) set(s) &length(s, 3))& (Vx) member(x,s) quark(x)& material(h, x))
Note that the logical form of make when followed by from  preposition is the binary predicate 
material.
3.4 Parsing The Definitions: Syntactic Categorisation and Logico-Semantic Reduction
As previously explained, the logical form of a sentence is composed of its constituents logical 
forms, i.e,, its noun and verb phrases as indicated by the rule:
f  up vp
Each syntactic construct may have a logical form representation. When these constructs are 
combined according to grammatical rules, one can attempt to interpret of sentences. As 
explained earlier, linguistic analyses, together with part of speech tagging are prerequisites for 
the reduction into logical forms. In this section, we will fust discuss the logical forms of 
different syntactic constructs and how these constructs contribute to represent the meaning of 
sentences (3.4.1-3.4.4, and then we will describe syntactic tagging (3.4.5).
3.4.1 Noun phrases
Some of the simpler noun phrases can be rewritten as a determiner and a noun, this is shown 
in the structure
np —>det noun
Determiners aie quantifiers, following FOL notation, these are interpreted by a binary 
predicate with the fii'st argument is a variable bound by the quantifier and represents quantifier 
range and the second one represents its scope. For example, the indefinite determiner a is an
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existential quantifier with the logical form Àp.Xq.(3x) p(x)&q{x). McCord (1987) has 
described determiners as a type of - what he called - focalizers, and their scope components 
p(x), q(x) are the focalizer base m d focus respectively. However, in such a notation the 
quantifier does not range over a simple variable, but over a function.
Using the FOL notation (Pereka and Shieber 1987), the logical form of a noun, like particle, 
is the unary predicate Àx.particle(x): here it is explicitly indicated that x has the property 
‘particle’. The predicate of a quantifier is the main functor of the noun phrase, this suggests 
that the noun phrase a particle has the logical form:
Àq. (3x) particle(X)&q(x)
or the equivalent Prolog notation:
(X^S)^exists(X, particle(X)&S)
The above discussion deals only with the representation of singular" nouns in predicate 
calculus. For plural nouns it is important to note that in predicate calculus, every plural noun 
phrase is represented by a set with two quantified variables one represents the set and the 
other ranges over the elements of the set, (Sowa, 1991b, 1992b). Consider the sentence 
(which Sowa uses to illustrate problems related to plural nouns, 1992b: 36) :
Nine ladies are dancing
and its equivalent logical form:
(3a) (set(a) & length(a, 9)) & (Vb e  a) lady(b)& dance(b)
which can be encoded in Prolog as:
exists(_A,(set(_A)&.length(_A,9))&all(_B,member(_B,_A)=>lady(_B)&dance(_B)))
The scope of the quantifier associated with the set can be described as distributive, collective, 
default or cumulative. Distributive implies the widest scope for the set quantifier, where each 
member of the set separately participates in the relationship indicated by the sentence, dance 
in the above example. Collective implies the narrowest scope for the set quantifier, where all 
members of the set together participate in the (dance) relationship. Default can indicate both 
the collective or the distributive interpretations and other interpretations between them. 
Cumulative indicates that the entke set participates as a single unit, for instance to express a
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situation where the number o f boys is more than the number o f girls, both sets representing 
boys and girls participate as one unit in the relation more than.
In order to make decision about the proper type of scope for the plural noun, knowledge 
about the context is needed. For instance, to decide that the ladies, in the above example, are 
participating in the same dance or each one is dancing separately, one needs knowledge about 
the situation it self. Thus, we have not attempted to interpret the scope of the set quantifier, 
we have merely used the default interpretation, which makes the least commitment, for 
representing the scope of the set. Therefore the logical form of a plural noun , three particles, 
for example can be represented as:
Àq (3s) (set(s) & length(s,3) &(Vx e  s) =^particle(x)&q(x))
which can be encoded in Prolog as:
LA ((X'^  XS)'  ^exists(S, (set(S)& length(S,L))& all(X, member(X,S) => particle(X)& XS)))
Notice that the produced logical form conserves the property of the noun, i.e. particle. The 
predicate length stands for the cardinality of the set, i.e. 3 in the presented example.
In additions to the determiners, premodifiers such as adjectives and postmodifiers such as 
prepositional phrases and relative clauses usually modify noun phrases. These modifiers 
contribute to the meaning of the noun phrases. Furthermore, Pereka has highlighted the role 
of the modifiers in general, or what he calls 'restrictions’ in the sense that the modifiers 
‘constrain further a variable they modify’ (1982: 132). Next, we wiU discuss two types of 
noun modifiers -  noun premodifiers and noun postmodifiers.
Noun premodifiers Noun premodifiers precede a given noun in a noun phrase, and can be 
discussed in terms of the grammatical (sub-) categories they may belong to and in terms or 
thek semantic categories. The grammatical and logico-semantic categories are in many cases, 
interdependent. For instance, for Qukk et al (1985) there are six grammatical (sub-) 
categories, and that the premodifier may belong to any of these categories: adjectives, past 
participles, present participles, nouns, genitives, adverbs and sentences. For McCord(1987) 
there are two categories to which the modifiers may belong: extensional and intensional. The
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extensional modifiers usually behave like nouns in having one atomic argument representing 
an entity, this include adjectives lilce red\ the argument of intensional modifiers is a logical 
form of the head noun itself. Extensional modifiers include some noninherent adjectives 
(Quirk et al 1985:431) i.e., participles and adjectives that are related to adverbs like main and 
particular.
We have dealt with four types of premodifiers: adjectives, participles, nouns and genitives. 
However, we have not distinguished between the semantics of extensional and intensional 
modifiers (i.e. adjective and participles). For a noun with a premodifier, we have assumed that 
both aie similar to the majority of nouns in having a single atomic argument representing an 
entity. We have assumed a separate lexical category noun! for nouns premodified with 
adjectives and participles, i.e.:
nomi2 mod noun
When generating the logical form of a noun phrase that is premodified by an adjective (or a
participle) we have made use of the notion of intersective adjectives (Cann 1993). For
instance, the interpretation of the noun phrase a brown eye results from intersecting two sets,
the set of brown objects and the set of eyes. The logical form of a noun phrase that is
premodified with an adjective results fr om applying the logical form of the adjective to that of
the noun phrase. Consider for instance the logical form of the noun phrase a brown eye:
Àq. (3x) (eye(x}&bro'wn(x))&q(x)
(A^B )'^exists(A, {eye(A)&brown(A))&B)
This interpretation ensures that every brown eye is brown and that every brown eye is an eye.
Nouns modified by other nouns are common in special languages texts. However, in some 
case the interpretation of noun premodifiers is ambiguous and in other context dependent. 
Consider the following phrases and their possible meanings:
a particle stream a stream of particles [1]
a particle accelerator an accelerator for particles [2 ]
a carrier particle [3]
To decide about the meaning of [3], one has to look it up in a particle physics dictionary. 
Quii'k et al (1985) have noted that there is a correspondence between the premodifying nouns
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and prepositional phrases postmodrfiers ([1], [2] above), this correspondence can be identified 
if the semantic types of the nouns are explicit.
Also, in cases where a noun is modified by more than one noun it is difficult to decide which 
noun is the head noun, this give rise of structural ambiguity. Consider the example cited from 
Gazdar and Mellish (1989: 173):
town widget hammer
which may have the structure: 
town ( widget hammer)
or:
(town widget) hammer
One may conclude that nouns modified by other nouns are both structurally and semantically 
ambiguous, to cope with such a problem we have dealt with them as compounds that is 
‘lexical units consisting of more than one base and function as one word’ (Quirk et al, 
1985:1567). When the system encounters the phrase a carrier particle, it wiU generate a 
logical form equivalent to:
Àq. (3x) carrier_particle(x)&q
Premodifying genitives correspond to postmodification with o f prepositional plii'ases, for 
instance, a vendor’s solicitor is interpreted as the solicitor o f a vendor. The logical form of 
such a phrase will be presented when discussing noun postmodrfiers.
Noun postmodifiers Relative clauses, prepositional phrases, and past and present participles 
are used in both general and special languages for postmodifying a noun phrase. We wiU 
consider these postmodifiers in turn. Quirk et al describe others, like: infinitive clauses and 
post-genitive, adjectives and adverbs, but these constructs are not relevant to the present 
discussion in that these constructs are not as frequently encountered as the relative clauses, 
participles, or even more extensively used prepositional phrases.
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We have followed Pereira and Shieber (1987) in using the logical form of the relative clause to 
reformulate the logical form of the noun phrases, consider the noun phrase and its logical 
form:
a document that illustrates the property
Àq. (3x) (By) (document(x) & property(y) & illustrate(x,y) & q)
or in n Prolog notation:
(X^Qy^exists(X, (document(X)&exists(Y, property(Y)&illustrate(X, Y)))&Q)
This logical form of the noun phrase results from applying the logical form of the noun phrase 
‘a document’:
(X^Q)'^exists(X,document(X)&Q)
to that of the relative clause ‘that illustrates the property’:
( C^DTC(D&exists(E,property(E)&illustrate( C,E)))
Prepositional phrases are the most common form of noun postmodifiers found in the analysed 
term bases. Pereka and Shieber (1987) have distinguished between two types of preposition 
phrases that follow a noun, the fiist type complements the noun, i.e., modifies the semantics of 
the noun. These are usually introduced by the preposition of, consider, for instance the 
following noun phrase:
the cost of a mortgage
(B^C)^exists(A, mortgage(A)&.exists(B, cost_ of(A,B)&C))
In this example the noun cost has as a complement the prepositional phrase o f a mortgage, 
notice that cost has been translated to the binary predicate cost_ o f by.
The second type of prepositional phrases postmodifiers restrict the range of objects described 
by the noun. In this case the preposition is denoted as a two-place predicate: 
a participation in electromagnetic interaction
(A^BTexists(A,(participation(A)& exists(C, electromagnetic_ interactioif^(C)&in(A, C}))&B)
In addition, when the preposition with is used in scientific definitions, it is usually used to 
indicate an attributive meaning. The following structure for noun postmodifiers is frequent in 
the particle physics domain:
Electromagnetic interaction has been identified as a domain keyword, therefore it has been treated as a 
single compound.
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with+ NP+ Numeral
Consider the use of ‘with’ in the paiticle physics definition ‘a quark with electric charge -1 /3 ’, 
which can be logically expressed as:
(A^B)^ exists(A,(quark((A)&
exists(C, (electric_charge(C)& restrict(C, -l/3))&attr(A, C)))&B)
In the example above, the binary relationship restrict has been used to indicate that the 
electric charge has the value -1/3, Also, the relationship between quark and electric charge 
is interpreted to be attributive, and expressed through the two-place predicate attr(A, C).
Postmodifying with participles is similar to the majority of prepositions, they restrict the range 
of objects described by the noun. Consider for example the following noun phrases and their 
logical forms:
An amount recovered under a power
(B^ATexists(B,(amount(B)&exists(C,powej-(C)&under(recover(someAgent,B),C)))&A) 
economic factors affecting the project
( C^B)'^exists(A,set(A)&length(A,set))&all( C,member( C,A)=>factoii C)&economic(C)&exists(D, 
project(D)&ajfect{ C,D))&B)}
3.4.2 Verb phrases
Typically, in FOL notation a verb is denoted as a predicate, and the number of its arguments 
depends on the verb category, i.e. intransitive, transitive, dative, etc. The predicate name is 
obtained from the infinitive form of the verb according to some morphological rules. In this 
work we have dealt with (the logical forms of) transitive and intransitive verbs only. The 
logical form of a transitive verb like write, can be expressed by the lambda expression:
Àx. Ày. write(y, x)
which can be encoded as a Prolog term:
X^Y^write(X,Y).
Whüe the logical form of an intransitive verb like sigh is:
Ax. sigh(x)
or in Prolog notation: 
sigh(X)
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An auxiliary verb has the logical form of the verb phrase that follows the auxihary, subject to 
the condition that the following verb is of the form that is required by the auxiliary. In 
addition to auxiliaries we also have dealt with copular verbs (i.e. be, become). In the analysed 
definition texts, copular verbs have either adjectival phrases, prepositional phrases, or both, as 
coiuplements. The logical form of a phrase containing a copular is the same as that of its 
complement.
Adverbs or prepositional phrases usually modify verb pliiases. The logical form of the 
luodifying adverb is a unary predicate with the verb logical form as its argument. The logical 
form of verbs modified by prepositional phrases is the same as that of the preposition phrase 
with the verb logical form as one of its argument, consider the verb phrase modified by a 
prepositional phrase:
deals with a party
Àq (3p) party(p)& with(deal(q),p)
Q'^  exists(P, party(P)& with(deal(Q), P))
Indeed, the interpretation of prepositional pluases is ambiguous in the sense that it depends 
on the phrases modified by the prepositional phrase (this is dealt with in more details in 3.4.3).
To summarise the above discussion consider the logical form of a sentence, which can be 
combined as:
s(S) np(VP'^S), vp(VP)
As explained earlier that the logical form of the noun phrase, a particle is:
Àq. (3x) particle(X)& q(x)
where the predicate q(x) represents the relation between the noun phrase and that of the 
sentence, i.e. the logical form of the verb decays. It may be claimed that the logical form of a 
sentence is the same as that of its noun phrase with applying its verb phrase as a parameter. 
Thus, the logical form associated with the above sentence:
(3x) particle(X)&decay(X)
i
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or
exists(X, particle(X)& decay(X))
In the next subsections we will describe two of the ambiguous constructs and theii* treatment 
in DEARSys, namely, prepositional phrases and coordinations.
3.4.3 Prepositional phrases
A preposition logical form can be expressed as a predicate with two arguments. One being 
that is represented by the prepositional complement. However, dealing with prepositions is 
not straightforward, since a relationship or a predicate indicated by a preposition is linked to 
the semantics of contextual clauses. Gomez, Segami and Hull (1997) have described a 
method to determine the meaning of verbs and prepositional phrases. Their method applies 
lexical rules that use the syntactic and semantic categories of words. These rules are manually 
derived and requiie faiuiliarity with domain ontology. Quirk et al (1985) have discussed the 
complexity of this issue, they have assigned a meaning or interprétation to different 
prepositions in several contexts. Table 3-11 lists a number of commonly used prepositions 
and theii’ meanings
A full list of the prepositions and their meaning as described by Quirk et al is included in Appendix A.
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with from on of in about
Space V V V V V
Cause, means V V
Means and 
instrument
V V
Respect V V
Subject matter V V
Time position V V
Various relations V V
Accompaniment V
Duration V
Goal, target V
Ingredient d
Manner V
Material V
Measurement into 
future
V
Orientation V
Originator V
Pervasive -V
Resultative V
Source, origin V
Subject matter V
Substance V
Support and 
opposition
Table 3-11 : Some frequently used prepositions with theii* meanings. Note that the 
prepositions with m dfrom  are used in a number of meaning scenarios. The least ambiguous 
of the prepositions are in and about used only in three contexts.
The authors have argued that the meaning indicated by a preposition is not only context 
dependent but also affected by the formality of the language. For instance, consider Table 
3-11 where both on and about have subject matter as a meaning, on is reserved for formal 
hnguistic communication and is therefore is inappropriate for verbs like chat or quarrel, while 
about can refer equally to formal and informal conversions.
In addition to theii* semantic ambiguity, prepositional phiases are structurally ambiguous as 
well in that a prepositional phrase can be placed in a final position of constituents of different 
categories lilce verbs, nouns and adjectival phrases. This means that in the nested structure of 
VP NP PP, PP can modify either VP or NP. This type of ambiguity in the structural 
placement of prepositional phrases is known as the PP attachment problem.
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To tackle the problems associated with the prepositional phrases we have adopted a corpus- 
based approach by looking into theii* usage in the analysed term bases. As a fiist stage of 
investigation we have used a frequency list of prepositions used in both term bases (Table 
3-12) and a general language corpus '^  ^ (Table 3-13). The analysed term bases comprise 49033 
words. The three most frequent prepositions are the same in both lists.
P rc p o s i f io n F re n u c n c y % F r e q u e n c v P re p o s i t io n F r c n u e n c v % F r e q u c n e y
o f 2163 30.77 a fte r , d u rin e 33 0.47
to 1065 15.15 like 30 0.47
in 915 13.02 u p o n 29 0.43
by 392 5 .58 ag a inst 25 0 .36
31X1 4 .27 d o w n 2 4 0 .34
fo r 295 4 .20 a b o u t 21 0 .3 0
262 3.73 o p p o s ite 19 0 .27
w ith 238 3.39 ab o v e , o ff, o u ts id e 18 0.26
from 2 26 3.22 a ro u n d , u n til 17 0.24
a t 139 1.98 b e fo re , p e r 16 0.23
80 1.14 a lo n g 11 0 .16
b e tw e e n 71 1.01 a m o n g , e x c e p t 10 0 .14
in to 68 0 .97 an ti, b e lo w , n ea r, re 9 0 .13
b u t 60 0 .85 in s id e , s in ce 7 0 .10
u n d e r 48 0 .68 tliro u g h o u t 6 0 .09
u p ,  w ith in 45 0 .64 o n to 5 0 .07
w ith o u t 44 0.63 b e y o n d ,  to w ard , 
to w a rd s
4 0 .06
o v e r 43 0.61 b e n e a th , p ro 3 0 .04
throuB h 41 0.58 2 0 .03
o u t 37 0 .53 b eh in d , d e sp ite , pace , 
p a s t ,  p en d in g , v ia
1 0.01
T o ta l 70 2 9
Table 3-12: Frequency of prepositions in different term bases
Indeed, the twenty most common prepositions are similar in both lists. The ten most frequent 
prepositions used in the term bases account for 84% of all the prepositions, while in the 
general language corpus they represent 78%. This means that dealing with the ten most 
frequent prepositions would cover 84% of total preposition usage in term bases.
The Longman/ Lancaster Corpus with access to 10.29 million word.
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Preposition Frequency % Frequency Preposition Frequency % Frequency
of 315149 0.030627 among 3203 0.000311
to 258085 0.025081 across 2951 0.000287
in 192404 0.018698 above 2929 0.000285
for 77544 0.007536 towards 2857 0.000278
71862 0.006984 past 2838 0.000276
with 71134 0.006913 front 2664 0.000259
67246 0.006535 outside 2421 0.000235
at 53641 0.005213 top 2259 0.00022
but 53144 0.005165 near 1903 0.000185
by 46179 0.004488 except 1776 0.000173
from 41290 0.004013 inside 1738 0.000169
out 24457 0.002377 beyond 1679 0.000163
up 23692 0.002302 below 1354 0.000132
about 22416 0.002178 due 1166 0.000113
like 20001 0.001944 beside 1162 0.000113
into 19938 0.001938 till 1121 0.000109
than 15440 0.0015 throughout 909 8.83E-05
over 13393 0.001302 despite 883 8.58E-05
down 12674 0.001232 toward 881 8.56E-05
after 10501 0.001021 beneath 853 8.29E-05
before 10065 0.000978 pro 741 7.2E-05
ihrouRh 9631 0.000936 opposite 691 6.72E-05
between 8742 0.00085 besides 519 5.04E-05
off 8057 0.000783 unlike 492 4.78E-05
re 7976 0.000775 anti 374 3.63E-05
under 5993 0.000582 amongst 275 2.67E-05
ve 5953 0.000579 via 268 2.6E-05
without 5825 0.000566 pace 262 2.55E-05
against 5087 0.000494 underneath 174 1.69E-05
since 4839 0.00047 amid 110 1.07E-05
around 4708 0.000458 versus 83 8.07E-06
until 4556 0.000443 notwithstanding 50 4.86E-06
upon 3741 0.000364 pending 36 3.5E-06
during 3568 0.000347 amidst 35 3.4E-06
TOthin 3475 0.000338 qua 27 2.62E-06
along 3422 0.000333 23 2.24E-06
round 3264 0.000317 atop 15 1.46E-06
behind 3261 0.000317 circa 4 3.89E-07
Total 1554079
Table 3-13: Frequency of prepositions in Longman/ Lancaster English Corpus
The next step is to explore the meanings of the prepositions in the language used for 
terminology definition. For each of the preposition dealt with, a concordance listing^  ^ for a 
particle physics term base’^  was produced (Appendix A). The most frequent preposition are 
of and in, o/comprises 33% and in 17% of the total prepositions used. In accordance to the 
popularity of in and of, we will explain the uses and logical forms of these two prepositions as 
examples.
Examining the uses of in the particle physics definitions shows that its meanings are slightly 
different from those cited by Quirk et al. The authors argued that in has three meanings 
(Table 3-11), it indicates space where location referred to is of two or three dimensions (i.e..
System Quirk developed at the University of Surrey has been used to produce the concordances. 
Lawience Berkeley Lab Particle Physics Term Base (1996), http://pdg.lbl.gov/cpep/glossary.
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in the field, in the cottage). It has a time meaning in contexts used to refer to periods longer 
or shorter than a day, (i.e., in the summer, in the evening). The last usage of in is to denote 
measurement from the present time ahead into the future (i.e., in three month’s time). On the 
other hand, particle physics term base concordance showed that out of the 59 occurrences of 
in only 1 indicates time and 17 refer to positions or space. Three occurrences relating units of 
measurement to some entities (measured in units of h-bar). The remaining 39 occurrences 
indicate involvement into actions or states (participation in strong interaction).
Because the meaning of the preposition is indicated through the context and therefore it can 
not be generalised across different domains, we have assumed that a preposition like in has a 
single logical form ^respective of its uses, that is:
X^YHn(XJ)
The precise meaning of in would require knowledge about the semantic content of X  and Y.
We have dealt with o f in a more detailed way. According to Quirk et al o f has different 
meaning according to the modified phrase. Of occurs mostly as a postmodifier in noun 
phrases in a function similar to that of genitive {the antiparticle o f a quark). Indeed, post 
modifying o f phiases have a wide range of uses indicated by the semantic types of the noun 
phrases preceding and succeeding of, consider for instance, the following examples that are 
cited from Quirk zf a / (1985: 703)
the courage of the man [  the courage that the man shows]
a man of courage [a man that has courage]
a glass of water [ a glass that contains water]
In accordance to our previous discussion regarding trigger words, o f  has specific meaning 
when preceded by a certain trigger word. Other uses for o f phrases are in complementation of 
verbs, it indicates a material meaning with verbs of making like make, it has a subject matter 
meaning when used with verbs like think, and it has a cause meaning when used with the verb 
die (he died of hunger).
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Considering o f in the concordance listing for the particle physics we found that of the 108 
occurrences only one occurrence complements a verb, namely, tnade. O f also occurs once as 
part of a ‘complex preposition’ (Qukk et al 1985: 669) because o f which indicates a cause 
meaning. There are 4 cases in which o/restricting entities to values, i.e.: 
pions can have electric charge of+1, -I
O f is preceded by trigger words in 22 occurrences, where trigger words include type, class,
flavour, etc. The remaining o f occurrences are noun plii’ases postmodifier with various
meanings, consider the occurrences:
experiment in which the beam of particles from an accelerator is.. [1] 
the interaction of particles due to their mass .. [2]
[1] indicates composition, ‘a beam composed o f particle’, [2] indicates genitive meaning, 
'particles’ interaction’. In [1] and [2] the meaning indicated by o f is revealed by the semantic 
types of the contextual nouns. Knowledge about domain objects like beam and particle is 
requiied to draw such an interpretation.
Currently we have dealt with o/phrases with the following meanings:
material, when complementing verbs of making, 
restriction, when restricting an entity or attribute to a value, 
interpretations indicated by a trigger words.
For instance, the following possible logical forms for o/preposition have been identified:
Relation Logical form Comment
X is_ a Y isa(X,Y) Y is a superordinate; <?/is preceded by a word like type, flavour, flavor., 
form, subdivision.
X part o f Y X^YApartOf(X, Y) Y is a superordinate; of is preceded by a word like part, piece, portion.
X member o f Y X^Y^memberOf(X, Y) Y is a superordinate; of is preceded by a word like one, member.
X set o f Y X^Y^ setOf(X, Y) Y is a superordinate; of is preceded by a word like set, collection.
X all o f Y X^Y/' allOf(X, Y) Y is a superordinate; of is preceded by a word like totality.
X restrict to Y X^Y^restrict(X, Y) Y is numeral.
X material Y XAY  ^mated al(X, Y) of is preceded by the verb make.
In other context, when an q/-phrase postmodifies a noun phrase, as previously explained, the 
modified noun determines its meaning.
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We also have considered the PP attachment problem. We have explored the usage of a 
number of the most frequent prepositions in concordances of different term bases. We have 
found that in and o/phrases are attached to the previous phrase. About 55% of to uses are as 
infinitive maiker or as part of a complex preposition (Table 3-14).
Term Base Infinitive
Marker
Preposition Part of a complex 
preposition
Total Frequency
Mortgage 29 121 118 268
Particle Physics 11 5 8 24
Health 12 25 4 41
Weather 13 15 4 32
Total 65 166 134 365
% 0.18 0.45 0.37
Table 3-14; different uses of to preposition
We have also investigated the uses of by, at and fo r  and in a number of term bases. By 
phrases are mostly used to complement passive phiases indicating agentive meaning. In 
addition, by phrases aie more likely to be attached to a preceding verb or a nominahzation 
rather than a preceding noun phrase, consider the 110 identified clauses attached to by phrases 
in a mortgage term base (Table 3-15). Also, we have noticed that when by is followed by a 
present participle verb, the by phrase is more likely to be attached to a previous verb.
Attached clause Frequency of occurrence %
Passive verb phrases 67 0.61
Active verb phrases 23 0.21
Nouns and adjectives with verbal stems 20 0.18
Table 3-15: Attachments of by phrases in the mortgage term base
Consider Table 3-16, which summarises the attachment of for, by and at phrases in three 
different term bases (health, particle physics and weather). It shows that these prepositions 
are more likely attached to the immediate preceding phrase i.e. right association (Brill and 
Resnik, 1994).
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Preposition Right association Distant phrase
at 0.79 0.21
by 0.92 0.08
for 0.88 0.12
Total 0.89 0.11
Table 3-16: The attachment of at, by, fo r  phrases in different term bases
Accordingly, to handle the attachment of a prepositional phrase we have assumed that it is 
simply linked to the phrase dhectly preceding it. Only we have used the rule that if a 
preposition is complemented by a verb phrase then it is more likely to modify a preceding verb 
phrase than a noun phrase. In the literature (Gazdar and Mellish, 1989, Gomez, Segami and 
Hull 1997) solutions to prepositional phrases attachment depend on codifying the semantic 
types of objects that occur in the application domain, where each word is described by a 
number of features explaining its semantic type. The creation of these features is either 
handcrafted or semi-automated. Agarwal (1995) has presented a work for acquiring the 
semantic features of a domain and using them in disambiguating between verbal and nominal 
attachments of prepositional phrases, which have to be tuned when used in a new domain. 
Results of his work has shown that only slight improvement (2.7%) could be obtained when 
using domain semantic features to disambiguate the attachment of prepositional phrases.
Brill and Resnik (1994) have presented a method for PP attachment that uses a superficial 
knowledge extraction from a corpus. Their method consists of entering the text into an initial- 
state annotator that attaches prepositions to the immediate preceding nouns. This initially 
annotated text is compared to a manually annotated corpus. The result of the comparison is 
used to learn rules and enhance the initial annotator. Their method is only limited to 
structures of the form V N1 P N2 where V is a verb, N1 is the head of its object noun phrase, 
P is the preposition, and N2 is the head of the noun phrase complementing the preposition. 
Their system simply apply rules for attaching the prepositional phrase to V or N 1.
Church and Patil (1982) have also treated the PP attachment problem. They have classified 
prepositional phiases together with adjuncts, conjuncts, noun-noun modifiers and relative 
clauses as 'all way ambiguous’ constructs. The authors have presented a formal way of
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coping with 'every way ambiguous’ grammar in which all possible parse trees are generated 
for each ambiguous construct. A decision about combining different parse trees is delayed to 
a later stage when lexical and/or semantic information are provided. That is, combining 
various parse trees produce constructs with lexical and/or syntax ambiguity, which can be 
resolved by lexical and/or syntax information. This approach does not deal with the meaning 
of preposition phrases, it only tries to generate all possible preposition attachments. At this 
point it is worth noting that the examples presented by Church and Patil are ambiguous even 
for human interpretation, they requiie background knowledge to resolve their vagueness.
3.4.4 Coordination
Coordination is a grammatical construction in which two or more constituents, usually of the 
same category, are joined. Coordination with the conjunctions and, or, but is considered as 
one of the most ambiguous natural language structure, because it can involve different 
grammatical items. Dahl and McCord (1983) have proposed a scheme for treating 
coordination conjunctions. Their approach basically depends on keeping the parsing history in 
a stack that is regularly popped for packing up purposes. However, at some stages, some of 
the parsing states are no longer available for packing up. This has resulted in a system that 
analyses only simple sentences containing a maximum of two conjuncts.
In this work we have designed rules that can generate the logical forms of coordination 
structures that are frequent in the term bases definitions. These structures involve 
constituents of the form:
X —^ X conj X
Where X is a grammatical item of the category NP, VP or S. A structure of the form (where 
XI and XI are of the same category):
A XI and X2,
corresponds to the deep structure (Dahl and McCord 1983):
A XI and A X2
To produce this logical form the, the FOL representations for the two constructs A, X I and 
X2, are fust generated, then a p-reduction is performed on the logical form of XI and X2
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using the logical form of A as a parameter. Consider for instance the noun phrase of the 
structure A X I and X2:
a meson containing a strange_quai'k and an anti_up quark
The result of analysing such a structure is
(M^PPexists(M,(meson(M)&(exists(L,strange_quark(L)&contain(M,L)) $and 
exists( Q, (quark( Q)&anti_up( Q))&contain(M, Q)}))&P)
This work is not only concerned with expanding coordinations into their deep structures, but 
also with getting the right quantifier scoping. Consider a sentence with a universally 
quantified noun phi ase and its equivalent generated logical form (cited from Dahl and McCord 
1983: 70):
Each man drove a car and demolished a glass window 
all(X, man(X)=>( exists(Y, car(Y)&drive(X, Y))$and 
exists(Z, (window(Z)&glass(Z))&demolish(X, Z))))
One of the more fr equently encountered structures in the analysed term bases is a noun phi ase 
postmodified by an of preposition complemented with conjoined noun phrases. For example, 
in the noun phrase:
a compound o f cai'bon and oxygen and hydrogen
the noun compound is postmodified with the phrase o f carbon and oxygen and hydrogen. 
We have assumed that nouns with such a modifier are interpreted as a predicate, with 
arguments dependent on the conjuncts. For instance the above noun phrase might have the 
logical form:
(X^YPexists(A,carbon(A)& exists(B,oxygen(B)&exists(C,hydrogen(C)& 
exists(X,compound_of(A, B , C, X))))& Y
The logical form of the noun compound postmodified by the above o f phrase is translated to 
the four-place predicate compound_ of. The above result can be obtained by first generating 
the logical form for the noun phrase ‘a compound’ as modified by an of-phrase. Then the 
logical form of the conjunction clauses is generated. Finally, the translation of the noun 
phrase uses the logical form of the conjunction clause to construct its own parameters. 
Between-phxd&os have been treated in the same manner, since they are usually complemented 
with conjunctions.
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The above discussion is relevant only when a noun phrase is modified by o f  or between 
phrases, and complemented with and-conjunctions. Constructs with or-conjunctions follow 
the original coordination scheme, i.e. expanding coordinations into their deep structures. For 
example the noun phrase;
a compound of carbon or oxygen or hydrogen 
is translated to;
yjA exists(A, carbon(A)& exists(B, oxygen(B)& exists(C, hydrogen(C)& 
(compound_of(A,X)$or compound_of(B,X)$or compound_pf( C,X)&Y )}))
Notice that the logical form of the noun phrase a compound has been used as a parameter by 
the translation of the conjoined postmodifier.
3,4.5 Syntactic tagging
We have shown that a large number of definitions encountered in terminology, and indeed in 
general language lexica, are typically noun phiases where a superordinate term is used in the 
definition (Type Ai, Type A2). Often, the definitions comprise a discriminator as well (Type 
Ai). Essentially, the opening part of a definition is a noun phrase. Once parsed through a 
parser, like the definite clause grammar parser discussed above, the noun phrase can be 
rendered into an equivalent logical form and that logical form can be implemented using a 
conventional logic programming language like Prolog.
In order to parse, the DCG parser requires access to a lexicon so as to assign parts of speech 
information to the individual words encountered in the definitions. Our intention is to design 
a domain independent definition analyser, we need access to a very large lexicon which 
should, in principle, comprise (single word) terms which may be encountered in the various 
domains. Indeed, such ‘encyclopaedic’ lexica aie almost non-existent. One way to alleviate 
the problems related to the non-availability of such lexica will be to use the so-called 
automatic part-of-speech (POS) taggers. A POS tagger is a program, which can be trained to 
recognise the grammatical category of individual words by using statistical, contextual and 
morphological information about lexical items in a language.
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There are two types of information needed for automatic tagging. Lexical information 
indicates the possible parts of speech for particular words. Contextual information indicates 
the particular tag that is appropriate for a particular context. Contextual information is mainly 
used to disambiguate from an already known set of allowable part of speech tags. Taggers 
usually work in two phases, in the fiist phase each word is assigned its most likely tag based 
on a lexicon lookup or inspecting tagged corpora. The second phase involves correcting the 
part of speech tags as diiected by the contextual information. To capture contextual 
information taggers either adopt statistical or rule-based techniques. The information used by 
statistical taggers indicate for all tags a, b, c the probability that tag c follows tag a and the 
probability that tag c follows tag b. Statistical taggers requiie the existence of extremely large 
training corpus in which each word has been assigned its correct tag by hand. Brill (1997) has 
noted that statistical taggers are not extremely portable, for instance if such a tagger is trained 
on a corpus of one type and then applying the tagger to a corpus of a different type usually 
results in a tagger with low accuracy.
In this work we have used BriU rule-based part of speech tagger (Brill, 1992). Brill tagger 
estimates the most likely tag of each word by examining a large tagged corpus. Also the 
program learns lexical rules about how to tag words that were not in the training corpus, and 
contextual rules to improve its performance by comparing the output of the tagger to a 
correctly tagged subset of the corpus. The tagger learns its rules independently from the tag 
set or the domain. The leaining rules are derived from the morphology of the word to be 
tagged and the part of speech of the words that immediately precede and follow it. A more 
detailed description about Brill part of speech tagger is presented in Chapter 4.
3.5 Transformation of Logical Forms into Knowledge Representation Schemata
In order to process the knowledge extracted by a computer system, it must be represented by 
an appropriate knowledge representation schema. Knowledge representation involves 
abstraction, that is, a simplified description of an object or an event. In other words, 
representation deals with providing explicitness and ways, which enable a computer system in 
manipulating knowledge. Winston has defined a representation as ‘a set of syntactic and
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semantic conventions about how to describe a class of things’ (1992: 16). Normally ‘things’ 
stands for domain ontology, that is, objects and the relationships that hold between them. The 
syntax specifies representation symbols and rules of combining them, while semantics specifies 
how to interpret symbols and theii* arrangement.
Rich and Knight (1991) have argued that a good representation system for a particular domain 
should have four main properties: (i) the adequacy to represent all types of domain knowledge 
(ii) the adequacy to manipulate the representational structures to infer new knowledge (iii) the 
abihty to perform inference efficiently by incorporating additional information into the 
knowledge structure (iv) the ability to acquiie new information.
However, there is no knowledge representation system that has all the above properties for all 
the domains. As a result a knowledge engineer has to select the appropriate representation 
scheme for a particular application domain. Where representation involves a description of a 
system of symbols to express domain facts and a description of operations that can be 
performed on the domain knowledge base. Operations include storage and retrieval of facts, 
and inference. Inference involves rules for manipulating a knowledge base’s explicit 
knowledge to derive knowledge contained implicitly within the knowledge base.
In our work, terminology definitions are fii*st represented in fiist-order logic formulas. 
Definitions in logical representation need to be mapped onto a readable and more concise 
representation such as semantic networks, conceptual graphs or frames. Arcs in graphs or 
slots in fiâmes show connections more diiectly than variable symbols in logical formulas.
3.5.1 Semantic networks
Almost all semantic networks consist of a data structure of nodes and links, and a set of 
specialised inference procedures that operate on the data structure. The most popular kind of 
data structure is a hierarchy of nodes connected by is_ a links. The nodes represent objects or 
concepts and the links represent relationships among those concepts. Semantic networks
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emphasise inheritance through the type hierarchy, where an is_ a link relates a subtype to its 
supertype.
A large number of semantic networks have been developed as variations of this simple pattern. 
The earliest networks have been developed as models of human memory, or as components of 
natural language understanding. For example, Quillian’s Semantic Memory (in Randal 1988) 
was proposed to model human associative memory. Quillian’s work contains an analysis of 
entries in a general language dictionary. Indeed, semantic networks were mainly developed 
for building natural language understanding systems because they fit into the way human 
verbalise theii* knowledge.
A current implementation of semantic networks in expressing terminology information is the 
Unified Medical Language System or UMLS (1994), sponsored by the US National Institute 
of Health. The main function of UMLS is to retrieve and integrate biomedical information 
from a variety of sources. UMLS consists of four knowledge sources:
a Metathesaurus, 
a Semantic Network, 
a Specialist (TM) Lexicon, 
an Information Sources Map.
The Metathesaurus provides the vocabulary of the UMLS. It is organised by concepts where 
names are linked to terms and terms are in turn linked to concepts. While the Metathesaurus 
provides all information about concepts, the Semantic Network provides information about 
semantic types or categories of these concepts. There are 132 hierarchic semantic types and 
50 semantic relations existing in the 5th experimental version of UMLS (1994). Concepts are 
grouped into either entity or event, where concepts of type entities are Physical object or 
Conceptual entity, etc.
The Specialist (TM) Lexicon of UMLS provides lexical information needed for specialised 
natural language processing system. It is a general language lexicon, which contains 
commonly occurring biomedical words. Finally, the Information Sources Map is a database 
containing information about various information sources used to collect the biomedical data.
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Conventional nets, like UMLS Semantic Network do not explicitly represent the semantic 
meaning of the link, or the conceptual relation between concepts. In other words, the 
meaning of the nodes and links depends upon the application, and above all, upon human 
interpretation. In addition, quantification, which represents an important aspect of human 
knowledge, had not been dealt with in conventional networks (Jackson 1990). Jackson has 
related this difficulty to the problems of logical and heuristic inadequacy. In order to 
overcome these limitations of semantic networks, various formalisms based on semantic 
networks and theii* computer implementations were developed and being developed. Schubert 
has addressed the problem of logical inadequacy by drawing 'isomorphism’ between semantic 
nets and predicate calculus (Randal 1988: 64). SNePS prepositional network also proposes a 
solution for the logical inadequacy problem (Shapiro, 1991). In KL-ONE (Brachman and 
Schmolze 1985) the knowledge of a domain is categorised in terms of the primitive concepts 
i.e., concepts that are defined with reference to the primitives, and roles, which represent the 
attributes associated with concepts. A promising semantic network for natural language 
processing, namely, conceptual graphs will be presented next.
3.5.2 Conceptual graphs
Conceptual graphs is a knowledge representation language based on the existential graphs 
proposed by the philosopher Charles Pierce and the semantic networks of artificial intelligence 
(Sowa 1993b). Sowa has argued that the notation has the full representation power of first- 
order logic and the mapping to logic is defined. In fact, conceptual graphs provide a flexible, 
extensive, and theoretically well-grounded knowledge representation system, i.e., a 
representation schema which is logically and historically adequate (Sowa 1984, 1991b, 1992b, 
1993b). Sowa has described conceptual graphs as diagrams that represent the literal meaning 
of sentences, where boxes represent concepts and ciicles represent the relations between 
them. New canonical graphs can be derived from other existing canonical graphs by the 
formation rules, that is, copy, restrict, join, and simplijy.
In addition to the formation rules or specialisation rules, which restrict a general concept to an 
individual one, or replace a concept by its subtype, generalisation operation has been defined
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as replacing an instance by its type or a subtype by its supertype. Moreover, conceptual 
graphs support type definition by genus and differentia as well as schemata and prototypes. 
Also, aggregation (composition of individuals) and individuation (mapping the differentia to 
the aggregation) are supported. Such features are important to represent the knowledge of 
terms in the term base, indeed, they help in enumerating information about a term to 
determine its relations to other items of the term base. Besides, logical forms of terminology 
definitions may have dkect mapping onto conceptual graphs. In fact, Sowa (1992a) has 
shown that conceptual graphs as a system of logic with a linguistic structure, have the ability 
to unify lexical semantics with logic-based semantics.
Various conceptual graphs implementations do not exhibit all features presented by Sowa 
(1984, 92b). Two systems namely, CGKEE and CGPro are described next.
CGKEE
The Conceptual Graph Knowledge Engineering Enviionment (CGKEE) is a tool to build and
manipulate atomic conceptual graphs. It is implemented in C++ where conceptual graph
entities, i.e., concepts relations, types, etc. are C++ classes. Ellis (1992: 271) has defined
atomic conceptual graphs as those ‘containing no nested graphs, hence no logical connectives
nor quantifiers other than implicit existential quantification’. CGKEE comprises a user
interface, a processor, an editor, a working memory and a knowledge base. The user
interface interacts with the processor, which contains the working memory and is used to
manipulate conceptual graphs existing in the knowledge base. CGKEE includes a number of
conceptual graphs manipulation methods; such as Copy, Join, Restrict, Simplify, Project and
MaxJoin. The Editor is used to create the knowledge base and build its components. The
knowledge base is composed of the following components:
Type Hierarchy,
Relational Hierarchy,
Generalisation Hierarchy,
Conformity Relation,
Concept Type and Relation Type Definition,
Concept and Relation Catalogue,
Schema,
Prototype and 
Composite Individuals.
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Type Hierarchy, Relational Hierarchy and Generalisation Hierarchy are inter-linked and 
implemented as instances of a POSET (Partially Ordered SET). In addition to the POSET, 
CGKEE includes data structures for Concepts, Relations and Conceptual Graphs. Concept 
and Relation Type Definition, Schema, Prototypes, Composite Individuals and Concept and 
Relation Catalogue aie implemented as subclasses of (or inherit from) eg (Conceptual Graph), 
Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Conceptual graph class and its subclasses in CGKEE
A particle physics case study CGKEE has been used to create a knowledge base of some 
elementary particle physics terms. Elementary particles are hierarchically organised through 
taxonomy. CGKEE does not provide an interactive process of generating conceptual graphs 
and inserting them into the conceptual graph knowledge base, the knowledge base must be 
programmed into a user defined class that sends appropriate messages to the appropriate 
objects. Separate methods have to be designed to create knowledge base components i.e., 
particle main class, type hierarchy, relation hierarchy, differentia graphs, conceptual graphs, 
individuals^^ etc. Familiarity of domain ontology is requked to create these components. 
For, instance to construct conceptual graphs for various particles, first, the differentia graph 
for pa?‘ticle type - in general - has been generated by calling the methods 
Particle_typeDefCG() which returns a pointer to an object of class typeDefCG, also
Appendix B contains a hierarchical organisation of elementaiy particles, and a summarisation of their basic 
features together with their conceptual graph representations.
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participating concepts, relations and thek types have been declared. Then conceptual graphs 
formation rules, namely restrict and join, have been used to form various particles. Each time 
restrict method is invoked the resultant restricted graph is added to the generalisation 
hierarchy. An excerpt from the created generalisation hierarchy that describes the hierarchical 
structure of the baryon particle is graphically presented in Figure 3-4. Even the creation of 
individuals that represent referent fields or values of different concepts is not an easy task. 
For each individual a separate method that returns a pointer to an object of class ind is added 
to the knowledge base. (See Appendix B for details).
B ary o n
H a d ro n
T e m p  157
T e m p  176
Tcm pK X )
U N 1 V S 5
P A R T IC L E .
T ÿ p e D e f
Figure 3-4: Hierarchical structure for baryon particle as generated by CGKEE. Note that the 
objects Tempi57 and Templ76 are the aitefacts of CGKEE and do not belong to the
conceptual hierarchy.
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Individuals in CGKEE are limited to singular referents; because CGKEE does not provide a 
tool to represent plural referents. For instance, in conceptual graphs plural referents are 
represented as either collective, distributive or cumulative set (Sowa, 1992b:35-6). In 
CGKEE the individual object contains a pointer to a special subclass of conceptual graph {eg) 
namely, composite individual (compIndCG). The functionality of composite individual has 
not been clearly specified, but it may be used to reference a list of one or more individual.
At this point it is worth noting that the notion of a composite individual in CGKEE is not 
quite the same as that has been found in conceptual graphs literature, for instance, Sowa has 
noted that *a composite individual is an aggregation of components that are linked by 
conceptual relations. A composite individual is defined by filling in the referent fields of 
generic concepts in the body of the type definition’, (1984: 119). Individuation is the 
projection that maps the differentia to the aggregation. Hence, a composite individual results 
from restricting one or more of a differentia graph concepts to some individuals. In CGKEE, 
it is not possible to define a composite individual as an output of restricting concepts in a 
differentia graph, since the restrict method returns a pointer to an object of type eg which is 
the super class of compind class, which does not inherent compind properties. In this case the 
construction of composite individuals has to be programmed through a code that creates all its 
components and returns a pointer to a compind object. One can argue that such a composite 
individual does not hold the conception of aggregation, it is just a type of eg that is not related 
to a type definition, thus it does not provide the functionality of using aggregation in querying 
databases.
CGKEE is a structured object-oriented design of atomic conceptual graphs, with three basic 
components of type, relation, and generalisation hieraichies. It provides a powerfiil tool for 
organising a taxonomy of elementary particle concepts by first defining the basic item of the 
most general type in the taxonomy. Successors of the general type can then be created using 
the different conceptual graph formation rules, for example restrict and join. Using this
economic technique an Aiistotelian*® type hierarchy can not be created, since the result of 
restrict method is a pointers to a eg object not to a typeDef object, in other words restrict 
method does not produce a type definition conceptual graph. Consequently, produced graphs 
can not be inserted in the type hieraichy. To create an Aiistotelian type hierarchy the 
differentia graph for each particle type should be constructed explicitly by declaring its 
concepts and relations, this repetition of the basic particle differentia graph requiies 
programming effort and time.
In CGKEE projection has a limited usage, it may not be used on graphs with repeated 
relations. Also, CGKEE does not support manipulation of types and relations namely, 
contraction and expansion operations. As previously explained aggregation is not supported, 
where if it was implemented it would simplify the process of building type definitions of 
elementary-particle physics domain concepts. One can argue that it is not feasible to map 
definitions in fkst-order logical forms into CGKEE formalism. This can be attributed to the 
atomic nature of CGKEE, i.e., its deficiency in supporting plurals, quantifications and then 
scope, and logical connectives. Also handling conceptual graphs in CGKEE is a complex 
process and requires a lot of C++ programming. In this work we aim to automate the process 
of creating domain ontologies from term bases, this would require writing a code that 
automatically converts constrictions found in definitions logical forms onto C++ code that is 
able to create the equivalent representation in CGKEE. However, such a requkement is not 
feasible.
CGPro
CGPro (Petermann, Euler and Bontcheva 1995) is a Prolog implementation of conceptual 
graphs that has been carried out at the University of Hamburg. It deals with nested or 
compound graphs, and reference links. It also provides tools to deal with plurals.
A type hierarchy T is said to be Aristotelian if every type label t that is a proper subtype of another type 
label is defined by an abstraction Àau  (Sowa 1984: 112).
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The basic building blocks in CGPro are graphs and concepts, which are represented as Prolog 
facts. Graphs are either simple or nested where the referent field of a concept is itself a graph. 
This is due to the fact that the referent field of a concept is denoted as a Prolog list of binary 
terms. Also, it is possible to represent generic, individual and literal referents. CGPro also 
deals with measure and quantity contractions, plurals and the scope o f quantification as 
defined in conceptual graphs notation (Sowa 1984, 1992b).
Conceptual graphs type and relation definitions are defined as a binary relation with a 
reference to the differentia graph. Type hierarchy is achieved through the binary is_ a 
relation. Type definitions do not expand the type hierarchy automatically, whenever a type is 
defined, users are supposed to update the type hierarchy using the corresponding is_ a 
relations.
CGPro implements conceptual graphs formation rules, copy, join, restrict and simplify in 
addition to projection and maximal join operations. The system provides some sophisticated 
tools that are not present in CGKEE, for example, it provides contraction and expansion 
operations for both types and relations. CGPro, as mentioned earlier, can manipulate 
conceptual graphs with different types of referent fields, in addition, some basic operations on 
the referent fields are also defined.
In CGPro abstract data types (ADTs) for concepts, graphs, types, referents and individuals 
have been introduced, where the basic operations for these types are defined. The notion of 
type, relation and generalisation hierarchies is not as robust as that in CGKEE, only type 
hierarchy can be created manually as an is a relation. CGPro is not constructed according to 
object oriented programming, inheritance between objects or classes, as presented in CGKEE 
where a typeDef class inherits properties of eg class, is not available in CGPro. Table 3-17 
summarises the basic features of CGPro and CGKEE.
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Feature CGKEE CGPro
Programming
language
C++ Prolog
Structured Hierarchy Achieved between eg class 
and its subclasses. Also 
methods to create type, 
relation and generalisation 
hierarchies are available.
Only type hierarchy can be represented 
through Isa predicate.
Main data structure POSET (Partially Ordered 
SET), instantiated as type 
hierarchy, relational 
hierarchy and 
generalisation hierarchy. 
Also data structures for 
concepts, relations and 
conceptual craphs are 
supported.
ADT (Abstract Data Type) representing 
concepts, graphs, types, referents, and 
individuals.
Referent Field Singular individuals only. All singular and plural varieties, i.e., 
generic, individuals, definite referents, 
sets, partial sets, generic sets, and 
countable sets. Qnantification scope is 
also provided.
Type and relation 
expansion / 
contraction
Not implemented. Implemented.
Table 3-17: Basic Features of CGKEE and CGPro 19
CG-Pro can be used to represent aspects of specialist knowledge in a knowledge base made 
up of Sowa’s conceptual graphs. The input to CG-Pro has to be marked up in a coding 
scheme originally specified by John Sowa (1984:405-424). The coding scheme is based on a 
conceptual catalogue that has pre-specified conceptual relations and a pre-defined set of 
objects. A definition will have to be parsed and rendered into the so-called linear form, which 
essentially is a network of agents and patients, for example, inter-related through the pre­
defined conceptual relations.
In order to use the well-grounded conceptual graphs in CG-Pro for representing the 
definitions of the various terms in a term base, one wül have to develop a conceptual 
catalogue for each of the domains. This wül be in addition to developing transformation
Both implementations support canonical graphs formation rules (i.e. copy, restrict, join, and restrict) and 
advance graph operations like projection and maximal join.
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programs that will convert our logical forms into the equivalent linear form required by CG­
Pro. The creation of the catalogue and the transformation programs aie in themselves a 
project in its own right^°.
3.5.3 Frames
Frames are used to represent objects, where objects may be concrete physical objects or 
abstract concepts. Minsky has introduced frames as ‘data structures for representing 
stereotyped situations’ (1975: 212) whose components are slots. Slots have names and 
contain various kinds of information. Values ov fillers found in slots may be simple, defaults, 
references to other frames, or procedures that compute the actual value of the slot from other 
information.
A frame-based representation uses the most common principle of inference: inheritance. 
Value inheritance is connected to defaults in frames. Defaults are of primary importance in 
frames because they are defined to represent a stereotyped knowledge. An important 
characteristic of a stereotype is that it has a well-defined feature so that many of its slots have 
default values. These defaults correspond to the expectations that are usually based on 
experience. That is default values for slots can be provided through domain knowledge, 
therefore, in this domain independent research we have not used the default feature of frames.
Frames are useful when used to represent knowledge of certain stereotypical concepts or 
events, where all of the objects and most of the attributes correspond to a specialised domain, 
and they have no general significance. The two exceptions to this are is_ a and instance 
attributes. These two specific attributes provide the basis for property inheritance as an 
inference technique. Frames can provide powerful representation systems through the 
inheritance and applying frames in the filler slots.
We did attempt to use CG-Pro on our own system for evaluation purposes, however the incompatibility of 
our Prolog language variant -  SICStus - with that of CG-Pro’s -  SNI-Prolog - made that we were not 
successful in this enterprise.
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Indeed, frames are related to fnst-order logic. Hayes (1980) has suggested that frames are 
just another syntax for fii'st-order logic. He has drawn a correspondence between fii'st-order 
logic and frames, where a frame representing a concept C, with slots SI, S2, ... Sn is mapped 
into a fii'st-order logic assertion,
\/a' (C(x) Si(x,yi) & ... & S„(x,y„)f .^
Giarratano and Riley (1994) have argued that the definition of frame-based systems have not 
been standardised, a typical frame is a group of slots and fillers that defines a stereotypical 
object. A frame-based system is useful, when it supports the basic type of inference, i.e. 
property inlieritance. The emphasis in this thesis is that the generated logical forms of 
definitions should be automatically mapped onto a readable and more intuitive scheme. A 
frame-based system that enforces inheritance and can be associated to fiist-order logic 
according to the above formula has been selected as the target for mapping.
In such a system the variable representing the frame is universally quantified. Each slot is 
delineated as a binary predicate with the fii st argument is referring to the fr ame itself, and the 
second one is referring to the existentially quantified slot filler. As previously explained, 
terminology definitions can be mapped into fiist-order logic logical forms, these logical forms 
are universally quantified over the defined term. Consequently, each defined term can be 
represented by a frame, its slots names are diawn from the its related predicates. The 
information that is provided by each definition logical form determines the number and types 
of slots for the corresponding frame. This requkes a frame system with a flexible structure, 
which allows incorporation of various slots types and a regular superordinate slot. The 
implementation of such a system in SICStus Prolog is explained in the next chapter.
3.6 Conclusions
We have attempted throughout this chapter to describe our methodology for the analysis of 
terminology definition and representation of domain knowledge. This methodology is based 
solely on the combination of work in the fields of knowledge representation and corpus
where A = B stands for A => B & B => A
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linguistic. It requkes the availability of machine readable terminology definitions and a 
syntactic tagger.
We have seen that most of the definitions used in terminology databases and in specialised 
dictionai'ies appear to have repetitive and distinction shapes for which a fiist-order logical 
forms can be developed. Indeed we have seen that many of the terminology definitions have 
pattern of:
headword [dicsriminatorl] superordinate discriminator
We have described the logical form of a definition of the above pattern, as a fii'st-order logical 
expression universally quantified over the headword or the defined term itself. Also, we have 
seen that the superordinate and the discriminator may encapsulate lexical semantic cues to 
indicate merenomy and hyponymy and other semantic relations.
We have seen how to map first-order definition logical forms onto a concise and more 
readable frame-base representation. This representation provides the most basic inference 
tool, i.e. property inheritance.
In the next chapter, we will present the architecture of DEfinition Analysis and Representation 
System (DEARSys). We will also discuss the analysis of various definitions from term bases 
and demonstrate how elements of knowledge can be extracted.
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Chapter 4
Definition Analysis and Representation System: DEARSys
4.1 Introduction
Our intention in this chapter is to describe the underlying architecture of DEARSys, the 
system that we have developed to analyse definitions, generate thek logical forms and 
represent them in a frame-based scheme. The methodology on which the architecture of 
DEARSys is based consists of selecting definition term bases from different web sites, pre­
processing these term bases, generating logical forms of terminology definitions and mapping 
these logical forms into a frame-based representation.
Pre-processing deals with definitions akeady marked up, say, in hypertext marked up (HTML) 
tags. This includes maiking-up definitions main vocabulary, i.e., the headword and the 
defining statement or the definiendum and the definiens, and tagging multi-word headwords. 
Also pre-processing includes part of speech tagging, the identification of domain terms and 
multi-word expressions, and converting the original text into a more generic format. Indeed, 
pre-processing involves three tasks, i.e. marking-up of definition vocabulary and tokenization, 
part of speech tagging of the definition text, and post-tagging.
A logical form generator is the main component of the system, it parses the definitions into 
thek functional constructs. These constructs are expressed in fu'st-order logic expressions. 
The last component of DEARSys is the knowledge representation mechanism where the 
logical form of a definition is analysed and each defined term is represented as a frame. Frame 
slots are derived from the discriminator parts of the defkiition and represent relationships the 
headword experiences. The architecture of DEARSys is presented in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: The architecture of DEfinition Analysis and Representation System(DEARSys).
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Currently, the system does not make use of lexical knowledge (for example case frames, 
Fillmore, 1968) or domain knowledge to generalise the extracted relationships. We simply 
assume that a relationship is bounded by the surface of the words.
The logical analysis and frame representation subprograms of DEARSys are written in 
SICStus Prolog. As previously explained, Prolog is the programming language of the DCG 
which we have used to encode the fiist -  order logical forms of definitions. Each logical form 
can be mapped to an equivalent frame implemented as a Prolog predicate. The pre-tagging 
and post-tagging tasks of the pre-processing component are written in peii programming 
language that can process files and perform pattern matching operations on their contents. 
The pre-tagging task receives input term bases, process them and place them in output files. 
BriU part of speech tagger, written in C, processes these files and places tagged data in • 
another output files. The post-tagging task reads the tagger output files and prepares their 
contents for logical processing.
We describe briefly how DEARSys maps an HTML marked-up definition text into a frame 
representation by using a paitial definition of the term quark in the particle physics subject 
domain as an example. A typical particle physics term base will define a quark as:
quark: A fundamental fermion that has strong interactions.
So, a quark is_a fermion characterised by its strong interactions [with other particles]. An 
HTML term base used in our study defines quark as:
<A HREF="quarks.html">quark</A> (q):
A fundamental fermion that has strong interactions.
The first task of the pre-processing component converts this definition into:
quark ( q )  : A fundamental fermion that has strongJinteractions .
Note that the phrase ‘strong interactions’ has been replaced by the single token 
‘strong_interactions’. The term strong interaction and its definition have been already 
included in the particle physics term base, therefore strong interaction has been identified as a
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domain term, and all its occurrences are replaced with a single token as in the above 
definition.
The second task of pre-processing is syntactically tagging the above description into:
quark/NN (/( q/NN )/SYM :/: A/DTfundamental/JJ fermion/NN that/IN has/VBZ 
strong Jnteractions/NNS./
where NN tag is used for a singular or mass noun, SYM for a symbol, DT for a deterininer, JJ 
for an adjective, IN for a preposition or a subordinating conjunction, VBZ for a thii'd person 
singular present verb, and NNS for a plural noun.
The post-tagging task of pre-processing then results in the following pre-processed definition 
for the term quark:
[quark/nn, '(/’( ’ q/nn, ’) Ysyni, a/dt,fimdamentaI/jj,fermio?i/nn, that/in, has/vbz,strong_interaction 
s/nns, / '  ’].
Now, the definition is ready for the logical analysis. The logical analysis involves 
morphological reduction of key verbs, identification of nregular forms (has-^ have) and 
conversion into a formal structure. As explained in Chapter 3, the first-order logical form of 
the above definition can be expressed as:
(X'^Dlf(X^Sf(X^Dr(quark(X)fall(X, quark(X) =pD1&S&D))
By deriving the values for D l, S, and D, from the above definition, the equivalent logical form
of quark definition is:
all(_X, quark(_X)= >fundamental(JX)&exists(_B,fennion(_B )&isa(_X, _B ) )&exists(_A, (set(_A )&l 
ength(_A,set))&all(_C,nieniber(_C,_A)=>strong_interaction(_C)&have(_X,_C))))
Note the use of the predicates which are used for other definitions as well: isa represents 
hyponymies, chrc represents characteristic relationship, set, length and member are used in 
representing the logical form of the plural noun strong_ interactions. Also note the use of 
quantifiers like exists and all. Exists quantifier represents the logical form of noun phrases. 
One of all uses is to represent the occurrences of the headword, quark. Two definition- 
specific predicates used are fundamental, strong-iiiteraction; these are composing the 
characteristics of the term quark defined above.
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Finally, the logically analysed definition is converted into an equivalent frame representation:
frame(644, quark, isa, [fermion], [chrc, have], particle_physics). 
slot(644, quark, chrc, [], [fundamental], [[]]).
slot(644, quark, have, [], [strong_interaction], [[number(strong_interaction,set)]]).
Typically, frames and then slots are implemented as Prolog assertions that support value 
inheritance. Each frame assertion contains six paiameters that represent, a unique reference, a 
frame name, a supertype link, a list of supertypes, a list of slots, and the domain of the defined 
term. Each slot contains a reference to the frame, a fi’ame name, a slot name, a list of slot 
properties, a list of slot fillers, and a list of possible restrictions on the fillers.
A detailed description of DEARSys components will be presented in the next three sections. 
Then we conclude this chapter by describing the results of analysing a number of terminology 
definitions.
4,2 Pre-processing
The fii'st step in the process is the pre-processing of definition term bases. There are three 
pre-processing tasks that DEARSys executes: pre-tagging which involves marking-up and 
tokenization, syntactic tagging involves assigning each word its part of speech tag, and post­
tagging which involves tagging of some multi-words.
4.2.1 Marldng-up and tokenization
Marking-up involves identifying the definition main components, namely, the headword and 
the defining text. We have used the colon to delimit the boundary between the headword 
and the defining text. Though the analysed texts of definitions are in HTML (HyperText ' 
Markup Language) formats with the headwords and the definition texts are clearly 
distinguishable, the task of recognising definitions vocabulaiy is not trivial. This is due to the 
unpredictable organisation of various term bases, which use different HTML tags to separate 
the headword from the definition text. Therefore, a manual examination of the text is required 
to recognise these codes before any useful processing can be done with the definitions. In 
some term bases these codes are not unique throughout the term base definitions, which 
makes the automatic identification of the definition parts nonviable.
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Marking-up also involves identifying multi-word terms. A significant piece of information is 
multi-word terms in a given domain. A multi-word term is a group of two or more words that 
occur together and frinction as one entity in the domain. The main source of multi-word 
terms is the defined headwords. We envision headwords as domain terms. Once a final list of 
these terms has been compiled, each multi-word term in both singulai' and plural form is 
converted into a single token or word, i.e. a single character or a group of characters 
surrounded by white space. Another type of domain independent multi-words is complex 
prepositions^^ (Quhk et al, 1985), these are identified and replaced with a single token 
throughout term bases texts. Also, hyphenated words aie converted to single tokens.
Tokenization includes modifying term bases so that each definition occupies only one line of 
text. Punctuation and special characters aie normally considered separate tokens. Therefore 
tokenization involves removing punctuation from the words in the definition text, for instance:
intrinsic angular momentum (spin), measured in units ofh-bar
becomes:
intrinsic angular momentum ( spin ) ,  measured in units ofhjbar^^
Also, the fii'st task of pre-processing involves deleting HTML tags enclosed within angle 
brackets and replacing HTML escape sequences by equivalent chaiacters. Consider, for 
instance, the definition of winter storm, from the weather subject field:
< d t x a  name="winterstorm">WINTER STORM</a> </dt>
<dd>A heavy snow event In the Sierra Nevada below 7000feet, 
a snow accumulation of&gt;6 inches/12 hrs or &gt;12 
inches/24 hrs; and above 7000feet, &gt;8 inches/12 hrs 
or &gt;18 inches/24 h's. </dd>
and its marked-up version:
W1NTER_ST0RM : A heavy snow event. In the Sierra Nevada below 7000fe e t , a snow 
accumulation o f > 6  inches/12 hrs or > 12 inches/24 hrs ; and above 7000fe e t , > 8 inches/12 
hrs or > 18 inches/24 h rs .
Note that <> together with their enclosed items are deleted, the headword is replaced with a 
single token, the definition occupies one line of text, the symbol is used to separate the
^  Prepositions consisting of a sequence of more than one word i. e,, due to, according to , in spite of, etc. 
Note that h_bar replaces the hyphenated expression h-bar.
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headword and the defining text, and the escape sequence ‘&gt’ is replaced by the equivalent 
‘>’ symbol.
4.2.2 Syntactic tagging
As mentioned earlier, we have used Brill rule-based tagger to assign every word its proper 
part of speech. Brill’s rule-based tagger is easily available through a public domain and 
provides a high success rate of about 97% for syntactic tagging on general language texts 
(Brill 1997, 95). Brill tagger works in two stages. Fkst every word is assigned its most lilcely 
tag. Each word of the tagger’s training corpus has a lexical entry composed of a list of aU 
possible tags, with the most likely tag of that word clearly indicated. Unknown words are fii'St 
tagged as nouns, or proper nouns if capitalised. Then a list of mles is used to determine the 
most likely tags of unknown words. These rules are based on prefixes, infixes, suffixes and 
adjacent words, for instance, if a word ends in 'ed/ then it is probably a past tense verb. In the 
second stage of tagging the tagger uses contextual rules to improve its accuracy.
The tagger can learn various rules for each domain, since our application is domain- 
independent we have not attempted to modify the lexicon, the lexical rules, or contextual rules 
learned by the tagger to incorporate any special domain-specific rule. Instead, we have used 
the lexicon and transformation rules that come with the tagger release. The lexicon and mles 
were derived from tagging the WSJ and Brown corpus.
Brill tagger assigns each word its most likely tag found in its training corpus, accordingly 
some unknown words and words with multiple parts of speech can be mistagged, we have 
written some rules to remedy this. These rules are written in Prolog and applied on the output 
of the pre-processing component just before generating the logical form of the definitions. 
Some of these rules use definition’s content, for instance, when the second word of a 
definition text is a preposition, the fii'st one is more lilcely to be a noun. Another rule states 
that a word occurring between a determiner and a preposition is more probable to be a noun 
than a verb. For instance, consider the tag of set in the mathematics definition, which has 
been tagged as a verb in the past participle form (vbn):
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circle/nnp :/:the/dt set/vbn of/inpoints/nns on/in a/dtplane/nn ....
Using the above rules, set retains its proper tag, noun (nn):
circle/nnp :/: the/dt set/nn of/in points/nns on/in a/dt plane/nn ....
The above rules also handle nominalization structures (Quhk, 1985: 1288), that is, a noun 
phrase with the head noun related morphologically to a verb, like breaking in the definition of 
crossing over from a health domain:
crossing_pver/nn :/: the/dt breakins/vbs during/in meiosis/nn of/in one/cd maternal/jj and/cc 
one/cd paternal/jj chromosome/nn..
We also used the rule that a word that occurs between the relative pronoun that and a 
determiner is recognised as a verb. Also Brill tagger has some problems in tagging negative 
numbers with fractions, which has been used in some term bases, we have written a rule that 
identifies these numbers and modifies then tags. Consider for example the tagged definition 
of bottom quark:
bottom_quark/nn (/( b/nn )/sym :/: the/dt fifth/jj flavor/nn of/in quark/nn (/( in/in order/nn of/in 
increasing/vbg mass/nn )/sym,/, with/in electric_charge/nn of/in -1/3/Jj./.
where ‘-1/3’ has been tagged as an adjective, the rule used by DEARSys retains the correct 
tag (cd) for numbers.
As explained earlier the tagger uses lexical rules to tag unknown words, since in terminology 
the defined words are mostly unknown, lexical rules may be misleading. For instance, the 
tagger marked three headwords of the following definitions as an adjective (jj), and one 
headword has been tagged as a present participle verb (vbg). In these cases the decision 
about the proper tag for the headword is governed, not only by the structure of the definition, 
but also by the conceptual content of the definition itself:
transversal/jj :/: a/dt line/nn that/in intersects/nns 2/cd others/nns. 
transversible/jj :/; a/dt network/nn in/in which/wdt all/dt arcs/nns ... 
trapezoid/jj :/: a/dt quadrilateral/jj that/in has/vbz at/in least/jjs one/cdpair/nn ... 
cloning/vbg :/: the/dtprocess/nn of/in asexually/rb producing/vbg a/dt group/nn ...
To elaborate on the idea consider the definitions:
ambiguous/jj :/: not/rb stable/jj ;/; changing/vbg
equianglular/jj :/: having/vbg angles/nns of/in the/dt sante/jj measure/nn 
equilateral/jj :/: equal/jj in/in length/nn
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The definitions of the second group are describing a state that an object might experience,
therefore, it is reasonable to record each headword as an adjective. The suffixes of these
headwords and the content of their definitions describe adjectival entries. We have noted also
that when the definition is stating the meaning of an adjectival entry or an entry of a category
other than noun, the shape of the definition does not comply with previously discussed Type
Ai and Type A 2. Therefore, definitions like ambiguous, equianglular and equilateral will be
rejected by the logical form generator component. On the other had, definitions of the fhst
group are describing concrete or abstract domain objects, therefore thek headwords should be
visualised as nouns, and thek occurrences in other term definitions should be tagged as noun.
We have modified the tags of the occurrences of such words manually. Manual inspection is
necessary, since such a headword may retain its original tag when used in a different definition
context, consider for instance the mathematical definitions of drawing and compass:
drawing/vbg :/: a/dtfreehand/jjpicture/nn using/vbg any/dt tool/nn ...
compass/nn :/: a/dt drawing/vbg tool/nn used/vbn to/to draw/vb circles/nns at/in dijferent/jj
radii/nns
When defined, drawing has been used as a noun, though it retains its original tag (present 
participle verb) in the definition text of compass.
These minor discrepancies do not have major impact on the functionality of Brill tagger. 
Indeed, we have compared the results of tagging prepositions in a number of term bases using 
Brill tagger and SemanTag (Cooke, 1996), and presented the results of tagging the 15^ '^  most 
frequent prepositions in Table 4-1. We found that Brill tagger correctly identifies 97.7% of the 
prepositions while SemanTag identifies only 56.2%.
The 15 most frequent prepositions represent 96.5% of the total number of prepositions.
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Preposition Occurrences % Btlll hits % SemanTaE hits
of 834 96.0 50.7
in 355 100.0 56.6
by 171 100.0 57.9
for 139 100.0 58.3
as 119 98.3 49.6
with 101 99.0 74.3
from 90 100.0 67.8
at 59 100.0 50.8
on 46 93.4 23.9
between 45 100.0 84.4
than 36 100.0 58.3
over 23 100.0 82.6
under 23 100.0 26.1
into 20 100.0 65.0
up 20 55.0 35
Total 2181 97.7 56.2
Table 4-1: Comparing the results of tagging prepositions using SemanTag and Brill tagger. 
4.2.3 Post-tagging
This task is concerned with issuing the right tag for complex prepositions. During the fii'st 
task, a complex preposition like due to has been replaced by the single word due_to. Such an 
unknown word is usually tagged as a noun by Brill tagger. By consulting a loolcup list of 
complex prepositions, this task marks a word like duetto as apreposition. Consider for 
instance the tagger output for the definition of the term allergic rhinitis from the health field:
Allergic_rhinitis/NN (/( seasonal/JJ and/CC perennial/JJ )/SYM :/: Inflammation/NN of/IN 
the/DT nasal/JJ mucous/JJ membraties/NNS due to/NN an/DT allergic/JJ response/NN./.
The post-tagging task converts this definition into:
[allergic_rhinitis/nn,X’/V,seasonal/jj,and/cc,perennial/jj, y/sym,:/:,inflammation/nn,of/in,the/dt, 
nasal/jj, mucous/ii, membranes/nns, due to/in. an/dt, allergic/jj, response/nn, \ V\ ’].
where the noun tag (NN) of the complex preposition due_to is replaced with the preposition 
tag (in). Furthermore, as suggested by the above example, post-tagging is concerned with 
preparing the tagger output to be processed by the logical analysis program. This involves 
enclosing special characters and punctuation marks in quotes, separating tokens by comas 
instead of spaces, converting upper case letters to lower case, and enclosing the definition in 
square brackets.
4.3 Logical Analysis
Once the words in the term bases have been syntactically tagged and the definition 
components have been clearly marked-up, the next step is to analyse each definition to extract
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its logical form. The theoretical basis for composing the logical form of a terirdnology 
definition from its basic recurrent constituents has been described elsewhere, where the logical 
form of a definition can be described as a first-order logic expression based on untyped X 
calculus. The logical form generator performs some initial processing on the definitions 
before generating their logical forms. This involves deleting text between brackets. 
Bracketed texts usually refer to supplementary information, which are not major part of the 
definitions and thek removal does not alter the semantic content of the definitions.
The main functionality of the logical form generator initial processing is to further reduce the 
definition text to a more amenable structure. For instance, during initial processing, a 
conjunction construct as in the definition of immunotherapy:
immunotherapy: immunotherapy is afonn of preventive and anti_inflamamtory treatment of 
allergy to substances such as pollen . house dust m ites. funsi. and stinsins insect venom .
is processed to:
immunotherapy: immunotherapy is afonn of preventive and anti_inflamamtoiy treatment of  
allergy to substances such as pollen and house dust mites and funsi and stinsins insect venom.
where commas are converted to the appropriate conjunction.
As previously explained the refinement of the syntactic tags of some words is done during the 
initial processing of the logical form generator. Also, the initial processing is responsible for 
assigning appropriate references to some of the identical nouns that appear in the same 
definition (4.5).
The generation of definitions logical forms is a process that involves parsing the definition 
texts into thek functional constituents as proposed by Sinclak and Barnbrook. Furthermore, 
this involves syntactic parsing of the definition constituents in order to be able to assign each 
word its logical description. The development of the parser requkes some lexical knowledge 
resources related to the language in which a given text is written. In our system these 
knowledge resources include Brill syntactic tagger, morphology rules and rules dealing with 
irregular nouns and verbs. Identifying a logical form of a definition requkes knowing the 
morphological feature of words in a definition text. These features include derivation of all
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possible inflection forms of a word. Unlike definition of general language dictionaries, 
nominal entries of some terminology definitions have been used in thek plural form, 
morphology rules are essential to derive the stem of such entries.
The logical form analyser is written in SICStus Prolog as DCG rules. Analysed definitions 
should comply with Type Aj and Type A 2 described earlier, and have the following format:
[headword/t, wl/tl,w2/t2, .... 7
Not all Type Ai or Type A2 definitions are analysed, for instance, ckcular definitions like: 
distance: the distance between points a and b...
are rejected though they adhere to these types.
Generally, the fii'st sentence of a definition has a definite structure and contains the principle 
source of knowledge about the definiendum, whereas the style of subsequent sentences is 
more nairative and written for elaboration purposes. Therefore, this work analyses the first 
sentence of a definition. The fact that we have analysed the fiist sentence of a definition is not 
a limitation, in that it has been argued that the fii'st sentence has all the necessary information 
to describe the essential properties of the defined word (Bainbrook and Sinclak 1995).
The logical form analyser assumes that each definition is only one sentence, therefore, it 
should stop at the first full stop (‘.’). Also it stops at phiases that had not been taken into 
considerations when the analyser was fii'St designed. At this point it is worth noting that the 
system is a data driven, it had been written to handle the most frequent language constructs 
occurring in the analysed term bases.
As explained earlier, the DCG rules those codify the logical analysis of terminology definitions 
are:
def(S,Ent}y) —> hw(DESP'^D^S,Head,Entiy),
super_type(NP, D l, SP, n(SupTyp),_),
discriminator(D,SupTyp). Type Aj
def(S,Entiy) > hw(Dl'^SP'^S,Head,Entry),
super_type(NP,Dl,SP,n(SupTyp),J), Type A2
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In both rules, the logical form returned by the headword is the main functor of the logical 
form of the definition. Note that the logical form of the definition S is the result of applying 
the logical forms of the supertype (SP) and the discriminators (D l, D) to that of the 
headword. The syntax of the supertype of the analysed definition is similar to that of a noun 
phrase. However, the supertype has different semantics in the sense that it presumes a 
hierarchical link with the headword, and its pre-modifiers are further differentiating the 
headword from the supertype. Simply, a DCG that describes the supertype may be described 
as:
superjype(NP,D,LF,SupTyp, TLF) —> 
det(NENP,Det,Num),
disci (Disc, D),
noun(NL, SupTyp, NounType,Num),
{super(NP,Nl,LF,Nurn, TLF)}.
The system also contains more complicated DCG rules that handle multiple supertypes and 
supertypes preceded by a trigger word.
As explained earlier, most analysed definitions mostly comply with Type A], i.e. each 
headword is described with a superordinate and a discrintinator. Some of the definitions 
have more than one discriminator with the structure:
Headword:[disci]  siiperordinate discriminator} ... discriminator,,.
Each discriminator is introduced by a boundary word (described earlier), the identification of 
the fust discriminator is done automatically since it has only one interpretation, i.e. imposing 
restrictions on the meaning of the headword. While the recognition of the discriminatori 
(i>l) is ambiguous, since it can also function as a post-modifier of the main noun phrase of 
discriminatori.}. Accordingly the marking-up of discriminatori (f>l) has been done manually. 
The system currently can analyse a definition with one or two consecutive discriminators, as 
described by the DCG rules:
discriminator(X^(Dl&D2),SupTyp)-> optComa ,disc(X^Dl,SupTyp). 
discrminator(X^(Dl&D2),SupTyp)-> optComa,disc(X^Dl,SupTyp),[ ' ] ,
disc(X^D2,SupType).
The predicate optComa takes care of optional commas that may be used to further separate 
the discriminator. The symbol has been used to mark the second discriminator. Disc is
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assumed the kernel of the discriminator constituent of a definition. As explained earlier, the 
semantic role of the discriminator is presumed by its boundary word. Various DCG rules, by 
the boundary word syntax, have been used to codify the disc subconstituent:
disc(X^S,_) - >  vp(Form,Type,X^S,_)‘ 
disc(X^P,SupTyp) —> doptrel(X^P,RP,super). 
disc(X^S,SupTyp) - >  pp(X^S,super,SupTyp,_,P,^J.
We have assumed that the conceptual relation indicated by the discriminator is simply
indicated by the boundary word i.e. a preposition or a verb. A generalised relation indicated
by a lexical item is not only controlled by the selectional constraint holding between it and its
complements but also by the conceptual content of the complements, which varies among
domains. Indeed, there is a remarkable difference in the use of the same prepositions or verbs
in different domains, and the way words relate to each other. Consider for instance the
meaning of the verb take found in a medical definition and a mortgage definition:
Chemotherapy: Chemotherapy uses drugs to kill cancer ce lls . Chemotherapy may be taken by 
mouth or it may be put into the body by a needle in a vein or muscle .
Foreclosure: Remedial court action taken by a mortgagee when default occurs on a mortgage, 
to cause foifeiture of the equity of redemption of the mortgagor.
The knowledge that chemotherapy is a medicine, indicates that take has a meaning of ingest in 
the first example. In the second example, take has the meaning of initiating a court action, 
this is denoted by the fact that a mortgagee is a person who can initiate court actions.
To set up the rules that define the selectional constraints on the uses of different lexical items 
it is requiied to be to be familial* with the ontology of the applied domain. In our case, this 
was not feasible since we have been dealing with various domains and our system is domain 
independent. Consider the definition of antiquark from the particle physics domain and the 
definition of ventricle fiom the health domain: 
antiquark: the antiparticle of a quark
ventricle: a chamber of the heart that receives blood from the atrium of the same side and 
pumps it into the arteries.
Though in both definitions the preposition of has been used as a discriminator boundary word 
and it is relating two concrete domain objects, the relation indicated by o f  is not the same. In 
the physics definition o f interprets an attributive relationship, while in the health definition it
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manifests a part-whole relation. Since in our implementation we are not using previous 
domain knowledge, the system uses the surface of the words to derive the name for the 
predicates that further discriminate the headwords, i.e. the binary relations 
antiparticle_of(quark, antiquark) and chamber_of(heart, ventricle).
Our endeavour to use contextual knowledge in deriving discriminating relationships is very 
minimal and controlled by the definition structure. For instance, the previously explained 
attributive interpretation of the preposition with when binds a discriminator of some scientific 
definitions. We conclude this section by presenting the logical form and the parsing tree for 
the definition of bottom quark, which complies with Type AI. Note that this definition has a 
trigger word,//avc?r, and its discriminator is bound by with.
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bottom quark: the fifth flavor of quark, with electric charge o f -1/3,
all(H, bottom_quark(H)=> fifth(H)tSc exists(Y, quark(Y)&is_a(H, Y})& exists(Z,
(electric_charge(Z)& restrict(Z,-l/3))&attr(H, Z)))
definition
(H ''D l) ' '(H - 'S ) ''(H ''D )« a U (H . 
b o U o ra _  q u a rk (H ) = >  D l& S & D
hw
X''exists(Y, quark{Y)& isa(X. Y)). 
C "  fifihC O
super_type
e x is tx (Z , (o lcc lrie_  ch a rg c (Z )&  
restric t(Z , 3 ))&  a ttr(S , Z ))
discriminator
bottom, quark
seoarator
optComa disc
U'^ cx is tx (Z , { d c c tr ic _  d ia rg e (Z )&  
ro stric ttZ , 3 ))&  a u r(S , Z ))
trig Word
noun
quarkdet disci tword p
the fifth flavor of
U * cx is tx (Z , (e le c tr ic .  ch a rg e (Z )&  
rcstrictCZ, 3 ))&  a ttr(S , Z))
V *  a ltr(U . V )
with/
pp
(Z'^ W ) '' ex is ts(Z , (e le c tr ic .  c lia rg c(Z )&  
iestric t(Z , 3 ))&  W )
(Z '' e le c tr ic .  clia rg e (Z ))*  Z *  ( e le c tr ic .  
charge(Z)& . tc s tric t(Z , 3))
Z * e le c tr ic .  ch arg c(Z ))
electric, charge
postMod
/ \ ‘Zx pA rcstric t(Z , P )optPrep numeral
of -1/3
Figure 4-3: The logical form and the parsing tree for bottom quark
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4.4 A Frame-Based Representation of Definitions
Frames can be thought as conceptual descriptors of the properties of defined terms, which 
specify thek internal structure and thek relations to other entries. The precise frame structure 
in terms of the type and the number of slots requked by each definition is not known in 
advance. Therefore, it was not possible to adopt a sophisticated frame structure that is 
adequate to describe a definition entry. A main requkement of DEARSys is a flexible frame 
system in which frames are automatically created as a result of definition analysis. DEARSys 
has adopted a frame system whereby the frames and thek slots are simply implemented as 
Prolog assertions with a separate inference mechanism for reasoning about the knowledge. 
We propose the following representation, satisfying the above requkement:
fmme(Id Object SuperTypeLink [Superj Siipper2 ... Syper,„] [Slot] Slotz ...Slot,,] Domain)
where.
Id = a unique number identifying each frame 
Object = object or concept name, i.e. the defined term
SuperTypeLink ~ indicates the type of the relationship between the frame and its super type 
Supei'k -  frame super type as indicated by the superordinate part o f the definition 
Sloti = predicate name that results from analysing the discriminator paj-t o f the definition 
Domain = the domain of the analysed term
and each slot is structured as:
slot(ld Object Slot [Slot_ Chrcj Slot_ Chrc2 ... Slot_ Chrck] [Filler] Filler2 ... Filler,,] 
[FillerComplement] FillerComplement2 ... FillerComplement,,])
where,
Id -  frame identifier
Object = object name as in the frame construct
Slot -  Slot name
Slot_ Chrci = slot property
Fillefj = Slot value
FillerComplementj = a list o f predicates relating Fillerj to different concepts, imposing 
restrictions on thefdler value
These assertions are inserted in the system database where, the database is searched to insure 
that it does not contain the assertion to be inserted. Consider for instance the frame that 
results from analysing the logical form of the mathematical definition dimension'.
Dimensions: The width, length, and height of a plane or space figure. 
frame(226, dimensions, isa, [width, length, height], [of], math). 
slot(226, dimensions, of,[], [plane, spaceJigure], [[]]).
I l l
The system extracted three supertypes for dimensions, width, length, and height, it also 
extracted the slot <9/ and its fillers plane and space_figure. The above frame may be visualised 
as:
dimensions
is_a: width
length
height
of: plane
.space_figure
The system can use basic a inference mechanism based on a value inheritance to answer simple 
queries like ‘find the objects that have the property of fall_ from  equals atmosphere’, for 
which the systems would produce the following answer:
precipitation HASfall_from atmosphere
rain HASfall_from =:~ atmosphere 
blizzard HAS fall_ from  =;= atmosphere 
freezing_rain HAS fall_ from ~:= atmosphere 
hail HAS fall_ from =:= atmosphere 
shower HAS fall_ from  =;= atmosphere 
sleet HAS fall_ from  =;= atmosphere 
snow HAS fall_  from  =:= atmosphere
The retrieved objects are from the weather domain with original definitions:
Precipitation: Liquid or solid water molecules that fall from the atmosphere and reach the 
ground.
Rain: Liquid water droplets that fall from the atmosphere, having diameters greater than 
drizzle.
Blizzard: Snow with winds in excess of 35 mph and visibility of 1/4 mile or less, for an extended 
period of time (e.g. > 3 hours).
Freezing rain: Rain which falls as liquid then freezes upon impact, resulting in a coating of ice 
on exposed objects.
Hail: Precipitation in the form of balls or irregular lumps of ice.
Shower: Precipitation that is intermittent, both in time, space or intensity.
Sleet: A type of frozen precipitation, consisting of small transparent pellets.
Snow:Frozen vrecipitation composed of ice particles in complex hexagonal patterns.
Note that the property/a//_/ro7W has been explicitly stated for only precipitation and ram and 
that all other objects have inherited such a property from then supertypes.
The system does not use domain-based or case-based knowledge when generating the frames. 
As explained earlier the system supports property inheritance, when a frame represents a type 
of objects and another frame represents a supertype of this type, then the lower level frame 
can inherit values from the supertype frame. Inheritance is inhibited only if the properties are
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conflicting. Consider for instance the above definitions of snow and precipitation for which 
the system generates the following frames:
precipitation
is_a: waterjnwlecule
chrc: liquid
solid
falL from : atmosphere
reach: ground
snow
i.s_a: precipitation
chrc frozen
number(ice_ particle, .setf^ 
in(ice_ particle, pattern) 
number(pattern, .set) 
chrc(pattern, complex) 
chrc(pattern, hexagonal)
compo.sed_ of: ice_ particle
fall_from: atmosphere
reach: ground
In the snow frame, only chrc and composed_ o f slots are derived from the definition of snow, 
the slots/fl//_/ra/n and reach together with then fillers values are derived from the super type 
precipitation. In these examples snow has not inherited any of the opposing solid or liquid 
properties, though it has inherited all other properties.
The current frame implementation does not address the question of multiple inheritance 
properly. This arises when a frame has more than one supertype frame where an inherited slot 
value may come from more than one the parent frame, the question arises is which one to 
adopt. DEARSys simply takes all values encountered. If the values aie conflicting, as in the 
above example, a rule that inhibits the inheritance of both values should be applied. A more 
sophisticated solution may be based on domain knowledge.
4.2 DEARSys in Operation -  from Definitions to Frames
4.2.1 Overview
DEARSys has been used to analyse more than 1300 definitions from six different subject 
fields: mathematics, particle physics, weather, paint and coating, health and law. The analysis
25 T he predicate number(X, set), indicates that the noun X  is in plural form.
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was caiTied in two stages. The fii’st stage involves pre-processing and the second stage 
involves logical analysis and frame-based representation.
DEARSys combines two loosely coupled components to deal with the pre-processing stage 
and the logical analysis and frame-based representation of the analysed definition. Pre­
processing suite of programs are used to read in HTML-marked-iip definition(s), to strip the 
HTML codes, sepaiate the headword from the definition, and to syntactically tag the 
definition part of the input. Logical analysis and frame-based representation component is 
used for parsing definitions, according to a local grammar, to a fiame-based formalism.
Indeed, before any useful processing can be done, term bases are manually tested to identify 
HTML codes that have been used to mark-up the headword and the definition text. Consider, 
for instance, the following definitions from the weather subject field:
< d t > < a  n a i n e = " s h o w e r " > S H O W E R < / a >  < / d t >
< d d > P r e c i p i t a t i o n  t h a t  i s  i n t e r m i t t e n t ,  b o t h  i n  t i m e ,  s p a c e  
o r  i n t e n s i t y .  < / d d >
< d t x a  n a m e =  "  s l e e t  " > S L E E T < / a >  < / d t >
< d d > A  t y p e  o f  f r o z e n  p r e c i p i t a t i o n ,  c o n s i s t i n g  o f  s m a l l  
t r a n s p a r e n t  p e l l e t s .  < / d d >
< d t x a  n a m e = " s l i g h t " > S L I G H T  C H A N C E < / a >  < / d t >
< d d > I n  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  p r e c i p i t a t i o n  s t a t e m e n t s ,  u s u a l l y  
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  a  2 0  p e r c e n t  c h a n c e .  < / d d >
In the above definitions, each headword falls between <a name-"headword"> and </dt>,
and each definition text is delimited by <dd> and </dd>. DEARSys can be executed by using
the peri script:
% D E A R S y s . p r l
When DEARSys parses definitions it asks for a number of parameters, like domain, input and 
output files names, and the HTML codes used to delimit headwords and definition texts. For 
instance, executing the above DEARSys.prl script the leads to the following interaction (with 
the system input is in bold):
E n t e r  D o m a i n :  w e a t h e r  
E n t e r  I n p u t  F i l e :  w e a t h e r . h t m l  
E n t e r  O u t p u t  F i l e :  w e a t h e r . o u t  
E n t e r  h e a d  s t a r t s  w i t h :  < A  NAMEa:HW >
E n t e r  h e a d  e n d s  w i t h :  < / d t >
E n t e r  d e f T e x t  s t a r t s  w i t h :  < d d >
E n t e r  d e f T e x t  e n d s  w i t h :  < / d d >  '
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DEARSys transforms an HTML marked-up text like:
< d t > < a  n a m e = " s h o w e r " > S H O W E R < / a >  < / d t >
< d d > P r e c i p i t a t i o n  t h a t  i s  i n t e r m i t t e n t ,  b o t h  i n  t i m e ,  s p a c e  
o r  i n t e n s i t y .  < / d d >
into:
[ s h o w e r / n n , : / : , p r e c i p i t a t i o n / n n , t h a t / i n , i s / v b z , i n t e r m i t t e n t / j j , ' ,
'!', ', b o t h / d t , i n / i n , t i m e / n n , s p a c e / n n , o r / c c , i n t e n s i t y / n n , '
When the pre-processing is complete, the system prompts the user with the following 
message:
T h e  p r e - p r o c e s s i n g  i s  d o n e .Do you want to continue with the analysis (yes/no): yes
The ‘yes’ prompt by the user enables DEARSys to start the logical analysis and frame-based 
transformation component of DEARSys. First, this component reads each definition, logically 
analyses it and prints the result of the analysis. For instance, the above pre-processed 
definition is transformed into a logical representation:
Input Definition:
a l l ( _ 5 0 2 5 , s h o w e r ( _ 5 0 2 5 ) = > _ , 5 1 0 7 & e x i s t s ( _ 5 3 1 1 , p r e c i p i t a t i o n ( _ 5 3 1 1 ) &  
i s a ( _ 5 0 2 5 , _ 5 3 1 1 ) ) & i n t e r m i t t e n t ( _ 5 0 2 5 ) )
T h e  N o n - P a r s e d  D e f i n i t i o n  P a r t :
[ , / , , b o t h / d t , i n / i n , t i m e / n n , o r / c c , s p a c e / n n , o r / c c , i n t e n s i t y / n n , . / . ]
Then, the system produces a frame for each of the definitions successfully logically analysed, 
and updates its knowledge base accordingly. For instance, the following frame and its slot are 
created for the above definition:
frame(9, shower, isa, [precipitation ], [  chrc ], weather) 
slot(9,shower, chrc, [] ,[  intermittent], [[  ]  ])
DEARSys uses the information extracted from the definition to print the frame details:
The extracted frame :Frame : showerSuper_Type: precipitationSup e r_Typ e_L ink: isaSlots ;chrc- intermittent
It is worth noting that at this stage the system does not make use of the inherited values. 
Because the term base has not been fully analysed yet, and in some cases a supertype of a term 
may be placed towards the end of the glossary, therefore it is not useful to derive its inherited 
information before fully analysing the term base.
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The system prints an error message if it fails to analyse a definition. Consider for instance, the 
definition of storm:
Storm: In marine usage, winds 48 knots (55 mph) or greater.
This definition does not comply to TypeAi or Type A2 and therefore it is not possible for 
DEARSys to parse it. Such a definition is not acceptable by DEARSys syntax, therefore the 
system generates the following message for such a definition:
I n p u t  D e f i n i t i o n :
[ s t o r m / n n p , : / : , i n / i n , m a r i n e / n n , u s a g e / n n , , w i n d s / n n s , 4 8 / c d , k  
n o t s / n n s , , 5 5 / n n , m p h / n n , ‘ ) ' / s y m , o r / c c , g r e a t e r / j j r ,****** Error *********THIS DEFINITION COULD NOT BE PARSED - TRY ANOTHER ONE
After pre-processing, the ‘no’ option may be used when the manual testing of the output file,
produced by the pre-processing process, is requked. This allows the user to modify the tag of
some non-nominal headwords, and to mark-up second discriminators (discussed earlier). In
this case, the pre-processed definitions are placed in the ‘weather.out’ file. After manual
modification of the file ‘weather.out’, logical analysis and frame-based transformation of the
definitions can be executed by calling a Prolog predicate. The predicate should be supplied
with the domain {weather in for the current example), an input file {weather.out) and an
output stream {user, Prolog standard input or output stream), for instance to analyse the
above weather definitions, the following predicate is called:
I ? -  p r o c è s s _ t b ( w e a t h e r ,  ' w e a t h e r . o u t ' ,  u s e r ) .
The system reads each definition, analyses it, updates its knowledge base and prompts the user 
with the result of the analysis, as described in the fully automated version. A list of some 
definitions, from the weather domain, thi*ough different stages of processing is presented in 
Appendix C.
4.2.2 Building an ontology with DEARSys
A number of definitions have been selected from the particle physics domain to show how 
DEARSys extracts domain knowledge and arrange domain concepts according to conceptual 
relations extracted from the structured definitions. These definitions describe some 
elementary particles, the fundamental constituents of matter. Elementary particles are 
classified according to thek structure and to thek paiticipation in interactions:
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particle: A subatomic object with a definite mass and charge.
fermion: Any particle that has odd-half-integer (1/2, 3/2, ... j intrinsic angular momentum, 
measured in units ofhjbar.
quark (q): A fundamental fermion that has strong interactions, 
up quark (u): The least massive flavour of quark, with electric charge 2/3. 
lepton: A fundamental fermion that does not participate in strong interactions, 
neutrino: A lepton with no electric charge.
First, each word in a definition is assigned its most probable part of speech tag. In the 
definition of fermion the term intrinsic angular momentum does not appear within the 
glossary of particle physics, therefore, it has not been recognised as a domain multi-word 
term, which should be treated as a single component. Thus, the part of speech, which 
describes such a term, should be modified manually. In some cases where such a modification 
had not been performed, complications may arise. The pre-processed definitions are:
particle/nn :/: a/dt subatomic/jj object/nn with/in a/dt definite/jj mass/nn and/cc charge/nn '. ’ 
fermion/nn :/: any/dt particle/nn that/in has/vbz oddJialfJ.nteger/jj ’(‘/V 1/2/cd ’ / ’ ' 3/2/cd ’ /', '
'. ’ ’. V’. ‘ ' ’/ ’. ’ y/sym intrinsic_ angular_ momentum/nn '(/’( ’ spin/vb y/sym, ’ / ’ * measured/vbn
in/in units/nns of/in h bar/ii ’. ’
quark/nn ’( / ’( ’q/nn ’) ’/sym :/: a/dtfundamental/jjfermion/nn that/in has/vbz 
strong_interactions/nns ’. ’/ ’. ’
up_quark/nn ’( ’/ ’( ’u/prp ’) ’/sym :/: the/dt least/jjs massive/jj flavor/nn of/in quark/nn ’, ’/ ’, ’ with/in 
electric_charge/nn 2/3/cd ’. ’/ ’. ’
lepton/nn :/: a/dt fundamental/jj fermion/nn that/in does/vbz not/rb participate/vb in/in 
strong_interactions/nns ’. ’/ ’. ’
neutrino/nn :/: ’( ’/ ’( ’ ’) ’/sym a/dt lepton/nn with/in no/dt electric_charge/nn ’. ’/ ’. ’
Before the definitions are analysed to generate their logical forms, the bracketed text is 
deleted, and part of speech tags of some words are modified during the initial processing of 
the logical analyser:
particle/nn :/: o/dt subatomic/jj object/nn with/in a/dt definite/jj mass/nn and/cc charge/nn ' ’/ ’. ’ 
fermion/nn :/: any/dt particle/nn that/in has/vbz odd_half_integer/jj 
intrinsic_angular_momentum/nn ’, ’/ ’, ’ measured/vbn in/in units/nns of/in h bai/nn ’. ’/ ’. ’ 
quark/nn :/: a /dt fundamental/jj fermion/nn that/in has/vbz strong _mteractions/nns ’. ’/ ’. ’ 
up_quark/nn :/: the/dt least/jjs massive/jj flavor/nn of/in quark/nn ’, ’/ ’, ’with/in 
electricjcharge/nn 2/3/cd ’. ’/ ’. ’
lepton/nn :/: a/dt fundamental/jj fermion/nn that/in does/vbz not/rb participate/vb in/in 
strong Jnteractions/nns ’. ’/ ’. ’
neutrino/nn :/: a/dt lepton/mi with/in no/dt electric_charge/nn ’. ’/ ’. ’
Note that the tag adjective (jj) of h_ bar in the definition of fermion is modified to noun (nn).
Next the fir st order logical forms of the definitions are generated as below:
particle ->all(X, particle(X)=>subatomic(X)& exists(S, object(S)&isa(X, S))&(exists(M, 
(mass(M)&definite(M))&attiiX, M))$and exists(C, charge(C)&attr(X, C)))}
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fermion all(X, fermion(X)=> D l& all(S„ particle(X)=>isa(X, S))&exists(I, (intrinsic_ angular_
momentum(I)& exists(H, h_bar(H)&exists(Z, (set(Z)& length(Z, set))& all(U, member(U, Z)=> 
unit_of(H, U)& in(measure(someAgent, I), U))))&odd_half_integer(I))& have(X, I)))
quark—> all(X,quark(X)=>fundamental(X)&exists(S, fermion(S)âc isa(X, S))& exists(Z, (set(Z)& 
length(Z, set))& all(I, member(I, Z)=>strong_interaction(I)&have(X, I))))
up_ quark ~^all(X, up_quark(X)=> least_massive(X)&exists(S, quark(S)&isa(X, S))&exists(E, 
(electric_charge(E)& restrict(E, 2/3))&attr(X, E)))
lepton —>all(Y,lepton(Y)=>fundatnental(Y)&exists( S, fermion(S)&isa(Y, S))& not exists(Z,
(set(Z)&length(Z, set))& all(I, member(I, Z )->  strong_interaction(I)& in(participate(Y), I)))}
neutrino —^ all(X, neutrino(X)=> Dl&exists(S, lepton(X)&isa(X, S))&not exists(E, 
electric_charge(E)&attr(X, E)))
Finally the generated logical forms are converted to frames that support inheritance, as 
presented next:
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particle
is_a: object
chrc: subatomic
attr: mass cluc(mass, definite)
charge
ferm ion
is_a: particle
have: intrmsic_ angular_ momentum chrc(mtrmsic_ angular_  momentum, odd^ half_ integer) 
measured_ in(intrinsic_ angular^ momentum, unit) 
ojlunit, h_ bar) 
number(unit, set)
chrc: subatomic
attr: mass
charge
chrc(mass, definite)
quark
is_a: fermion
chrc: fundamental
subatomic
have strongjnteraction number(strongJnteraction, set)
intrinsic_ angular_ momentum chrc(intrinsic_ angular_ momentum, odd_ half_ integer) 
measured_ in(intrinsic_ angular_ momentum, unit) 
of(unit, h_ bar) 
number(unit, set)
attr mass
charge
chrc(mass, definite)
up_quark
is_a: quark
chrc: least_massive
fundamental
Subatomic
have: strongjnteraction number(strongJnteraction, set)
intrinsk_angular_momentum chrc(intrinsic_ angular_ momentum, odd„ half_ integer) 
nieasured_ m(intii/isic_ angular^ momentum, unit) 
ofiunit, h_ bar) 
number(unit, set)
attr: electric_charge restrict!electric_charge, 2/3)
mass chrc(mass, de:finite)
lepton
ts„a: fermion
chrc: fiaidamental
subatomic
not_{}a rticipatejn: strongjnteraction n umber(strongJnteraction, set)
have: intrinsic_ angular_ chrc(intrinsic_ angular_ momentum, odd_ half_ integer)
momentum measured_ in(intrinsic_ angular_ momentum, unit) 
ofiunit, h_ bar) 
number(unit, set)
attr: mass
charge
chrcOnass, definite)
is_a: lepton
chrc: fundamental
subatomic
not_attr: electric_charge
not_participateJn: strong J n  teraction number(strongjnteraction, set)
have: intrinsic_angular_momentuni chrc(intrinsic_angular_momentum, o d d jia lfjn teg er)
attr: mass chrcOnass, definite)
charge
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Ail of the presented definitions correspond to Type Ai, with the logical form: all(X, 
headword(X)=> Discriminatorl & Supertype& Discriminator). When discriminatorl is not 
present, a dummy variable D1 is used to indicate its absence. This has been used to generahse 
the logical form of the definitions. All slots describing the above frames are either extracted 
from the definition texts or inherited fi-om a fiame in a higher level. Some slot fillers may be 
further described by relationships with other domain objects. These relations are derived from 
propositions or constraints (MeUish, 1982) conveyed by the definition text. Thus, they impose 
restrictions upon slot filler values. The naming of the slots as well the relations has been 
mostly derived from verbs and/or prepositions, but there are some situations where this is not 
the case, consider for instance the slot attr in the definition of particle, which has been 
entailed by the boundary word with. The presented fiâmes correspond to the hierarchy of 
Figure 4-4, where frames in the lower level inherit values fiom higher level frames.
object
particlech rc
subatomic
a ltr
charge
femiion
Intrinsic
angularmomentum
leptonquark
c h rc
fundamental
neutrino
up_ quark strong.
interaction
electi‘ic_
charge
Figure 4-4: A hierarchical organisation of fermions
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In the above examples all slots are filled with simple atomic values. However, there are cases 
in which slots have to be filled with compound values or other frames, this occurs when a slot 
is relating a frame to an action or an event. In DEARSys, a frame with two slots, agent and 
object, describes an event. When analysing the definition immune system, from the health 
domain, the logical form of the definition contains a cause relationship between immune 
system and the event protect.
immune system: the immune system is a collection of cells and proteins that works to pi'otect the 
body from potentially haimful, infectious microoi'ganisms (microscopic life-forms), such as 
bacteria, viruses and fungi.
all(X,immime_system(X)-> (Dl&exists(Zl, (set(Zl)&length(Zl,set))& all(Sl,member(Sl, 
Zl)=>cell(Sl)&setOf(X, Sl)))$andD2& exists(Z2,(set(Z2)& length(Z2, set))& all(S2, 
member(S2, Z 2)->  protein(S2)& isa(X, S2))))& cause(work(X), exists(B, (body(B)& 
exists(Z3,(set(Z3)& length(Z3, set))&all(M, member(M, Z3)=> microorganism(M)& 
(potentially_harmful(M)& infectious(M))& (exists(Z4, (set(Z4)& length(Z4, set))& all(A, 
member(A, Z 4)->  bacterium(A)& instance(M,A)))$and exists(Z5, (set(_Z5)& length(Z5,set))& 
all(V, member(V,Z5)=>virus(V)& instance(X, V)))$and exists(Z6, (set(Z6)& length(Z6, set))& 
all(F,member(F, Z6)=>fungus(F)& instance(M, F))))&from(B, M))))& protect(X, B)}})
immune_ system  
setOf; cell
protein
Slots
cause
protect_13S
instance_ of: protect
Slots
agent
object
Fillers
protect_135
Fillers
immune_systein
body
Restrictions on the Ullers
froin(body,microorganism) 
number(microorgan ism, set) 
chrc(microorganism,potentiallyJmrmful) 
clirc(microorganism,infectious) 
instance(microorganism,bacterium) 
number(bacterium, set) 
instance(microorganism,virus) 
number(virus, set) 
instance(microorganismfungus) 
number(fungus, set)
Note that a cause relationship has been identified to exist between immune_system and the 
action of protect. Also, the above example suggests that an instance of protect, namely,' 
proctect_135 should fill the cause slot of the frame immune_system. This particular instance 
of protect has specific values for the agent and object slots, immune_system, and body 
respectively. Note that the link between protect_ 135 and its super type protect is identified 
as instance_ of. To guarantee that this particular instance of protect is different from other
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instances of protect that may appear in the domain, the identifier of the fiame immune_ 
system, namely 135, is attached to this instance of protect.
In the above definition both the superordinate and the discriminator constructs contain a 
coordination conjunction. The conjunction in the superordinate recommends that the defined 
entry has multiple supertypes. In the discriminator constmct, the conjunction reveals that the 
same relation, instance, exists between microorganism and bacteriwn, virus and fungus. 
Note that the existence of the trigger word collection has prohibited the default is_ a relation 
between immune system and its supertypes, where je/0/relation has been predicted. There is 
one drawback in the analysis of the above definition, that is, the attachment of the from- 
phrase to the immediate preceding noun, which results from the right association of the 
prepositional phrases. The meanings of protect and/rom suggest thsA from-phrase should be 
attached to the verb protect. As explained earlier, DEARSys does not imbed case-based rules 
to resolve such a structure.
Extracted slots may have properties. Like slot filler, a slot property may be simple, described 
by an atomic value, or complex represented through a frame. Consider the definition of 
primary forest from the biology domain, where the slot undisturbedjby has the property 
largely:
Primary forest: A forest largely undisturbed by human activities
The equivalent logical form:
all(X, primary_forest(X}=> D1& exists(S, forest(S)& isa(X, S))& largely(exists(Z, (set(Z)& 
length(Z, set))& all(A, member(A, Z )->  activity(A)& human(A)& agency(undisturbe(Y, X), A)))))
and the frame representation:
primary _for est
is_a: forest
undisturbed_ by: activity chrc(activity, huinatt) 
number(activity, set)
slot_ property(undisturbed_by, largely)
Also, this example illustrates that the logical form of a passive construct, like undisturbed by 
human activities, is the binary predicate agency, with the fii'st ai'gument bounded by the
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logical form of the verb itself and the second argument is bounded by the initiator of the verb 
or action, i.e., activiiy in the current example.
Now, consider the definition of allergen from the health domain:
Allergen: A foreign substance that leads to allergies by starting an immune response.
and its logical form:
all(X, allergen(X)=> foreign(X)&exists(S, substance(S)& isa(X, S))&by(exists(Z, 
(set(Z)&length(Z, set))&all(A, member(A, Z)=> allergy(A)& to(lead(X), A})),exists(R,
( response(R)&immune(R))&start(any Agent, R))))
and frame:
allergen
is_a: sub.stance
chrc: foreign
lead to: allergy number(allergy, set) slot_property(lead_to, by_starting_ 810)
by_ starting _  810
instance_of: byjstarting
agent: response clirc(response, immune)
The property of the slot lead_to, in the above frame, is described by the action frame 
by_starting_810.
4.2.3 Limitation of DEARSys
In the previous chapter we have discussed some linguistic ambiguous constructs, e.g. PP 
attachment and coordination, and presented paitial and perhaps ad hoc solutions. However, 
proper solutions for ambiguous constructs require domain knowledge; we therefore do not 
expect DEARSys to perform very well when such constructs appear in a definition texts. In 
addition to PP attachment and coordination, DEARSys has not been designed to treat 
references and ellipses. In this subsection we discuss such limitations and their impact on 
DEARSys output.
References During the initial processing of DEARSys, identical items that have different 
references and appear in the same definition have been assigned different indices to create a 
new symbol. Such items are indicated by indefinite noun phrases. This may be illustrated by
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the definition cold front from the weather domain, where each of the two occurrences of the 
compound noun air mass refers to a new object:
Cold front: The boundary between a cold air mass that is advancing and a relatively wanner air 
mass.
As explained earlier, during the pre-processing stage of DEARSys, cold front and air mass 
are replaced by one token because each appears as a headword in the weather term base, 
therefore, the tagged definition is as below:
cold_front/nn :/: the/dt boundary/nn between/in a/dt cold/jj air_mass/nn that/in is/vbz 
advancing/vbg and/cc a/dt relatively/rb warmer/jjr air_mass/nn./.
After tagging the definition and before generating its logical form, different symbols aie 
assigned to each occurrence of air mass:
cold_front/nn :/: the/dt boundaty/nn between/in a/dt cold/jj air_mass/nn that/in is/vbz 
advancing/vbg and/cc a/dt relatively/rb warmer/jjr i_2_ air_mass/nn . /
and this is converted by DEARSys to an equivalent logical form:
all(X, cold_front(X)-> Dl&exists(S, boundaiy(S)&isa(X, S))& exists(A, ((air_mass(A)&. 
cold(A))& advance(A})& exists(A2, fi_ 2_ air_mass(A2)& relatively_warmer(A2))& 
between(X,A, A2))))
which can be rendered to a frame structure like:
c o ld jro n t
ts_a: boundary
between: airjm ass chrc(air_num,cold)
advance(air_niass)
i_ 2_ airjina.'is chrc(i_2_ airmo.'!.':, relatively_wanner)
The indefinite occurrence of the second air mass indicates that it has a unique reference that is 
different from the fust air mass. Therefore, the system successfully extracted its property of 
being relatively warmer. However, we have not dealt with structures in which different items 
have the same reference, for instance the definition of annihilation from the particle physics 
domain:
Annihilation: A process in which a particle meets its corresponding antiparticle and both
disappear.
The anaphoric reference both disappear, which requkes special linguistic handhng, has not 
been resolved. The system analyses the definition up to antiparticle, but it could not identify 
the relations between particles and the process of disappearance, which has been designated
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as a significant property of annihilation. The analysis of annihilation definition produces the 
logical form:
all(X, annihilation(X)-> D1& exists(S, process(S)& isa(X, S))&in(X, exists(P, particle(P)& 
exists(A, ((antiparticle(A)& corresponding(A))& poss(P, A))& meet(P, A)))))
which has been reduced to an equivalent frame:
annihilation
process
m: meet_4
meet_4
in.itance_of: meet
agnt: particle
obj: antiparticle poss(particle,antiparticle) 
chrc(antiparticle,corresponding)
Note that the genitive reference indicated by its has been resolved to produce the predicate 
poss(particle, antiparticle), which describes a possessive relationship between particle and 
antiparticle.
A  similar problem occurred in the definition of convex set of the mathematics domain, where 
items in the discriminator part of the definition have the same reference as items in the 
superordinate part of the definition:
Convex set: A set o f points in which all segments connecting points o f the set lie entirely in the 
set.
When pre-processed, the second occurrence of point was assigned a unique symbol to indicate 
that it has a different reference from the fh'st one. Note that the last two definite occurrences 
of set have the same reference as the fii'st indefinite one, thus, all occurrences of set must keep 
the same symbol. The fii'st occurrence of set is in the superordinate, while the last two belong 
to the discriminator. The tagged definition after initial processing is as follows:
convex_set/nn :/: a/dt set/nn of/in points/nns in/in which/wdt all/dt segments/nns connecting/vbg 
i_2_points/nns of/in the/dt set/nn lie/vb entirely/rb in/in the/dt set/nn
This tagged definition is converted to the logical form:
all(X,convex_set(X)=> D1& exists(Zl, (set(Zl)&length(Zl,set))& all(S,member(S,Zl)=>  
point(S)& setOf(X, S)))&in(X, exists(Z2,(set(Z2)& length(Z2, set))& all(G, member(G,Z2)=> 
segment(G)& exists(T,set(T)& exists(Z3,(set(Z3)& length(Z3, set))& 
all(P,member(P,Z3)=>iJ2_point_of(T, P)& cotinect(G,P))))& exists(T2, set(T2)& 
in(entirely(lie(G)), T2))))))
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which is mapped to an equivalent frame structure:
convex_yet 
setOf; point
Slots 
in
lie jn _2200  
Instance_ of: lie_ in 
Slots 
agnt:
obj:
Fillers 
lie_ in_2200
Fillers
segment
set
Restrictions on the fillers
connect(segment, i_2_j)oint) 
number(segment, set) 
of(i_2_point, set)
DEARSys could not resolve the references to the first occurrence of set. Indeed the extracted 
frame indicates that the first occurrence of set has not been used to refer to any object, 
instead, it has been used to interpret the type of the relationship between the headword and its 
supertype, therefore, a reference to such a word has been lost.
Gapping Gapping has been defined by Quirk et al as ‘the phenomenon that occurs when a 
second subsequent conjoin of a complex coordination contains a medial ellipses’ (1995: 974). 
Therefore, gapping is difficult to decode and comprehend. Consider the definition of uracil 
from the health field:
Uracil: A nitrogenous base normally found in RNA but not [ GAP} DMA; uracil is capable of 
forming a base pair with adenine.
Fluent speaking English will fiU this gap as:
Uracil: A nitrogenous base normally found in RNA but not normally found in DNA; uracil is 
capable of forming a base pair with adenine.
The resolution of such a gap is an ambiguous task, as it can have more than one interpretation. 
Gapping has not been handled by DEARSys. Therefore, the system has analysed the above 
definition up to RNA and has extracted the following logical form:
all(X, uracil(X)=> D1 &exists(S, nitrogenous_base(S)& isa(X, S))&normally(exists(R, 
rna(R)&in(find(some Agent, X), X))))
which is represented by the frame ui'acil:
uracil
is_a: nitrogenous.base
fou n d jn : rna .ilot_property(found_in, normally)
have: chemical_ property af(chemical_ property, base)
number(chemical_ property, set)
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Notice that in the fii'st-order logical form of the definition, a dummy variable someAgent has 
been used to designate the agent of a transitive verb (found) when used in the passive form. 
However, in the frame representation of the definition where the duty is to present the logical 
form in a more intelligible shape, such a convention has not been used. Also, the slot have has 
been inherited from the supertype nitrogenous base which was defined within the processed 
term base.
Coordination As explained earlier, DEARSys processes coordination conjunctions of the 
form Af cord X2, where XI, X2 are of the same category, and cord can be realised as ‘and’, 
‘or’ or ‘but’. When testing the results of analysing the definitions we found that some 
information has not been extracted from some definitions due to the system’s inability to 
analyse coordinations when X I  and X2 are of different categories. For example, the definition 
parallelepiped in the mathematics domain has a conjunction of the form noun and adjective:
Parallelpiped: A prism whose opposite faces are all parallelograms and congruent
Brill tagger mai'ks parallelograms as a plural noun, and congruent as an adjective, therefore, 
DEARSys analyses the definition up to the word parallelograms, and produces the following 
logical form:
all(X,parallelpiped(X)=> D1&exists(S, prism(S)& isa(X, X)}&poss(X, exists(Z,
(set(Z)Sdength(Z, set))&all(0, member(0, Z)=> opposite_face(0)&exists(Zl, (set(Zl)& 
length(Zl, set))&all(P, member(P, Z l)~>  parallelogram(P)& identical(0, P)))))))
This logical form is then converted to the equivalent frame representation:
Parallelepiped
ts_a: prism
pass: opposite face identical(opposite_face, parallelogram) 
number(opposite_face, set)
boundary_ of: 3_d jigu re
xuiface_ of: cylindric_ solid
The system has succeeded in recognising all the relevant information either inherited or 
extracted from the definition text, but it couldn’t recognise the relationship between the 
concepts opposite faces and congruent.
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Failure of handling coordination also results from improper expanding of coordination into its 
deep structure (Dahl and McCord 1983), for instance the definition of the term specific 
bequest from the law field:
Specific bequest: A gift under a will o f a specific item of persotial property or a specific amount 
o f cash.
corresponds to the deep structure:
Specific bequest: A gift under [a will o f a specific item of personal property] or [a will of 
specific amount of cash].
But DEARSys produces the logical form:
all(X, specific_bequest(X)-> D1& exists(S, gift(S)&isa(X, S))&(exists(P, personal_j)roperty(P}& 
exists(I, (item_of(P, I)& specific(I))& existsfW, will_of(I, W)& under(X, W))))$or exists(C, 
cash(C)& exists(A, (amount_of(C, A)&specific(A))&under(X, A)))))
and the equivalent frame:
specific.bequest
gift
under: will qgwill, item)
chrc(item, specific)
amount oftamount, cash)
chrc(amount, .specific)
Which corresponds to the deep structure
Specific bequest: [A gift under a will o f a specific item of personal property] or [a gift under 
under a specific amount o f cash]
Failure to generate the correct deep structure has produced an erroneous relation between 
amount and specific bequest.
Attachment In chapter 3 we discussed the attachment problem of prepositional phrases, and 
suggested that a prepositional phrase be attached to the immediately preceding phrase. Only if 
the prepositional phrase is complemented with a verb phrase, then it is more likely to attach 
the prepositional phiase to a previous verb phrase. Consider the definition assumption o f 
mortgage from the law domain:
Assumption of mortgage: The action of a purchaser taking responsibility for a mortgage debt by 
way of a legal agreement.
its logical form:
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all(X, assumption_of_mortgage(X)=> D1&exists(S, action(S)&isa(X, S))&exists(P, 
(pu7'chaser(P)& exists(R, (responsibility(R}& exists(M, (mortgage_debt(M)&exists(A, 
(agreement(A)& legal(A))& byWayOf(M, A)))&for(R, M)))& take(P, R)))&action_of(P, X)))
and the equivalent frame:
assumption_of_mortgage
!s_a: action
action_ of; purchaser take(purchaser, responsibility 
for(responsibility, mortgage_ debt) 
byWayOf(mortgage_ debt, agreement) 
chrc(agreement, legal)
In the above definition, by way o f is one of the complex prepositions defined by Qukk et al 
(1985: 670). Thus it has been marked as a single token, by_ way_ o f  and tagged as a 
preposition. The phrase by way o/has been attached to the immediate noun phrase mortgage 
debt, where it should be attached to the distant verb taking. Resolving such ambiguity 
requires previous domain knowledge and therefore it has not been treated properly by 
DEARSys.
4.6 Conclusions
We have attempted through this chapter to describe our computational methodology for a 
knowledge acquisition from terminology definitions. This methodology is based on the 
availability of the machine readable definitions, part of speech tagger, and a set of 
morphological rules.
We have seen that terminology definitions are structured to encapsulate the main 
discriminating features of the defined keywords. Indeed these definitions contain semantic 
information that is required to construct domain ontology. The described architecture of 
DEARSys, which is based on the formal structure of terminology definition, for which a local 
grammar can be developed, enabled us to construct parts of the domain knowledge.
All the knowledge presented in DEARSys has been acquired from terminology definitions by 
means of first parsing the definitions into then first-order logical forms, and then mapping
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these logical forms into a frame representation. Frames are implemented as Prolog assertion s 
and support the basic property of value inheritance.
Results produced by DEARSys show that the system generally succeeds in extracting relevant 
information from the analysed definitions. Proper solutions for ambiguous constructs require 
domain knowledge; we therefore we do not expect DEARSys to perform very well when such 
constiarcts appear in a definition texts. Therefore, results produced by the system need to be 
tested by domain experts to examine then plausibility. In the next chapter we wül present the 
experhnents that we have conducted to evaluate the plausibility of the information extracted 
by DEARSys, and discuss the results of these experiments.
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Chapter 5 
DEARSys: Evaluation
5.1 Introduction
Evaluating conventional programs, that is programs based on algorithms that aie 
implemented using data structures that have well defined properties (like arrays, records, 
stacks), together with quantitative inputs - streams of digits or text strings - and quantitative 
outputs, is fraught with problems and pitfalls. Such problems and pitfalls have been 
discussed in standard software testing literature (see, for example, Bkrel and Ould 1985, 
Mani et al 1998).
As far as the evaluation framework is concerned in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
literature, the most popular evaluation parameters are precision and recall (Salton and 
McGill 1983). Precision is the percentage of correct decisions generated by the system. 
Recall is the percentage of all the possible correct decisions given by the system. The main 
criticism of these metrics is that they are not sensitive to the complexity of the decision task, 
hence, they are mainly used to compare the performance of information retrieval systems, 
which perform simple decision procedures. In most areas of NLP there is no well- 
established evaluation methodology and evaluations have to be designed for the individual 
task. Galliers and Sparck Jones (1993) have attributed such a phenomenon to the limited 
capabilities of most NLP systems where evaluation is used as a development aid and 
informal evaluations appear to be helpful enough so a more organised evaluation is not 
needed.
In our case, the evaluation focuses on how the system successfully analyses the definitions 
from different fields and how the results of the analysis are mapped onto a knowledge 
representation scheme. In the previous chapter we have discussed some limitations of 
DEARSys, which are related to handling of some ambiguous constiaicts. Given these 
limitations, it is our intention to present the evaluation experiments that were aimed to
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evaluate the plausibility and the usefulness of the knowledge extracted by DEARSys. In this 
chapter we present the evaluation strategies and the results of evaluating DEARSys.
Evaluating natural language processing programs is a true art-form. Typically such a 
program is evaluated by selecting a sample of typical input data sets and generating a 
coiTesponding set of outputs (in the case of DEARSys the inputs will be definitions in free 
texts and outputs is a set of frames). A group of humans is then selected and they are given 
one of the two tasks: Task 1, in which the humans are asked to validate some or all of the 
outputs by using a scoring system; zero for ‘implausible’ outputs and, say, 10, for ‘very 
plausible ‘ outputs. Task 2, in which the humans are asked to generate an output in response 
to the presentation of some or all of the input data; the human response is then compared 
with the program’s output usually by another human being. The first task will be referred to 
as HED -Humans Evaluating DEARSys- and the second task as HEH -Humans Evaluating 
Humans-. We have used both the first and the second tasks mentioned above to evaluate 
DEARSys.
The results of the execution of the two tasks mentioned above will indicate the plausibility of 
information extracted by DEARSys. The two tasks requke different stimuli for the human 
evaluators. For the HED task, the evaluators were given output from DEARSys, and for the 
HEH task the evaluators were given terms and thek definitions from existing term bases. The 
use of human experts in evaluating conventional information retrieval (IR) systems, and in 
evaluating NLP/AI motivated information extraction (IE) systems, has been emphasised by 
the US Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA). Through a series of 
competitions organised to compare and contrast IR and IE systems performing tasks as 
diverse as text summaiisation and speech recognition, DARPA has been involved in 
developing a methodology for the human evaluation of such systems. DARPA’s Message 
Understanding Conferences, which ran over 6 years, and its TIPSTER programme literature 
shows this evaluation of this methodology (Grishman 1997, Mani et al 1998). Our 
methodology has benefited from DARPA studies by emphasising the role of human 
evaluators.
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The evaluation of DEARSys is dependent on the quality of the data in the existing term bases 
that were dkectly (HEH) and indirectly used (HED). It is important, therefore, to evaluate 
the precision and accuracy of data in the term bases used in the study. We have conducted a 
screening test on the term bases used in the evaluation discussed in 5.2.1-5.2.3. Our 
evaluators were shown terms and then definitions selected from one of the six term bases 
related to then speciality and were asked to score the accuracy of the definitions. On the 
whole the experts found the terms to be satisfactory in over 80% of the cases. Details of the 
screening tests are given in section 5.2.5.
5.2 Evaluation Methodology
A sample of terms and then definitions were selected from six domain specific terminology 
databases for the humans evaluating DEARSys task (HED) and the humans evaluating 
humans task (HEH) (section 5.2.1). Seven human evaluators, experts in the various domains, 
were then invited to participate in the evaluation of DEARSys (section 5.2.2). For the HEH 
task humans were given a set of outputs from DEARSys which is elaborated in section 5.2.3.
5.2.1 Selection of testing material
Throughout the evaluation we have used a sample of 25 different definitions from six 
different domains. To evaluate the domain independence of DEARSys, headwords and 
definitions were chosen from abstract sciences (mathematics), physical sciences (paiticle 
physics and weather), engineering (paint and coating), biological sciences (health), and social 
sciences (law). The samples were selected to include an appropriate proportion of 
definitions with linguistic constructs that vary in then complexities; that is, constructs that do 
not require any special processing, constructs that need special handling, and constructs that 
are not processed by DEARSys components.
Indeed, there were a number of considerations that guided our selection of definitions used. 
Definitions with more than one supertype were selected, the example of the term coating 
illustrating the usage of multiple supertypes. The underlined terms in the definition of 
coating indicate that they themselves are supertypes:
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Coating: A paint, varnish, lacquer or other finish used to create a protective and/or decorative 
layer. Generally used to refer to paints and coatings applied in an industrial setting as part o f the 
original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) process.
Many definitions used different types of trigger words; the definition of the elementary 
particle muon illustrates the usage of the trigger flavor. In many situations the trigger 
word was used implicitly, indicated by a structure like ‘any o f , as in the definition of the 
term/flf;
Muon (p): The second flavor of charged leptons (in order of increasing mass), with electric 
charge -1 .
Fat: Any of the chemical esters that occur naturally and are not soluble in blood.
In a number of instances, terminologists use the term or a morphological variant of the term 
in its definition. This is illustrated by the definition of the term allergy where the 
terminologist has used the plural variant. The definition of the term asthma shows the use of 
the headword in the definition:
Allergy: Allergies are reactions o f the immune system to substances that, in most people, cause 
no symptoms.
Asthma: Asthma is a chronic, inflammatoiy lung disease characterized by recurrent breathing 
problems. Episodes of asthma are triggered by allergens, infection, exercise, cold air and other 
factors.
Coordinations with various complexities are found in a number of domains, for example, the 
definition of hypomania from the health field contains a simple coordination of noun phrases, 
while the definition of mortgage loan [agreement] from the law field contains a complex 
coordination of sentences.
Hypomania: (Chronic hypomanic/hyperactivity) Pei'sistent hyperactivity with inappropriate 
cheerfulness, silliness, giddiness, intrusiveness, and interruptive-disruptive behavior. Racing 
thoughts with push of speech, inappropriate, provocative sexual activity, irritable moods, and 
decreased need for sleep can become apparent in older children (ages 3-8 years).
Mortgage loan: An agreement by which sum o f  money is borrowed and a promise to repay is 
given, wherein as a further security the borrower gives to the lender a conveyance or charge on 
property which he owns.
One of the constructs that need special handling is that which relates a verb to another verb, 
for instance, ‘works to protect...’ in the definition of immune system. Such a construct 
requires mapping the definition to frames with a complex slot, i.e., a slot that is filled with an 
action frame representing the second verb, protect, in this example;
Immune system: The immune system is a collection of cells and proteins that works to protect the 
body from potentially harmful, infectious microorganisms (microscopic life-forms), such as
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bacteria, viruses and fungi. The immune system plays a role in the control of cancer and other 
diseases, but also is the culpiit in allergies, hypersensitivity and the rejection o f transplanted 
organs, tissues and medical implants.
The definition of immune system also shows the use of a trigger word (collection), multiple 
supertypes (cells, proteins), and coordination (bacteria, viruses and fungi).
The testing material also include definitions with more than one discriminator and have been 
manually modified by inserting the marker as a discriminator delimiter, consider for 
instance the definition of ozone from the weather subject field:
Ozone: a form of oxygen containing 3 molecules, usually found in the stratosphere, and 
responsible fo r  filtering out much of the sun’s ultraviolet radiation.
The above definition after pre-processing manually delimiting the second discriminator is as:
[  ozone/nn, :/:, a/dt,form/nn, of/in, oxygen/nn, containing/vbg, 3/cd, molecules/nns, ', usually/rb,fo
und/vbn, in/in, the/dt, stratosphere/nn, \ '/', and/cc, responsible/jjfor/in filtering/vbg, out/in, much/jj, o 
f/in, the/dt, sun/nn, ”"/pos,s/prp,ultraviolet/jj,radiation/nn, '. /'. '].
Most of the tested definitions with marked-up second discriminators are from the weather, 
law and health subject fields,
5.2.2 Human evaluators for DEARSys
Experts were asked to evaluate the results of analysing definitions of the selected domains. 
One expert examined the definitions of each field, except the mathematics definitions which 
were tested by two experts. Table 5-1 gives some information about the evaluators.
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Domain Expert Area of 
specialisation
Qualification Position Proficiency of 
English
Interview
time
Mathematics A. Almahjoob Partial
differential equation
Ph.D. Head of Math Dept / 
University of Qatar
Non-native speaker 4 hours
Mathematics M. Abdulla Number tlieory Ph.D. Lecturer/ University 
of Qatar
Fluent/ Non-native 
speaker
4 hours
Particle
physics
M. Rakliib Theoretical physics Ph.D. Lecturer/ University 
of Qatar
Fluent/ Non-native 
speaker
2 hours
Weather A. Babikir Physical geography/ 
biogeography and 
climatology
Ph.D. Head of Geography 
Dept / University of 
Qatar
Fluent/ Non-native 
speaker
5 hours
Paint and 
coating
A. Rezak Organic chemistry/ 
natural products
Ph.D. Lecturer/ University 
of Qatar
Fluent/ Non-native 
speaker
2 hours
Health A. Hamdy Anatomy Ph.D. Medical College/ 
Ban Shams 
University/ Cairo
Fluent/ Non-native 
speaker
5 hours
Law G. Clark Juris Ph.D. Legal Manager,
Occidental
Petroleum
Native speaker 4 hours
Table 5-1: Details of experts that evaluated DEARSys
Definitions from abstract, physical, and biological sciences and engineering domains were 
tested by non-native speakers of English. Unlike scientific areas, information in social 
science areas varies with region or society, therefore, such information become more 
plausible by people of the same society or region. Therefore, only law definitions, which 
have been selected from will and mortgage web sites (located in USA and Canada), have 
been tested by an expert who speaks [north] American English.
5.2.3 Presentation of the output from DEARSys
DEARSys, mainly, maps definitions in textual format into frames. Each frame has a 
supertype, supertype link, and zero or more slots. These slots represent the potential 
relationships a fr'ame has with other objects. Concepts like frame and slot are difficult to 
comprehend by people unfamiliar with AI, while networks depicted as a collection of nodes 
and links are easier to comprehend. Thus, for HED task, a frame output from DEARSys, has 
been presented as a semantic network. The network nodes are derived fr om the frame name, 
its supertype, fillers of its slots, and from other objects participating in the restriction 
predicates of slots fillers. The network links are derived from the frame supertype link, its 
slots, and the restriction predicates of slots fillers. While for HEH task, concepts or noun 
phrases drawn from the definition texts indicate network nodes, and propositional relations 
between these noun phrases represent network links.
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Consider for instance, the definition of acute angle, and its ft'ame and network 
representations:
Acute angle: An angle whose measure is greater than 0 but less than 90 degrees; see obtuse 
angle.
acute_angle
is_a: angle
pass: measure greater__that(measwe, 0)
uint(0, degree)
less_ than(measure, 90)
unit(90, degree)
Î
acute_
angle
unil
u n it
degree
The above typographic representation of the terms and relationships between them is more 
plausible than the frame, its associated slot, slot filler, and the restrictions imposed on the 
filler of the slot. Indeed for an evaluator to understand a fi'ame representation produced by 
DEARSys, he has to consult a frame concept as described in the AI literature.
5.2.4 A note on the sampling population: Initial analysis of DEARSys test population
Sampling population is a term used by statisticians when they discuss how to test some 
hypothesis by observing a systematic, yet untrained, sample drawn from a population. The 
term population refers to the total number of cases about which a statement could be made, 
and sample refers to a part of population.
Term bases comprising more than 1300 definitions drawn from six different domains were 
chosen as the population for testing the efficiency of DEARSys. The system analysed all the
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definitions, where the average number of words per definition is more than nine (Table 5-2). 
The longest analysed definitions are those from the weather field with average length of 10 
words.
Domain No of processed 
definitions
Average analysed definition 
length
Mathematics 300 7.42
Particle physics 72 8.56
Weather 120 10.00
Paint and coating 92 8.70
Health 364 9.87
Law 400 9.99
Total 1348 9.22
Table 5-2: Average analysed definition length in different fields
Our main concerns were the Type A definitions; these definitions are used in the elaboration 
of noun phrases -  and a large number of terms do fall into this category. The design and 
implementation of DEARSys has focused on Type A definitions. Thus, it was essential to 
check the extent to which DEARSys can parse a definition into its basic constructs - 
headword, supeitype and discriminator - and assign each construct its proper function in 
composing the meaning of the defined term.
We chose a ‘representative’ sample of our population, term bases in mathematics, particle 
physics, and health: these term bases vary in size (health and mathematics are the biggest and 
particle physics is the smallest), and vary in their subject classification from abstract to 
physical to biological sciences.
The defined term can be a simple or compound noun or a nominalization. The identification 
of the definition constructs is based on the ability of the system to generate their first-order 
logical forms. The results are illustrated in Table 5-3. Noef is the total number of input 
definitions of Type Ai or Type A2 . NPoef is the total number of processed definitions, this 
includes both Type Ai and Type A% definitions. NP^^oef is the number of definitions of Type 
Ai or Type A2 that the system has processed and successfully identified thek supertypes. 
NpfAi.s^^^ is the number of definitions of Type Ai with identified supertypes. NP^^^'^'^oef is
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the number of definitions of Type Ai with identified supertypes and at least one 
discriminator.
Total
definitions
Processed
definitions
Total Identified 
supertypes
Identified supertypes of Type Ai Identified discriminators of 
Type Ai
Domain NdcF NPoer NP^Def Def/%) NplAl,S,D^ ^^
(1) (2) (3) (3)/(l)% (4) (4)1(2)% (5) (S)/(4)%
Mathematics 310 300 293 95% 272 91% 236 (87%)
Particle
physics
72 72 67 93% 67 93% 67 (100%)
Health 367 364 360 98% 350 96% 336 (96%)
Total 749 736 720 96% 689 94% 639 (93%)
Table 5-3: Percentage of identified definition components in three different fields
The table shows that the data has been extracted conectly from the term bases definitions. 
The system was successful in extracting information from 96% of the definitions. This 
means that for 96% of the processed definitions the system identified the headword, its 
supertype and the supertype link that relates them. DEARSys could not analyse a small 
number (4%) of definitions; these definitions are ambiguous and thus it was not possible to 
generate thek logical forms. For example, the definitions inclusive or from the mathematics 
domain does not perfectly fit the rules for identified definitions of Type Ai or TypeA2 .
Inclusive or: One or the other, or both
Like many terminology definitions, the above definition staits with a cardinal {one, in this 
situation), but it does not contain a superordinate.
Also definitions starting with determiners like another or man^^ that have specific 
interpretations have not been analysed. Such determiners requke specific handling, also such 
determiners are not fi'equent among the analysed terminology definitions. Consider the 
following health definition, in which another presupposes the existence of a different kind of 
autologous transplant:
Peripheral stem cell transplantation: Another type of autologous transplant is called a peripheral 
blood stem c e ll ...
26 Another is defined in the OALD as additional one or additional ones of the same kind. 
Many is defined as a large number of people or things.
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The logical form of the supertype autologous transplant suggested by another indicates the 
existence of more than one kind of autologous transplant and each kind has a unique 
reference:
exists(X, autologoiis_ transplant (X)& exists(Y, autologaus_ transplant(Y))& different(X, Y)& 
is_a (S, X))
If such definitions were more persistent their logical forms could be handled by the system.
Table 5-3 also, illustrates that the system was successful in extracting at least one 
discriminator relation for 93% of the definitions identified to be of Type Ai. These relations 
relate headwords to different concepts. Non-identified discriminator relations are described 
by linguistic forms that requke special treatment and aie not recurrent within the analysed 
definitions. Discriminator relations indicated by temporal subordinators are not analysed. 
The complexity of the relations indicated by such clauses may be experienced if we consider 
the definition of complementaiy angles from the mathematics domain:
Complementary angles: 2  angles whose measure, when added together, equal 90 degrees.
In the above definition the main discriminator relation is determined by the possessive 
pronoun whose which relates the headword complementary angles to the concept measure. 
The when-phrase indicates that measure is related to two events occurring at the same point 
of time, namely, equal and added. Such relations need a special treatment. Gomez (1998: 
240) has defined the temporal relation that occurs between two events, like equal and added, 
as strong-during where the event of adding is a necessary condition for the event equal to 
occur.
Also discriminators relating a complex structure to the headword are not handled, consider 
of-phrase in the following definition:
Reference angle: The angle o f less than 360 degrees that corresponds to an angle o f over 360 
degrees.
which corresponds to the definition:
Reference angle: An angle whose measure is less than 360 degrees; that corresponds to an 
angle of over 360 degrees.
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The complexity of the definition arises from the fact that knowledge about angles and their 
measures has been used to re-write the definition into a form identified by the system. 
Accordingly, it was not possible to extract a discriminating relation for reference angle.
5.2.5 Pre-screening
Since the analysed term bases have been chosen from different web sites without any 
selection criteria, the evaluation process should test the coiTectness of the information within 
these term bases. Therefore, we have conducted experiments that were oriented toward 
evaluating the actual information contained in the term bases. For all the keywords whose 
definitions have been tested during HED and HEH tasks, we asked the evaluator experts to 
provide an ideal definition. Then we have asked the evaluators to compare thek definitions 
with those in the term bases and which have been analysed by DEARSys, and to rate term 
bases definitions on a ten-point scale, fr om ‘most accurate’ (ten) to ‘least accurate’ (zero).
Table 5-4 contains the number of definitions with a specified accuracy distributed among the 
six studied fields. Mathematics and health definitions got the minimum number of accurate 
definitions; in each field only 65% of the tested definitions was scored 10. This is attributed 
to the careless use of some domain terms (mathematics) or to the omission of some essential 
characteristics of the term (health).
The minimum score, 1, was assigned to one of the law definitions {metes and bounds), which 
has a confusing structure:
Metes and bounds: A system of land description whereby all boundary lines are set forth by use 
of terminal points and angles - mete referring to a limit or limiting mai'k, and bounds referring to 
boundaiy lines.
Contrast this with the definition suggested by the expert:
Metes and bounds: The boundaty lines of a land with their terminal points and angles.
It is clear that the above definition, as found in the term base, is complex and obscure. For 
instance, the relationship between boundaiy lines and points, and the relationship between 
boundary lines and angles is not clearly indicated by the definition text, whereas the 
definition provided by the evaluator is concise and clearly states the relationship between 
different items of the definition.
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Domain Definition
accuracy
The occmrence of 
definitions with the 
specified accuracy %
Mathematics 5 3 (12%)
6 1 (4%)
7 1 (4%)
8 4 (16%)
10 16 (64%)
Particle physics 8 1 (4%)
10 24 (96%)
Weather 6 1(4%)
7 1 (4%)
8 1(4%)
10 22 (88%)
Faint and coating 8 1 (4%)
10 24 (96%)
Health 5 2(8%)
6 3 (12%)
7 1 (4%)
8 3 (12%)
10 16 (64%)
Law 1 1 (4%)
9 1(4%)
10 23 (92%)
Table 5-4: Accuracy of the tested definitions among various fields
Some low rates have been assigned to certain definitions in mathematics as a result of 
improper use of domain vocabulary. For instance, the words set and group have been used 
interchangeably in a number of definitions, though they have different meanings, as:
group^^: a mathematical object that is formed from a set on which specific binary operations 
satisfying some properties have been defined, 
set: a collection of well-defined objects
In the mathematics term base the term plane has been defined as:
Plane: A two-dimensional group of points that goes on infinitely...
In such a definition the word group does not indicate the meaning given above. In the 
definition, group simply means a ‘collection of something’, therefore, a word like set or 
collection which can indicate the correct relation between plane and point, and has a generic 
meaning, is more suitable than the word group.
27 The definitions of group and set have been provided by the mathematical scientists who have shai ed in 
testing the results.
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Other low-rated definitions in the health domain are generic and lack some essential 
information. For example, blood type has been defined in the health term base as:
Blood type: Classification of blood according to its chemical composition.
While the medical expert defines blood type as
Blood type: Classification of blood according to certain antigen found in the red blood cells.
Although the term base definition is correct, the definition provided by the evaluator is more 
specific and provides more relevant information. There was only one definition from the 
health field {diabetes, discussed in 0) that did not score a high rate due to a syntactic mistalce.
Table 5-4 shows that the weather term base contains some improper definitions (12%), which 
state improper supertype or lack some essential characteristics of the defined term. For 
example the definition of blizzard in the term base, is stated as:
Blizzard: Snow with winds in excess of 35 mph and visibility o f ¥4  mile or less, fo r an extend 
period of time (e.g. > 3 hours).
The definition of the term as given by the expert is:
Blizzard: Snowstorm with winds in excess of 35 mph...
The term base definition indicates that the supertype of blizzard is snow, while that given by 
the expert indicates that the supertype is snowstorm.
The most encouraging definitions are those from particle physics, and paint and coating with 
96% of the tested definitions rated 10. Furthermore, we have calculated the percentage of 
definitions with a specified accuracy and presented them in Table 5-5.
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Definition
accuracy
The occurrence of definitions 
with the specified accuracy %
1 1 (0.7%)
5 5 (3.3%)
6 5 ^ j% )
7 3 # % )
8 10 (6.7%)
9 1 (0.7%)
10 125 (83.3%)
Table 5-5: Accuracy of the tested definitions
Tabulated results illustrate that more than 83% of the tested definitions scored 10, indeed 
around 91% scored between 8 and 10. Therefore, the information contained within the 
analysed definitions is correct and sufficient to explain the meaning of the defined terms.
5.3 DEARSys Evaluation Experiments: HED and HEH Tasks
The very small number of deviant structures, recorded in Table 5-3, appears not to have 
serious implications for the usefulness of the operations performed by the system. Indeed, 
the table indicates that DEARSys can successfully identify constructs in terminology 
definitions from various domains. Furthermore, the system assigns a functional 
interpretation to each identified construct, this interpretation being based on the meaning of 
the defined term. To measure the conectness of such interpretation, we have conducted 
evaluation experiments, HED and HEH tasks. Next we describe the experiments together 
with their results.
5.3.1 Task 1: HED
The objective of this task is to get human experts to evaluate the plausibility of the 
information extracted from variant definitions by the system. In this experiment we provided 
the definitions and frames produced by our system depicted as networks, explained earlier, to 
the experts and asked them to rate these networks. System performance was rated over a 
‘10’ to ‘0’ scale from ‘very plausible’ to the ‘implausible’. The results of rating the 
definitions are further analysed and presented in Table 5-6. The table shows that more than 
80% of the tested definitions got a rate greater than 7, only 5.3% of the tested definitions got 
scores less than 6. The table contains an example of definitions that scored less than 10, with 
an explanation for that score.
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Total No. of system outputs were 150; 68% (102) of the outputs were regarded as correct or very
plausible, and given tlie maximum 10.
Score No of 
definitions
Example Conunent
2 1 (0.7%) Metes and bounds;
A system of land description whereby all 
boundary lines are set forth by use of terminal 
points and angles - mete referring to a limit or 
limiting mark, and bounds refemng to boundary 
lines.
Poor definition structure 
(discussed in section 5.2.5)
5 7 (4.6%) Mortgage loan: An agreement by which sum of 
money is borrowed and a promise to repay is 
given, wherein as a further security the borrower 
gives to the lender a conveyance or charge on 
property which he owns.
The second part of a 
coordination ‘a promise to 
repay...’ has been not been 
analysed.
6 8 (5.3%) Acknowledgement: A statement in front of a 
person who is qualified to administer oaths (e.g., 
a Notary Public) that a document bearing your 
signature was actually signed by you.
The evaluator required the 
explicitness of some 
background knowledge.
7 13 (8.7%) Dark matter: Matter that is in space but is not 
visible to us because it emits no radiation by 
which to observe it.
DEARSys could not resolve 
anaphoric reference (it)
8 11 (7.3%) Neutron (n): A baryon with electric charge zero; 
it is a fermion witli a basic structure of two 
down quarks and one up quark (held together by 
gluons).
The evaluator requires 
information located after the 
semi-colon ‘it is a fermion...’, 
which is another definition.
9 8 (5.3%) Chain of title: The sequence of conveyances and 
encumbrances affecting a title to land from the 
time that the original patent was granted or as 
far back as records are available.
A relative pronoun clause ‘that 
the original..’ at the end of the 
definition has not been 
attached.
Table 5-6: HED task: Rating of the information extracted by DEARSys
Consider for example the frame that results from analysing the definition of the term dark 
matter (Table 5-6), which got a score of 7:
dark jn atter
ts_a: matter
clirc: not_ visible
in: space
The system has extracted two properties for dark matter, not visible and being in space, but a 
significant property of dark matter, that it does not emit radiation, has not been extracted by 
DEARSys. Such a property can be identified if the system was able to resolve the reference 
indicated by ‘it’. As discusses earlier, DEARSys does not resolve references. The 
interpretation of references is not an easy task, in many cases it requiies background 
knowledge. For example, it in the above definition may refer equally to matter or space', we 
use the knowledge that ‘matters usually emit radiation, but space cannot’ to resolve the 
reference indicated by it.
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The average sum, based on the cumulative sum, of the scores of DEARSys results is 
calculated and presented in Table 5-7. The table shows that the average sum across domains 
is quite high and equals 9.06. Definitions from the mathematics field got the highest average 
sum of 9.56. Indeed, as we move from abstract sciences (mathematics) to social sciences 
(law) the average sum tends to decline.
Domain
(1)
No of 
definitions 
(2)
Score
(3)
Total score 
(2)x(3)
Cumulated
score
(4)
Average sum  
(4)/250
Average sum  
on domains
Mathematics 21 10 210 210 (9.56-f 9.24+
2 8 16 226 9.28+ 9+ 9+
1 7 7 233 9.56 8.29X6
1 6 6 239
Particle 18 10 ISO 180
physics
2 8 16 196 9.24
5 7 35 231
Weather 19 10 190 190
3 8 24 214
1 7 7 221 9.28
2 5.5 11 232
Paint and 16 10 160 160 9.06
coating
2 8.5 17 177 9
6 7 42 219
1 6 6 225
Health 17 10 170 170
2 9 18 188
1 8.5 8.5 196.5 9
4 6 24 220.5
1 5 5 225.5
Law 11 10 110 110 8.29
6 9.2 55.2 165.2
1 8 8 173.2
2 6 12 185.2
4 5 20 205.2
1 2 2 207.2
Table 5-7: Extracted cumulative sum, the maximum HED sum is 250 as there are 25 outputs
and the maximum individual sum is 10.
5.3.2 Task 2; HEH
The objective of this task is to get the human experts to undertake the same task that the 
system performs, and then compare the system’s results against those of the experts. We first 
have trained the human subjects to draw semantic networks using definition sentences; where 
a network represents each definition. Network nodes are drawn from nouns, and network 
links are drawn from items of different grammatical categories like verbs and prepositions. 
Then, we provided the definitions to the experts in each of the fields and asked them to draw 
a semantic network based on each of the definitions. We have also provided the subjects 
with syntactical help that they needed when drawing the networks. We then compared the
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networks produced by the experts with that of our system, and accordingly we rated the 
performance of the system (Table 5-8). The results of this task are similar to those obtained 
from HED, with slight improvement in the number of definitions that got the highest score of 
10, 70% in this case.
Total No. of system definitions were 150; 70% (105) of the outputs were regai'ded as correct or very
plausible, and given the maximum ten.
Score No of 
definitions
Example Comment
2 1 (0.7%) Metes and bounds: A system of land 
description whereby all boundary lines are 
set forth by use of terminal points and 
angles -mete refemng to a limit or limiting 
mark, and bounds referring to boundary 
lines.
Poor definition structure (discussed 
further in section 5.3)
5 3 (2.0%) Occluded front: A complex frontal system 
that occurs when a cold front overtakes a 
warm front.
A subordinate conjunction (when ..) 
that modifies a verb (occurs), which 
represent a discriminator relation, 
has not been analysed.
6 2 (1.3%) Calorie: A unit for measuring food’s abilitv 
to produce heat and enerev.
Linguistic structure of the form NP 
followed by an infinitival has not 
been treated
7 22 (14.6%) Interaction: A process in which a particle 
decays or it responds to a force due to the 
presence of another particle (as in a 
collision).
Does not resolve anaphoric reference 
(it)
8 16 (10.7%) Angle bisector: A ray that is in the interior 
of an angle and forms two equal angles 
with the sides of that angle
Unresolved reference (that angle)
9 1 (0.7%) Allergy: Allergies are reactions of the 
immune system to substances that, in most
A structure in which relative 
pronoun is much remoted from its 
complement, is not analysed ‘that, in 
most people, cause...’
people, cause no svmptoms..
Table 5-8: HEH task: Rating of the information extracted by DEARSys
In a manner similar to HED, we calculated the average sums of the scores of DEARSys 
output and present them in Table 5-9. The table reflects the improvement of the results with 
9.168 average sum on the domains compared to 9.06 from HEH. In fact the average sum has 
increased for all the domains in consideration, except the weather field which has a reduced 
average sum, 9.24 compaied to 9.28 in HED. One of the definitions that causes the reduction 
of the average sum in the weather domain is the definition of occluded front (Table 5-8), 
which scored 5.5 in HED and 5 in HEH.
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Domain
(1)
No of 
definitions 
......... (2)______
Score
_(3_)_
Total score 
(2 )x (3 )
Cumulated
score
(4)
Average
sum
(4X250
Average 
sum on 
domains
Mathematics 21 10 210 210 (9.6+ 9.32+
9.6 9.24+9.08+2
2
8
7
16
14
226
240 9.18+8.59X
Particle physics 19 10 190 190
1 8 8 198 9.32
5 7 35 233
Weather 19 10 190 190
3 8 24 214
1 7 7 221 9.24
2 5 10 231
Paint and coating 16 10 160 160
2 8.5 17 177 9.1684 7.25 29 206 9.08
3 7 21 227
Health 18 10 180 180
1 9 9 189
1 8.5 8.5 197.5 9.18
3 7 21 218.5
1 6 6 224.5
1 5 5 229.5
Law 12 10 120 120
6 8.2 49.2 169.2
1 8 8 177.2
2 7.5 15 192.2 8.59
2 7.3 14.6 206.8
1 6 6 212.8
1 2 2 214.8
Table 5-9; Extracted cumulative sum
Further, we calculated the difference between average sum of both tasks (Table 5-10). The 
table reflects the improvement of the average sums obtained from HEH task compared to 
those obtain from HED task. It also illustrates that the health domain has the most affected 
average sum.
Domain Average sum- 
HED
Average sum- 
HEH
Difference
Math 9.56 9.6 -0.04
Particle physics 9.24 9.32 -0.08
Weather 9.28 9.24 0,04
Paint and coating 9 9.08 -0.08
Health 9 9.18 -0.18
Law 8.29 8.59 -0.03
Table 5-10: Difference of sum between HED and HEH
Also, the difference in number of perfectly analysed definitions that scored 10 in both tasks is 
presented in Table 5-11. The differences result from the definitions of three terms in tlu'ee 
different domains, particle physics, health and law.
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Domain No of outputs 
with sum  10 
HED
No of outputs 
with sum 10 
HEH
Difference
Math 21 21 0
Particle physics 18 19 -1
Weather 19 19 0
Paint and coating 16 16 0
Health 17 18 -1
Law 11 12 -1
Table 5-11; The number of outputs related to a given term, regarded as correct, very 
plausible in both HED and HEH tasks.
The difference in the results obtained from both tasks may be explained by inspecting Table 
5-12. The table lists a number of definitions, their score in both tasks, and a comment 
explaining reasons behind scores less than 10.
Domain No of 
definitions
Score
HED
Score
HEH
Comment
Mathematics 21 10 10
2 8 8 Unresolved reference.
1 7 7 Unresolved reference to tlie superordinate.
1 6 7 Non-perfect treatment of coordination.
Particle
physics
18 10 10
1 8 10 The evaluator requires information located after a semi-colon, which is 
another definition.
1 8 8 Unresolved gapped structure.
5 7 7 Unresolved reference.
Weather 19 10 10
1 8 8 Non-perfect treatment o f coordination
1 8 8 A relative noun phrase which modifies a distant NP has not been attached.
1 8 8 PP is improperiy attached.
1 7 7 Unresoived reference.
2 5.5 5 A subordinate conjunction that modifies a VP has not been analysed.
Paint and 
coating
16 10 10
2 7 7 Non-perfect treatment of coordination.
4 7 7.25 A linguistic structure not known to DEARSys.
1 6 7 Unresolved reference.
2 8.5 8.5 PP is improperly attached.
Health 17 10 10
1 9 10 The evaluator insists that this entiy should not inherit one of its super type 
properties.
1 9 9 A linguistic structure not known to DEARSys.
1 6 6 A linguistic structure not known to DEARSys.
1 5 5 A linguistic structure not known to DEARSys.
1 8.5 8.5 Invalid syntactic stmcture.
3 6 7 Unresolved gapping.
Law 11 10 10
1 6 10 The evaluator required the explicitness o f some background knowledge.
6 9.2 8.2 PP is improperly attached .
1 8 8 Unresolved gapping.
2 5 7.5 Non-perfect treatment of coordination.
2 5 7.3 A linguistic structure not known to DEARSys.
1 6 6 A domain key word has been misinterpreted, since it is not within the 
glossary list (court supervised distribution).
1 2 2 Poor definition structure.
Table 5-12: The rating of the information extracted from definitions among various fields.
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There are three cases in which definitions scored less than 10 in HED, and got 10 in HEH. 
One of these cases is the definition of extrinsic asthma from the health domain;
Extrinsic asthma: Extrinsic asthma is asthma that is triggered by an allergic reaction, usually 
something that is inhaled.
The system analyses the definition up to the comma, indeed the definition is not well- 
organised and lacks important information, semantically it is not possible to describe a 
relationship between the phrase ‘usually something that is inhaled' and the noun phrase ‘an 
allergic reaction'. The suggested definition of extrinsic asthma (given by the evaluator 
expert) is:
Extrinsic asthma: Extrinsic asthma is asthma that is triggered by extrinsic allergens, usually 
something that is inhaled, injected, eaten, etc.
The system produces the following logical form:
all(X, extrinsic_asthma(X)~> Dl&exists(S, asthma(S)& isa(X, S))&.exists(R, (reaction(R)& 
allergic(R))&ageticy(trigger(Y, X), R)})
And, this logical form is rendered into a frame for extrinsic asthma:
extrinsic _ast1ima
is_a: asthma
chrc: chronic
inflammatory
triggered_ by: reaction chrc(reaction, allergic)
chracterised_ by: breathing_ problem chrc(breathing_ problem, recurrent)
number(breathing_ problem, set)
Most of the slots described by the extrinsic^ asthma frame are, in fact, inherited from its 
supertype, asthma, which is defined as:
Asthma: Asthma is a chronic, inflammatory lung disease characterised by recurrent breathing 
problems.
and has the following frame representation:
asthma
is_a: lung_disease
chrc: chronic
inflammatory
characterised_ by: breathings problem chrc(breathing_problem, recurrent)
number(breathing_ problem, set)
In the expert’s view, all supertype slots, fillers, and fillers restrictions can be inherited, except 
the restriction on the filler breathing_ problem, that describes it as recurrent, i.e., 
chrc(breathing_ problem, recurrent). Extrinsic asthma is characterised by breathing 
problems which are not necessarily recurrent. This is a domain requirement that can be
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solved by explicitly specifying a rule that prohibits such a type from inheriting such a 
property.
Other cases arise when experts require the explicitness of some background knowledge or 
information contained in some additional text. This can be described by headwords with 
more than one definition structure, i.e.:
headword: superordinatei discriminator c o n s t r u c t ] s u p e r t o r d i n a t e 2 discriminator 
constnict2
Consider, for example, the definition of acknowledgement from the law field,
Acknowledgement: A statement in front o f  a person who is qualified to administer oaths (e.g., a 
Notary Public) that a document bearing your signature was actually signed by you.
Acknowledgement: A statement in front o f  a person who is qualified to administer oaths
Acknowledgement: A document bearing your signature way actually signed by you.
Figure 5-5: Two definitions structure describing one headword
Ignoring the text between brackets, the definition can be formulated into two parts, each part 
comprising a definition structure on its own (Figure 5-5). Definitions recognised by 
DEARSys are assumed to be one sentence and adhere to the previously discussed types. 
Thus, the system analyses the first part of the definition and extracts the following 
information:
all(X, acknowledgement(X)-> D1& exists(S, statement(S)& isa(X, S))& exists(P, (person(P)&  
cause(qualify(someAgent, P), exists(Z, (set(Z)& length(Z, setjjiSc a ll(0 , member(0,
Z )-> oa th (0 )&  administer(P, 0)))))&  inFrontOfiX, P)))
which in turn mapped into the frame:
acknowledgement
js_a; .statement
biFrontOf: person administer(person, oath)
number(oath, set)
The law expert has graded this result as 6. He suggested that a created- by relation (slot) 
between acknowledgement and person should be explicitly represented by the system as:
created_ by: person sign(person, document)
type_ pf(docaumnt, ath)
Items enclosed within [] are optional, I represents a logical or.
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However, such a relation is domain dependent and is not explicit within the definition text; it 
may be generated by processing the second part of the definition and using background 
knowledge. It should be remembered that DEARSys does not make use of background 
knowledge and it analyses definitions with specified structures, i.e., one sentence per 
definition, and vice versa (one definition per sentence), therefore, we have graded the 
previous definition as 10.
The difference in the results of both tasks may be attributed to a number of factors. One of 
these factors is that HED tests the ability of the system to extract the main conceptual 
characteristics of the defined term, without regard to any linguistic difficulty, or lack of 
common sense and background knowledge. While HEH tests the ability of the system to 
extract knowledge about the defined term, given its linguistic limitation (one sentence per 
definition) and the absence of background knowledge.
Average score No of definitions
2 1 (0.7%)
5 3 (2.0%)
6 6 (4.0%)
6.5 5 (3.3%)
7 13 (8.7%)
8 8 (5.3%)
8.5 3 (2.0%)
9 8 (5.3%)
9.5 1 (0.57%)
10 102 (68%)
Table 5-13: Average achieved score
To summarise the results obtained from HED and HEH we calculated the average scores 
obtained from both tasks and present them in Table 5-13. On average 68% of the tested 
definitions scored a 10, and only 18.7% scored less than 8. Some of the low scores are 
attributed to the style of the definition statement itself, other low scores are related to the 
limitation of the system. Next we will discuss these limitations in details.
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5.4 Why DEARSys Fails to Process Certain Definitions
An important observation that can be derived from analysing evaluation results is that both 
HED and HEH produced similar' findings in terms of the average scores for the plausibility of 
the information extracted by DEARSys and the average sum of the scores. Failure in 
extracting all information contained in a definition may be attributed to one of five problems. 
Four of these problems are related to the ambiguous constructs that have been discussed 
earlier: unresolved references, gapping, improper attachment of postmodifiers, prepositional 
phrases and relative pronoun phrases, and problems related to coordination conjunctions. 
The fifth problem is related to linguistic structures for which DEARSys was not 
programmed. There is an additional sixth category, miscellaneous problems.
The sources of inaccurate results generated by the system are summarised in Table 5-14. 
Inaccurate results are mostly related to linguistic structures that have not been considered by 
DEARSys. Definitions with such structures were given lesser scores when compared with 
other tested definitions. Each of these structures needs special treatment and as it is not 
frequent among the analysed definitions, it was not practical to design a solution for each 
single case.
Source of 
implausibility
No of cases Average score
Attachment 10 8.7
Reference 10 7.2
Miscellaneous
problems
6 7.2
Gapping 5 7.1
Coordination 6 6.8
Novel structure 11 6.4
Total 48
Table 5-14: Sources of inaccuracy
The table shows that the improper attachment of prepositional and relative pronoun phrases 
has comparatively minor effects on the accuracy of the extracted results. Definitions with 
mis-attached phrases got an average score of 8.7, the highest among definitions with other 
inaccuracies.
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We have considered the distribution of the sources of implausible results produced by 
DEARSys (Table 5-15). Definitions of terms in mathematics tend to have definite sources of 
implausibility. By definite we mean that the problem is cleaily indicated by its name, like the 
problems of resolving gapping, references, coordinations, and attachments, which indicate a 
specified problem, while inaccuracies indicated by novel structures and miscellaneous 
problems are not definite, since these sources can subsume different kinds of problems.
Domain No of 
definitions
Attachment Gapping Reference Coordination Novel
structure
Miscellaneous
problems
Total
mathematics 25 0 0 3 1 0 0 4
particle
physics
25 0 1 5 0 0 1 7
weather 25 2 0 1 1 2 0 6
paint and 
coating
25 2 0 1 2 4 0 9
health 25 0 3 0 0 3 2 8
law 25 6 1 0 2 2 3 14
total 150 10 5 10 6 11 6 48
% 6.7 3.3 6.7 4.0 7.3 4.0 32.0
Table 5-15: Distribution of inaccuracy sources among domains
Particle physics resembles mathematics in having definite resources of inaccuracy, except 
one case that has been explained earlier (the definition of muon). As we move from abstract 
science to social sciences, the definitions tend to have various mixtures of inaccuracy 
resources. A detailed description of each of the sources of failure on the part of DEARSys is 
presented next.
Unresolved references Definitions with umesolved references represent 7% of the total 
tested definitions with average score of 7.2. Such definitions are not evenly distributed 
among domains, around 80% of definitions with unresolved references were found within 
mathematics and particle physics definitions. It seems that the effect of unresolved reference 
on the plausibility of the extracted information diminishes when approaching social sciences 
(Table 5-15). Therefore, in order to design a robust knowledge system from abstract and 
physical sciences definitions, it is essential to handle references in these fields.
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Gapping The palusibility of the information extracted from definitions containing gapping 
was given low scores. Gapping is the least frequent among other resources of implausibility, 
it occurs only in 3.3% of the tested definitions, 60% of these 3.3% definitions are within the 
health definitions. Definitions with gapping got an average score of 7.1.
Coordination Definitions with a coordination problem represent only 4% of the total tested 
definitions with an average score of 6.8.
Attachment Some low rated extracted information results are from the right association of 
prepositional phrases and relative pronoun phrases. From Table 5-14 and Table 5-12, nine 
cases of improper definition analysis resulted from the incorrect attachment of prepositional 
phrases with one case due to improper attachment of a relative pronoun phrase. 60% of these 
definitions occur within the law definitions, which has considerably long definitions. Results 
of definitions with the attachment problem got an average rate of 8.7, the highest among 
inaccurate results. This may indicate that the right association of modifiers does not have as 
major an effect on the extracted information as other sources of implausibility.
Linguistic structures that have not been treated by the system DEARSys has been 
programmed for a specific set of sentence structures in the spirit of using local grammar {of. 
Barnbrook and Sinclair 1995). We have already discussed the case of subordinate 
conjunctions which was not covered by our local grammar-. We have shown that whilst this 
category can, therefore, be tagged, DEARSys has to be supported with special rules for the 
conjunction in order to generate an accurate and appropriate logical form.
Furthermore, we have not considered all verbs categories, except transitive and intransitive 
verbs, which can be rendered into a unary or a binary predicate respectively. However, there 
are cases where the logical form of a verb requires a three-place predicate used, for instance, 
in the context of ditransitive and dative verbs (Gazdar and Mellish, 1989) which have not 
been taken into consideration. Also a verb phrase of the form ‘uses gas to spray the 
coating,,.’ has not been treated, since its logical form may be thought of as cause(use(X,
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gas), spray(X, coating)), that is a cause predicate whose arguments are both the logical form 
of a verb and both verbs are referring to the same agent, X.
In this work we have only considered cause relations between verb phrases that have 
different agents which may be illustrated through the definition of b factory from the particle 
physics domain:
Bfactoiy: An accelerator designed to maximise the production o fb  mesons,
and the equivalent logical form:
all(X,bJdcto)y(X)=>_A&exists(Y,accelerator(Y)&isa(X,Y))&cause(design(someAgent,X),exists(
B,(set(B)&length(B,set))&all(Z,member(Z,B)=>b_meson(Z)&exists(W,production_of(Z,W)&max
The cause relationship has been identified between the action of designing b_ factory, and 
the action of maximising the production o f b_jnesons. Note that the agent of the fii'st action 
is a dummy agent, someAgent, while that of maximise is bj^actory. The equivalent frame is:
b ja c to ry
is_a: accelerator
cause; maximi.se_1236
maximise_1236
instance_of: maximise
agnt: bsfactory
obj: production oflproduction, b_meson) 
number(b_meson, set)
The frame representation shows that the system has extracted a cause relationship between 
b__ factory and an instance of maximise, maximise_1236. The agent and object of 
maximise_1236 are b_factory and production respectively.
There are 11 (7.3%) tested definitions with untreated linguistic structure, with an average 
score of 6.4. Indeed these structures are very important for the analysed definitions and 
contain significant amount of information. They were found in four of the tested domains, 
namely, health, law, weather and paint and coating. This may explain the reason behind not 
handling these structures; as our methodology is data driven it is not supposed to treat every 
linguistic phenomenon, but to handle the most common ones.
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Miscellaneous sources o f  errors There are six cases that fall under this category. One of 
them is the poor definition structure of the term metes and bounds from the law domain 
(discussed in 5.2.5), which produced the minimum score (2) among the tested definitions. 
Three cases have been explained earlier when we discussed the reasons behind rating some 
definitions as 10, which was not accepted by the experts, for example, texts that involve more 
than one definition statement.
One case is related to a syntactic mistalce, that is, the definition of diabetes from the health 
glossary:
Diabetes: An abnormal state o f  health marked by insulin is deficient and the urine and blood  
contain excess sugar.
Where the complement of by is subordinate clause, which suggests that by is functioning as a 
conjunction in this definition text. However, by can function as a preposition only, which 
restricts its complements to nominal or nominalized items, (Qukk et al 1985: 660). 
Therefore DEARSys analyses the definition up to insulin, and rejects the rest of the 
definition. Information extracted from this definition has been rated as 8.5.
Among the tested results there was only one situation where DEARSys has not extracted all 
relevant information due to misinterpretation of a multi-word domain keyword. The 
keyword court supervised distribution in the definition:
Administration: The court supervised distribution o f the estate o f the deceased person.
has not been included within the glossary of the analysed law definitions, therefore the 
systems does not recognise it as a multi-word domain term, which represents the supertype of 
the defined term administration. Instead, the system extracted the following frame:
administration
is_a: court
supervise: distribution ofldistribution, estate)
qflestate, person)
chrc(person, deceased)
where court has been identified as the supertype of administration, and supervise its slot. 
This reduces the system performance to 6.
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5.4.1 Overview of the evaluation; tasks HED and HEH
Results presented in this section show that DEARSys was successful in extracting all 
accurate information from 68% of the tested definitions. For the rest of the definitions it 
recognises a correct supertype and at least one valid discriminating relation for each defined 
headword. The most promising results were obtained from the mathematics domain where 
84% of the tested results scored 10. This may be attributed to the average length of the tested 
definitions (11 words) and to its being an abstract science domain. Information extracted 
from the law definitions got the least scores with only 44% of the results scoring 10. In all 
other domains, 64% to 76% of the tested definitions were rated as 10.
Poor results of the law domain compared to other domains may be attributed to the fact that 
this domain is discursive. The style of writing definitions adopted by the law domain 
contains linguistic structures that are not present in the others, hence, had not been 
considered by our data driven methodology. Table 5-15 shows that the law field mostly has 
all the phenomena responsible for low scores. Indeed, Table 5-16 shows that there are two 
factors affecting the palusibility of extracted information; the length of the analysed part of a 
definition and the ratio of the analysed part to the actual length of a definition sentence. 
When the analysed length increases and its ratio to the actual length decreases, the accuracy 
of the extracted information tends to fall. The only exception is the particle physics 
definitions when compared to the weather definitions. This may be attributed to the style of 
writing of the definitions in the particle physics field where a considerable bulk of 
information is contained within a second or a thud sentence of the definition, and therefore 
has not been considered by DEARSys. A significant criterion that affects the palusibility of 
the extracted information is the category of the domain, which ranges from abstract to social 
science. Evaluation experiments conducted in this study show that the performance of 
DEARSys tends to fall when moving from abstract science definitions towards social science 
ones.
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Domain Length of
analysed
definition
Length of actual 
definition 
sentence
Analysed/actual Accurate results
Math 11.28 14.32 84.2 84%
Particle physics 10.68 13.32 80.0 72%
Weather 11.84 14.88 79.6 76%
Paint and coating 9.6 12.8 75 64%
Health 12.68 16.84 75.3 68%
Law 13.36 19.48 68.6 44%
Table 5-16: Average length of analysed definitions that were tested 
5.5 Conclusions
Our exemplar analysis of more than 1300 definitions from six different domains has shown 
that repetitive patterns found in these definitions are useful in building domain ontologies. 
The analysis of the definitions is generally accurate and extremely useful as a source of 
domain information relating the defined keywords.
The purpose of this chapter was to demonstrate the use of definition repetitive functional 
patterns for the automatic extraction of specialised information. Therefore it is crucial to 
evaluate the ability of the system to identify the functional patterns, and to rate the quality of 
extracted information. For these purposes we have examined the results of analysing 
definitions fi'om three domains, and conducted experiments that consisted of asking experts 
from six different fields to weigh the marginal knowledge extracted from definitions by the 
system. The results obtained were encouraging in that the system extracted a super type and 
a discriminating relation for most of the tested definitions (93%). Also, the information 
extracted from most of the definitions (68%) was judged as ‘very plausible’ with the highest 
score of 10. There were, however, some limitations, which may be attributed to the detailed 
contents of the terminology definitions, which are designed entirely for human use, and this 
would imply significant limitations in its usefulness for computational analysis. Also, as 
DEARSys is a data-driven analyser for the language of terminology definitions, it only 
analyses the most frequent constructs within the definitions.
In addition to evaluating plausibility of the results produced by the system, we have rirn a 
pre-screening experiment to rate the accuracy of the term bases definitions. The results show
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that the information contained within term bases definitions are quite accurate, 91% of the 
tested definitions rated more than 8 using a ten-point scale.
To conclude, we have shown that DEARSys is viable for automatically acquiring 
information from different domains. Furthermore, building domain ontology by hand 
requires experienced system developers, but no experience is required filtering ontologies 
produced by DEARSys.
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we have described a domain independent approach for tackling the knowledge 
acquisition bottleneck. This approach highlights the role of special languages and terminology 
databases when building domain ontologies. It is different from existing knowledge 
acquisition systems in many ways. We have made use of the repetitive shapes used in the 
definition of headwords by lexicographers and by terminologists. We have used these 
constructs in terminology definitions and attempted, faii'ly successfully, to map them into 
logical forms according to theh meanings. We believe that a knowledge acquisition system 
based on analysing terminology definitions can make such a process more realistic. DEARSys 
automates the knowledge acquisition process in a procedural sense and in a mechanical sense. 
ProceduraUy, DEARSys encourages knowledge engineers to use terminology databases. 
Mechanically, DEARSys can map human-suppHed definitions into knowledge representation 
structure and can help in the process of generating ontologies.
6.1 Contribution of The Research
This thesis makes a major contribution to the field of knowledge acquisition from texts. It 
demonstrates that repetitive patterns found in terminology definitions can be mapped into 
constructs of domain ontology. We have examined work related to formal structures of 
dictionary definitions by Sinclaii*, Hoelter and Peters (1995) and Barnbrook (1996), and 
demonstrated that terminology definitions appear to have plausible patterns for which a 
functional grammar can be developed. We have used a corpus-based approach to show that 
most terminology definitions have the pattern: 
headword superordinate discriminator
We agree with Hehnut Schnelle when he says that distinctive and repetitive shapes of 
definitions can be used as a metaphor for identifying definition logical form. Thus, we have 
developed a mathematical representation for terminology definition, this representation is
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expressed in fiist-order logic forms based on untyped lambda calculus, and augmented with p 
reduction i.e., a definition with a headword h a superordinate s and a discriminator d, can be 
mapped into:
Ay. Àd. V(x) h(x) => s(x)&d(x)
Furthermore, the presented work draws a mapping between the fiist order logical form of a 
definition and a frame representation. This mapping is based on the correspondence between 
fii'st-order logic and frames proposed by Hayes (1980). We have adopted a typical frame 
system that supports the basic inference mechanism, value inheritance. It does not impose 
any restriction on the number or the type of slots for each frame. Instead, a definition logical 
form is automatically mapped onto an equivalent frame. Frames representing definitions are 
kept in a knowledge base that can answer simple questions of the form get all supertypes o f 
object X, or find  the objects with the property X  equals Y.
In the course of developing a logical representation for definitions we have investigated some 
of the linguistic problems that are significant in the definition texts. These problems are 
related to prepositional phiase (PP) attachment, and generating logical forms for plurals and 
coordinations. A solution that is based on studying the usage of prepositional phrases in the 
definition of terms has been proposed to cii’cumvent the PP attachment problem. In dealing 
with plurals, this work follows predicate calculus convention, where a plural noun logical form 
has two quantified variables, one that represents a set and the other one ranges over the 
elements of the set. Also, this work has dealt with expanding coordinations into thek deep 
structures, and with getting the right quantifier scoping for the expanded structure. 
Moreover, we have treated noun-noun modifiers as compounds to reduce their* structural and 
semantic ambiguity.
The experiments that we have conducted over terminology definitions show that not only 
firnctional patterns exist in terminology definitions, but also these patterns are independent of 
the domain, which has a positive impact on the scalability of our methodology. The scalability 
has been tested by analysing more than 1300 definitions from six different domains. The 
average number of words per analysed definition is more than 9. In addition, we have 
examined the results of 749 of these definitions, DEARSys has succeeded in extracting a
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keyword, its supertype and at least one discriminating relation for 93% of the examined 
definitions
In order to evaluate the quality of the extracted knowledge, we have conducted experiments 
that involve presenting a number of definitions that vary in then* complexities together with 
then extracted frames, to experts in six different fields to grade them in a 10-point scale. The 
results of the evaluation were positive. The correctness of the extracted information has been 
rated between 8 and 10 for more than 80% of the tested definitions. We have also conducted 
a pre-screening experiment to evaluate the actual information contained in the term bases. 
Most of the tested term bases definitions (91%) scored between 8 and 10 in regard of their 
accuracy.
Our methodology has allowed us test Sinclaii* and Schnelle proposal of the functional 
structure of definitions and we have shown that such a proposal can be used to build a 
framework that can be used to construct the ontology of a domain. Because, in specialised 
domains each defined word usually has one sense, definitions found in term bases are more 
likely to have such functional structures than would be the case for general language 
dictionaries. We have conducted ontology extraction experiments over a laige number of 
definitions from various domains with the help of only a pait of speech tagger. We emphasis 
that DEARSys is not an analyser of English, it is an analyser for the sublanguage of 
terminology definitions.
We reviewed earlier in this thesis some of the knowledge acquisition systems, we have 
categorised them as ontological (Cys lenat and Guha 1990, Plinius, Speel 1995), lexical 
{Kenmore Cardie, 1994) and terminological (Snowy Gomez and Segami 1989, AutoSlog, 
Riloff, 1996). Compared to the reviewed systems DEARSys does not require handcrafted 
background knowledge or human intervention, it builds new domain from scratch and depends 
only on a part of speech tagger.
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In summary, DEARSys, is a contribution toward making text-based knowledge acquisition 
systems, portable across domains. DEARSys automates the process of ontology construction 
for knowledge extraction, and substantially reduces the knowledge engineering bottleneck for 
building information extraction systems. We believe that reseaich in automated ontology 
construction is crucial for knowledge acquisition systems to become practical for real-world 
applications, and DEARSys is a significant step in that direction.
6.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has provided solutions for some of the problems in this 
research area, however it has some limitations. In this section we discuss the limitations of 
our methodology and how it can be unproved.
Definition analysis
The experiments that we have performed in the course of the thesis are based on the 
assumption that the first sentence of a definition contains the principle knowledge to identify 
the defined term. Therefore, in this work we have analysed the first sentence of a definition.
In some definitions a main bulk of knowledge is presented in subsequent sentences. Such 
sentences are usually used for elaboration purposes and therefor more narrational than the first 
sentences. An extensive corpus-based analysis has to be performed to find plausible patterns 
in such sentences. For instance, we have noticed that the second sentence of some definitions I
is stating another discriminator for the headword, or stating examples of the headword. Once 
a pattern is identified, the syntax of definitions identified by DEARSys can be modified 
accordingly. A similar approach can be used to analyse texts between brackets, which has 
been ignored by DEARSys. Analysing definitions of more than one sentence will be helpful 
for using this methodology for extracting knowledge from encyclopaedic definitions.
Another limitation of this research is that only definitions of nominal keywords can be 
analysed. However, verbal keywords are frequent in some domains, i.e., sport. We will look 
into such definitions and modify DEARSys to handle them.
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In a number of definitions across the different disciplines terminologists use proper nouns,
generally names of persons and places like Chomsky at MIT, Z  bozon at CERN, the NEW
YORK SCHOOL, etc. In more aesthetically orientated domains like ait, we have not only
proper nouns but also dates. For example, consider the definitions:
Chinese white A prepared ZINC WHITE watercolour introduced in 1834 by the English firm of 
Windsor and Newton.
Damascene to inlay one metal with a more precious metal, creating ornamental patterns and 
sometimes representational design [...] Damascening was much used by the early goldsmiths of 
Damascus.
Impressionism The first great modern art movement. The hnpressionists broke away from the 
traditional technique... [...] The leader of the movement was Claude Monet (1840-1926).
Another important consideration is the indication of regional variants in definitions (like 
bonnet from the automotive engineeiing field), and the use of symbols in numerated subjects 
like physics and mathematics (reactance, impedance from physics and bound from 
mathematics):
Bonnet (US: hood) Hinged body panel that gives access to the engine compartment of a vehicle.
Reactance Symbol X. A property of a circuit containing inductance or capacitance. The 
impedance Z is given by Z^  = + X .^ For a pure capacitance C, the reactance is given as Xc =
1 / 2^fc.
Bound Let S be a non-empty subset of R. The real number b is said to be an upper bound for S if 
b is greater than or equal to every element of S [...] Similarly, the real number c is a lower 
bound...
Following the argument by Gross (1993), we agree that Barnbrook and Sinclair' were right to 
look for a language or more precisely, grammar of definitions, but thek treatment does not 
take into account other constructs like, proper nouns, date, symbols, regional variants, for 
which there is a little discussion in the linguistic literature.
It is important to note that to find that people talking about a grammar o f proper nouns, 
which can be used to detect unparsed complex proper nouns, which involves the names of 
people and places. Such programs attempt to identify similarities in the following constructs, 
BUI Clinton president of the US, W. J. Clinton president of the US, William Jefferson 42"  ^
president of the US. There are a number of papers based on recognising ‘named entities in 
free texts’. This will help us in analysing definitions better (see Boguraev, Pustejovsky and 
Boguraev 1996 on unknown lexicalizations).
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Many terminologists especially involved in chemistry and physics deal with symbols, which 
may include chemical formulae or symbols for physical quantities Mke R for resistance and C 
for capacitance. The use of symbols in some definitions may refer to units or dimensions. A 
number of authors in knowledge acquisition are interested in ontology and ontology designs, 
have suggested strategies identifying and exploiting the description of units and dimensions 
(Speel 1995).
Gross (1993) has discussed about local grammar s of dates using finite state automata. It is 
therefore, important to investigate methodologies to describe local grammars that can handle 
proper nouns, regional differences, symbols including units and dimensions, etc. Another 
important issue is that some definitions have cross-references that are indicated 
typographically, if we have a local grammar to analyse typographic structures, then we can 
analyse them to create a semantic link automatically.
Extending the linguistic coverage of DEARSys
Experiments conducted over various definitions revealed that there are a number of linguistic 
constructs that wül need careful thought and considerable input from linguistics. These 
constmcts include unresolved references, gapping, improper attachments of some PP and 
relative pronouns. At this stage it is worth noting that DEARSys is not only concerned with 
syntactically analysing these phenomena, but with generating thek fkst order logical forms as 
well. Solutions to such problems depend mainly upon context and general or domain 
knowledge. We can explore methods that can help in thinking about the linguistics constructs 
summarised above.
Unresolved references: We have discussed cases where DEARSys could not resolve 
references to objects in some definitions. Solution based on syntactic and semantic
information can be used to resolve references.
Gapping: Gapping seems to be an open problem, and one needs to build a system with greater 
knowledge of ellipsis.
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Attachment o f  PP and relative pronouns: The problems related to the attachment of PP and 
relative pronouns have been encountered by many computational linguists. Solutions to such 
attachments require domain or general knowledge.
Coordination: Any system like DEARSys will have limitations that result from improper 
handling of coordinations. A proper solution to such a problem may need investigating 
domain knowledge.
Subordinate conjunctions: One of the interesting subordinate conjunctions that have 
temporal relations. This means that not only we have to build a linguistic knowledge that can 
deal with sequences of actions and events, but the logical transformation of definitions will 
involve temporal logic as well.
Knowledge representation
The current frame implementation does not treat multiple inheritance properly. This arises 
when a frame inherits conflict properties from its supertypes. DEARSys simply takes all 
values encountered. If the values are conflicting^^ a rule that inhibits the inheritance of both 
values should be applied. A more efficient solution can be found by using domain knowledge.
Use of an online thesaurus
Knowledge about lexical items is helpful when dealing with ambiguous contexts. This 
knowledge can be provided through a user-assisted program, or by the use of an online 
thesaurus. For example, WordNet, is a lexical database, whose design is inspired by 
psycho linguistic theories of human lexical memory (Miller et al, 1990). We wiU look into the 
possibility of incorporating DEARSys into WordNet. WordNet organises words into 
synonym sets representing different lexical concepts and linked by different semantic relations, 
such as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, and meronymy. For instance WordNet can be
Recall the liquid and solid properties of precipitation, in the weather domain, are not inherited by its 
subtypes
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searched for conceptual relations between inherited properties, and rules may be applied 
accordingly.
We hope that this thesis has demonstrated the potential of terminology definitions for 
addressing the knowledge acquisition bottleneck when building expert systems.
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Appendix A: Prepositions and their Meanings
Table A-1 represents prepositions and their meanings as described by Quirk et al 1985. The Table shows that 
most of the prepositions (20%) have a space or relative position meaning, and that prepositions like over, from 
and with aie very ambiguous with at least 8 different interpretations. Some prepositions are not ambiguous, in 
the sense that they have a unique meaning, like which has a space interpretation only.
Space Relative Position H m e Position Orientation Role Basis o f Comtmrlson Means and Instrument Goal, Tareet
I
1
1
tlunuch I 1
1 1
by 1 1
1 1 I
1 1 1
to
I
1
around
1
oC
past 1
1
behind 1
between 1 I
underneath 1
wiiliout 1
1 1
up
after 1 1
aüalnsl
mnoiiR 1
ninoncst 1
1 1
beyond
diiilnE 1
1
duouRhout
like
1
off 1
per
1
tlnui 1
till
obovc, atop, W ow , 
bcncatli
1
amid, amidst, beside, 
inside, onto, opposite, 
outside
i
anti, circa, pace, pro, 
t|un, sans, versus, vhi, 
vis-a-vis
besides
despite. tiolwlUisUmdlnR
pendioR, until
toward, towards
within 1
25 12 5 5 4 1 2 S 3
% 14.12 6.78 2.82 2.82 2.26 0.56 1.13 2.82 1.69
Table A-1: Prepositions and their indicated meanings (continue)
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Preposition Stimulus Suindanl Reaction Exception Agcntive Movement Orientation Duration Cause Puqnsc, intended 
desünatluii
Recipient
1 1 1
1 1
Uirauith 1
at 1 1 1
by 1 1 1
for 1 1 I 1 I
1 1 1 1
1 1
aniuivl 1 1
in
o f
past
round 1
! 1
beliind
between
underneath
without
1 1
1 I
artaiust
amoiiR
ninonttst
beyond 1 1
durinn 1
into 1
Uirouchout 1
hut 1
like
off
per
till 1
above, mop. 
Iwlow, bencatli
amid, amidst, 
beside, inside, 
onto, opposite, 
outside
anti, circa, pace, 
pro, qua, sans, 
versus, via, vis-a- 
vis
Itesldes
despite,
imtwitlistaitdini!
1
pcndinc. until 1
toward, towards I
within
Total 2 2 3 3 1 11 7 10 2 1 2
% 1.13 1.13 1.69 1.69 0.56 6.21 3.95 5.65 1.13 0.56 1.13
Table A-1: Prepositions and their indicated meanings (continue)
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Support Originator Substance Measurement into the Manner
means
Subject
Matter
Material Respect Negative
Position
Passage Résultat! ve Distributive
Ftcflucncv
Pervasive Perseverance
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 I
UuouKli 1 1 1
by
for 1
1 1
1 1
1
1
iuounil 1
in 1
of 1 1 1
1 1
1 1
1
behind 1
bcLween
undcmcnth 1
yviUiout
1
up
nnninst
among
amongst
beyond
during
Uirouclioot 1
1
off
1
1
till
above, atop, below, 
henenlli
amid nntldst, 
beside, inside, onto, 
onixjsite. outside
anti, circa, pace, 
pro, ([ua, sans, 
versus, via, vis-a- 
vis
besides
despite,
nolwlUuaanding
cxccni
tyendine. until
toward, toyvards
1
williin
I 1 I 1 1 2 2 4 2 4 1 3 2 4 3
0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0 J 6 1.12 1.13 2.26 1.13 2.26 0.56 1.69 3.39 1.13 2.3'& 1.7%
Table A-1: Prepositions and tlieir indicated meanings (continue)
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Intermediacy Accompanimen
t
Support imd 
Opposidon
Various r Ingredient Relation Relative
Dcstinatio
Addition Concession Mote tluui' Less titan' Subjection Position Formal or 
Ibch  Contest
I 1 10 5.7%
8 43%
I 1 1 1 8 4.5%
Iluough 1 7 4%
at 6 3.4%
by 6 3.4%
for 6 3.4%
6 3.4%
6 3.4%
5 2.8%
1 1 1 5 2.8%
4 2.3%
around 4 2.3%
in 3 1.7%
o f 1 4 1.7%
3 1.7%
3 1.7%
3 1.7%
3 1.7%
bcliind 1 3 1.7%
iKlween 1 3 1.7%
undcnscatli 1 3 1.7%
wllhoui 1 1 3 1.7%
2 1.1%
2 1.1%
re 1 2 1.1%
up 2 1.1%
2 1.1%
against 1 1 2 1.1%
among I 2 1.1%
amongst 1 2 1.1%
2 1.1%
Ircyond 2 1.1%
during 2 1.1%
2 1.1%
timiughnut 2 1.1%
but 1 0.6%,
like 1 0.6%
near 1 0.6%
off 1 0.6%
1 0.6%
1 0.6%
1 0.6%
1 0.6%
till 1 0.6%
above, atop, below, 
bctiealli
4 2.3%
anti, circa, pace, 
pro, qua, sans, 
versus, via, vis-a- 
vis
9 5.0%
tunid amidst, 
Ircside, inside, 
onto, opiwsite, 
outside
7 4..0%
besides I 1 0.6%
despite,
notwitlistanding
1 2 1.1%
1 0.6%
tKiiding, until 2 1.1%
toward, towards 2 1.1%
1 0.6%
wlUltn I
Tot:d 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 4 1 2 1 1 2 10 176
% 0.6% 0.6% 1.7£ 1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 0.6% 23% 0.6% 1.1% 0.6% 0.6% 1.1% 5.7% 100%
Table A-1: Prepositions and tlieir indicated meanings (continue)
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A concordance listing of prepositions
A concordance listing of the entire occurrences of in and of  prepositions in a particle physics term base is 
presented. System Quirk, a terminology management system, developed at the University of Surrey, has been 
used to produce this concordance.
= = s =  C o m m a n d  c o n c o rd a n c e  D a te  ;; 2(1-11-1997 C P U  u se d  :: 0 :0 :3
: V o c a b u la ry ; 2 6  
= T o ta l  w o id s :  2 7 8 4
= F i le  : 1 ::/ t i /n n o r ic n /lio m c /a n o r ie n /a n o r ie n 2 /c sp g /c sp lsa /D e c P /D e fn s /d ir l l /c o n R su lts  g lo ssa ry .tx t
=  =  =  =  =  in 5 9 =  =
1_149  9 0  % o f  th e  m a tte r  in  a  ty p ic a l g a lax y  is d a rk
1_3(X) o f  a n o th e r  p a r tic le  (  a s  in  a  co llis io n  ) ,
1_525 a  " tra c k  " lo ft in  a  d e te c to r  b y  tlie  p a ssa g e
1 _556  it is in v o lv ed  in  a l l  e le c tr ic  -  c h a rg e  -
1 _ 5 7 1 it is in v o lv ed  in  a l l  w e a k  p ro c e s se s  tl ia t  d o
1_98  w h e d ie r  th e  p a r tic le  c a n  p a r tic ip a te  in  an  in te rac tio n  p r o c e s s .
1_ 5 4 4  fo r  an  c x tte m e ly  b r ie f  in s ta n t in  an  in te rm ed ia ry  p r o c e s s .
1_105 th a t e le c tr ic  c h a rg e  is c o n se rv e d  in  a n y  p ro c e ss  o f  tra n s fo n n a tio n  o f
1_202  < / a >  la b o ra to ry  in  b a ta v ia , Illino is  (  n e a r
1_ 6 5  b y  an  ac c e le ra to r  u su a lly  c lu s te re d  in  b u n c h e s . <  p  >
1 _434  w e l l  as  c h a rg e s  , c o m e  m  d isc re te  a m o u n ts  called  q u a n ta .
L 1 7 1  < / a >  p a r tic ip a tio n  in e le c tro m a g n e tic  in te ra c tio n s  . < p
1_325 c o llid e r  a t  tlie  c e n t  la b o ra to ry  in  g e n e v a , S w itz e r la n d .
1_335 ac c e le ra to r  th a t h a s  n o  b e n d s  in  i t .
1 _156  w h ic h  a  p a r tic le  d isa p p e a rs  a n d  in  its  p lace  d if fe re n t p a r tic le s  a p p e a r
1 _ 4 7 4  w h ic h  a  p a r tic le  d is a p p e a rs  an d  in its  p lace  d if fe re n t p a r tic le s  a p p e a r
1_ 118  e n e rg y  co llis io n s  b e tw e e n  d ie  p a r tic le s  in o n e  b e a m  an d  th o se  in
1 _ 1 16 in w h ic h  tw o  b e a m s  trav e lin g  in  o p p o s ite  d irec tio n s  a rc  s te e re d  to g e th e r
t_ 8 6  fifth  f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c rea s in g  m a s s )
!_ 1 1 0  : th e  fourU i q u a rk  (  m  o rd e r  o f  in c reas in g  m a ss  )
1_ 1 6 3  s e c o n d  fla v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c re a s in g  m a s s  )
1_348  f la v o r  o f  c h a rg e d  Icp to n s  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c re a s in g  m a ss  )
1_485 d tird  f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c re a s in g  m a s s )
1 _509  fla v o r  o f  ch a rg e d  le p to n  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c re a s in g  m a ss  )
1 _ 5 1 4  s ix d t f la v o r  o f  qu ack  ( in  o rd e r  o f  in c re a s in g  m a ss  )
l_ 2 4 0  in  o th e r  w o r d s , f la v o r  is
1_ 17 th e  fe rm io n s  th a t a rc  c o m m o n  in  o u r  u n iv e rse  as  m a tte r  an d
1 _459  m  )  o f  th e  o b je c t  in  q u e s tio n  , <  p  >
1 _293  su c li p a r tic le s  p a r tic ip a te  in re s id u a l s tro n g  in te r a c t io n s . <
1_8 th e  e n e rg y  a p p e a rs  in  s o m e  o tlic r  fo rm  , p e rh a p s
1_ 146 >  : m a tte r  th a t  is  in s p a c e  b u t  is n o t  v is ib le
1_463 th e  S tan fo rd  l in e a r  a c c e le ra to r  c e n te r  in  s ta n fo rd  , c a l i fo rn ia . <
1 _123  q u a n tu m  n u m b e r  th a t  d e te rm in e s  p a rtic ip a tio n  in s tro n g  in te r a c t io n s ,
1 _ 3 12 fe m iio n  th a t d o e s  n o t  p a rtic ip a te  in  s tro n g  in te r a c t io n s .
1 _503  in w h ic h  th e  p a r tic le s  tra v e l in  sy n c h ro n iz e d  b u n c h e s  a t fix ed  rad iu s
1_19 in  d ie  p a r tic le  th e o ry  th e re  is
1 _ 1 18 in  o n e  b e a m  a n d  th o se  in  d ie  o d i e r .
1 _186  <  /  a  >  : in  d ie  s ta n d a rd  m o d e l , e le c tro m a g n e d e
1 _ 2 15 n o  tw o  fe rm io n s  c a n  e x is t  in  th e  sa m e  s ta le  a t  th e
1_2S() <  /  a  >  : in  th e  s ta n d a rd  m o d e l d ie  fu n d a m e n ta l
1_ 2 5 4  lea s t o n e  m o re  fu n d a m e n ta l in te ra c tio n  in  th e  th e o ry  th a t is  re sp o n s ib le
1 _262  in  th e  s ta n d a rd  m o d e l th e  q u  arks
1 _328  w h e n  c o m p le te d  in  th e  y e a r  2 0 0 4 ,  it
1 _329  th e  m o s t  p o w e rfu l p a rd c  le  ac c e le ra to r  in  th e  w o r ld ,
1_3K3 h a v in g  d if fe re n t n u m b e rs  o f  n e u tro n s  in  th e ir  n u c le u s .
1_ 4 8 0  an d  th e ir  in te r a c t io n s , d e sc r ib e d  in  th e s e  p a g e s .
1_38  in  th is  c a s e  d ic re  is no
1_75 n in m c n tu n i ( s p in  )  m e a su re d  in  u n its  o f  h - b a r
1 _ 2 10 (  s p in  ) ,  m e a su re d  in  u n its  o f  h  -  b a r
1_441 , s t r a n g e , b o tto m  )  in  u n its  w h e re  th e  p ro to n  ch a rg e
1_369  n e u tr in o s  p a r tic ip a te  o n ly  in  w e a k  an d  g ra v ita tio n a l m tc rac tio n s  an d
1_6 a  >  : a  p ro c e s s  in  w h ic h  a  p a r tic le  m e e ts  its
1 _ 1 15 a  >  : a n  a c c e le ra to r  in  w h ic h  tw o  b e a m s  trav e lin g  in
1_156  a  >  : a  p ro c e ss  in  w h ic h  a  p a r tic le  d is a p p e a rs  a n d
1_227 a  >  : an  c x p e rm ie n t in  w h ic h  th e  b e a m  o f  p artic les
1_298  a  >  ; a  p ro c e ss  in  w h ic h  a  p a r tic le  d e c a y s  o r
1_473 i f  th e re  e x is t  n o  p ro c e s se s  in  w h ic h  a  p a r tic le  d is a p p e a rs  an d
1_502 a  ty p e  o f  c irc u la r  a c c e le ra to r  in  w h ic h  d ie  pa r tic le s  tra v e l in
1_ 5 6 0  in te ra c tio n  re sp o n s ib le  fo r  a ll  p ro c e s se s  in  w h ich  f la v o r  c h a n g e s , h e n c e  
=  =  =  =  =  o f  108 =  =
1_4Q6 p io u s  can  h a v e  e le c tr ic  ch a rg es  o f  +  1 ,  -  1
1_87  ) ,  w ith  e le c tr ic  c h a rg e  o f - 1 / 3 .
1_327 p ro to n s  a t  a  c e n te r  -  o f  -  m a ss  en e rg y  o f  a b o u t
1_42  /  s tro n g  >  th e  an tip a r tic le  o f  a  q u a rk  .
1 _ 3 5 4  >  : th e  o u te r  la y e rs  o f  a  p a r tic le  d e te c to r  c a p a b le  o f
1 _ 4 2 0  th e  n u c le u s  o f  a  h y d ro g e n  a to m  is  a
1 _455  re s t  m a ss  ( iti )  o f  a  p a r tic le  is  th e  m a ss
1 _ 5 2 1 th e  re c o rd  o f  th e  p a th  o f  a  p iu tic le  tra v e rs in g  a  d e te c to r
1 _525  a  >  ; th e  re c o n s tru c tio n  o f  a  " tra c k  " le ft
1 _ 5 2 6  a  d e te c to r  b y  th e  p a s sa g e  o f  a  p a r tic le  th ro u g h  th e  d e te c to r
1_327 -  o f  -  m a ss  e n e rg y  o f  a b o u t  14 te v  .
1_13  o f  e n e rg y  an d  m o m e n tu m  an d  o f  a ll th e  ch a rg e  ty p e s  .
1_29  m a ss  b u t  th e  o p p o s ite  v :duc  o f  a l l  o th e r  ch a rg es  ( q u a n tu m
1_23 a rc  n o t  y e t  c o m p le te ly  s u re  o f  a n  c x p la n a d o n  . <  p
1_32  fo r  e x a m p le  , d ie  a n d p a rtic le  o f  a n  e le c tro n  is a  p a r tic le
1_68  /  s tro n g  >  th e  d ie o ry  o f  a n  e x p a n d in g  u n iv e rse  d ia l  b eg in s
1_ 3 8 0  th e  n e u tra l  c o m p o n e n t o f  a n  a to m ic  n u c leu s  is m a d e
l_ 3 8 7  p ro to n s  d ia l  fo rm s  th e  c o re  o f  an  a to m  { p lu ra l ;
1_ 5 3 4  X an d  th e  m o m en tu m  p  o f  an  o b je c t  a l  th e  sam e
1_299 fo rc e  d u e  to  d ie  p re se n c e  o f  a n o d ic r  p a rd o lc  ( a s  in
1_427 : th e  s m a lle s t  d is c re te  a m o u n t  o f  a n y  q u a n d ty  (  p lu ra l :
1 _ 4 6  /  s tro n g  >  d ie  p h y s ic s  o f  a s tro n o m ic a l o b je c ts  s u c h  as  s ta rs
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1_52  d es ig n e d  to  m a x im iz e  (h e  p ro d u c tio n  o f  b  m e s o n s .
1_348  )  : th e  s e c o n d  f la v o r  o f  ch a rg e d  Icp to n s  (  in  o rd e r
1_355  d e te c to r  c a p a b le  o f  re g is te r in g  track s o f  c h a rg e d  p a rtic le s  .
1_5()8 ) : th e  th ird  f la v o r  o f  c h a rg e d  le p to n  (  in  o rd e r
1_448 -  c h a rg e d  i o n s , m u c h  o f  c h e m is try  is  d u e  to  re s id u a l
1_ 5 0 2  a  >  : a  ty p e  o f  c irc u la r  a c c e le ra to r  in  w h ic h  th e
1_ 2 7 0  >  a  s e t  o f  o n e  o f  e a c h  c h a rg e  ty p e  o f  q u a rk
1 _439 q u a rk s  h a v e  e le c tr ic  c h a rg e  o f  c it l ie r  + 2 / 3
L 4 0 0  >  : th e  c a r r ie r  p a r tic le  o f  e le c tro m a g n e tic  in te r a c t io n s .
l_ 1 3  an y  c o m b in a tio n  a llo w ed  b y  co n se rv a tio n  o f  e n e rg y  an d  m o m e n tu m  a n d  o f
1 _546  a p p a re n t v io la tio n  o f  th e  co n se rv a tio n  o f  e n e r g y .
1 _ 8 1 c o m p o s ite  p a r tic le s  w ith  e v e n  n u m b e rs  o f  f e n n io n  co n s titu e n ts  (  q u a rk s  )
1 _478 'n a m e  fo r  tlie  titeo ry  o f  fu n d a m e n ta l p artic les  an d  th e ir  in te ra c tio n s
1_75 sp in  ) m e a su re d  in  u n its  o f  h  -  b a r  (  sp in
1 _210 ) ,  m e a su re d  in  u n its  o f  h  - b a r .
1 _562 , h e n c e  fo r  th e  in s ta b ility  o f  h eav y  q u a rk s  an d  le p to n s ,
1_ 8 6  o f  q u a rk  { in o rd e r  o f  in c re a s in g  m a ss  ) ,  w itli
1 _ 1 10 fo u rth  q u a rk  ( in  o rd e r  o f  in c rea s in g  m a ss  ) ,  w ith
1 _163  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c rea s in g  m a ss  ) ,  w ith
1 _348 c h a rg e d  lep to n s  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c rea s in g  m a ss  ) ,  w itli
1 _485 o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c ie a sm g  m a ss  ) .  w ith
1 _509 ch a rg e d  le p to n  (  in  o rd e r  o f  in c reas in g  m a ss  ) .  w ith
1 _ 5 14 o f  q u a rk  ( in  o rd e r  o f  in c reas in g  m a ss  ) ,  w ith
1 _457 . d iv id e d  b y  th e  sp e e d  o f  lig h t sq u a re d  .
1 _405 : th e  le a s t  m a ss iv e  ty p e  o f  m e s o n , p io n s  can  h a v e
1 _ 3 4 4  th e  b as ic  s tru c tu re  o f  m o s t m e so n s  is o n e  q u a rk
1_371 th e re  a r e  th re e  k n o w n  ty p e s  o f  n e u tr in o s  , a ll o f  w h ich
1 _383 d is tin g u ish e d  b y  h a v in g  d iffe re n t n u m b e rs  o f  n eu tro n s  in  th e ir  n u c le u s .
1 _387 a  >  : a  c o lle c tio n  o f  n e u tro n s  and  p ro to n s  th a t fo rm s
1 _ 1 0 6  in  a n y  p ro c e ss  o f  tra n sfo rm a tio n  o f  o n e  g ro u p  o f  p a r tic le s  in to
1 _ 2 7 0  =  gm  >  a  s e t  o f  o n e  o f  e a c h  c h a rg e  ty p e
1 _217 m a n y  o f  tlio  p ro p e r tie s  o f  o rd m a ry  m a tte r  a r is e  b e c a u se  o f
1 ^3 3 0  u n lo c k  m a n y  o f  th e  se c re ts  o f  p a r tic le  p h y s i c s . <  p
1 _ 2 1 u n iv e rse  b e tw e e n  tl ie sc  tw o  c la sse s  o f  p a r tic le s  is  a  d e e p  p u z z le
1 _106  o f  tra n s fo rm a tio n  o f  o n e  g ro u p  o f  partic le s  in to  a n o th e r . <
I _ 2 2 8  e x p e rim e n t in  w h ic h  th e  b e a m  o f  p a rtic le s  fro m  a n  a c c e le ra to r  is
l _ 2 8 i  a  > ;  th e  in te ra c tio n  o f  p a r tic le s  d u e  to  th e ir  m a ss
1 _ 4 3 I  a  >  ; th e  law s o f  p h y s ic s  th a t a p p ly  o n  ve ry
1_ 3 3  an  e le c tro n  is  a  p a r tic le  o f  p o s it iv e  e le c tr ic  c h a rg e  c a lle d  th e
1 _ 4 2 2  p ro to n s  ; th e re fo re  th e  n u m b e r  o f  p ro to n s  is w h a t d is tin g u ish es  d ie
1_8 6  )  : th e  fifU i f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f
1_163 )  : th e  se c o n d  f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f
1 _243  e a c h  f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  an d  ch a rg e d  le p to n  h a s
1 _ 2 7 0  o n e  o f  ea c h  c h a rg e  ty p e  o f  q u a rk  a n d  le p to n , g ro u p e d
1 _343  m a d e  fro m  an  e v e n  n u m b e r  o f  q u a rk  c o n s t i tu e n ts .
1_483 )  ; tlic  th ird  f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f
1 _ 5 14 )  : th e  s ix th  f la v o r  o f  q u a rk  (  in  o rd e r  o f
1_538 : th e  le a s t m a ss iv e  f la v o r  o f  q u a r k , w ith  e le e tr ic  c h a rg e
1_355 o f  a  p a r tic le  d e te c to r  c a p a b le  o f  re g is te r in g  tra c k s  o f  ch a rg e d  p a rtic le s
1_148 th e  m o tio n  o f  s ta rs  a ro u n d  th e  c e n te rs  o f
1_291 >  : a  p a r tic le  m a d e  o f  s tro n g ly  -  in te ra c tin g  c o n s titu e n ts  (
1 _ 2 1 th e  a sy m m e try  o f  th e  un iv e rse  b e tw e e n  th e se  tw o
1_53 th e  p ro p e r tie s  o f  th e  b  m e so n s  a re  tlicn
1 _128  a  >  : th e  p ro p e r ty  o f  th e  s tro n g  in te ra c tio n  tl ia t  tjuarks
1 _142  s tro n g  >  : th e  s tu d y  o f  d ie  h is to ry  o f  d ie  u n iv e rse
1 _142  th e  s tu d y  o f  th e  h is to ry  o f  th e  u n iv e rse  . <  p
1 _149  im p lies  th a t a b o u t 9 0  % o f  th e  m a tte r  in  a  ty p ic a l
1 _158  d ie  su m  o f  d ie  m a sse s  o f  th e  p ro d u c e d
1_1S8 th e  s u m  o f  d ie  m a sse s  o f  th e  p ro d u c e d  p artic les  is  a lw ay s
1 _ 1 5 9  a lw a y s  less th a n  th e  m a ss  o f  th e  o rig in a l p a r t i c l e . <
1 _ 2 16 m a n y  o f  d ie  p ro p e rtie s  o f  o rd in a ry  m a tte r
1_277 )  : th e  c a r r ie r  p a r tic le  o f  th e  s tro n g  in te ra c tio n s  . <
1 _286  >  : th e  c a r r ie r  p a r tic le  o f  d ie  g ra v ita tio n a l in te rac tio n s  ; n o t
1_3Q2 to  m e a n  d ie  u n d e rly in g  p ro p e rty  o f  th e  th e o ry  th a t cau ses  su c h
1_ 3 3 0  th a t it w ill  u n lo c k  m rm y  o f  th e  se c re ts  o f  p a r tic le  p h y s ic s
l_ 3 8 l  d if fe re n t iso to p e s  o f  th e  s a m e  c le m e n t a rc  d is tin g u ish e d
1 _ 4 11 >  )  : th e  a n tip a r tic le  o f  d ie  e le c tro n  . <  p
1 _ 4 17 e q u a l a n d  o p p o s ite  to  d ia t  o f  d ie  e lec tro n  .
1 „4 5 2  is re sp o n s ib le  fo r  th e  b in d m g  o f  th e  n u c le u s . <  p
1_ 4 5 6  m a ss  d e f in e d  b y  th e  e n e rg y  o f  d ie  iso la ted  (  f ree  )
1_459  m a ss  " ( n i )  o f  th e  o b je c t  in  q u e s t io n .
l_ 4 9 8  s m a ll  c o m p a re d  to  d ie  s iz e  o f  th e  a to m  . <  p
1_521 a  >  : th e  re c o rd  o f  d ie  p a d i o f  a  partic le
1_546 p r in c ip le  a llo w s  a n  a p p a re n t v io la tio n  o f  d ie  co n se rv a d o n  o f  e n e rg y  .
1_535  >  : a  c a r r ie r  p a rd c le  o f  d ie  w e a k  in te rac tio n s  .
1 „ 5 7 0  >  ; a  c a r r ie r  p a rtic le  o f  th e  w e a k  in te r a c t io n s .
1_148 o f  s ta rs  a ro u n d  d ie  ce n te rs  o f  th e ir  g a la x ie s  im p lie s  d ia l  a b o u t
1_451 d u e  to  d ie  s t ro n g  ch a rg es  o f  th e ir  q u a rk  c o n s t i tu e n ts , is
1_188 te rm  e le c tro w e a k  to  e n c o m p a ss  b o d i o f  t h e m . <  p  >
I _ 2 1 1 a s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  th is  p e c u lia r  a n g u la r  m o m e n tu m  ,
l_ 2 1 7  o f  o rd in a ry  m a tte r  a r is e  b e c a u se  o f  d iis  r u l e .
1_106  is co n se rv e d  in  a n y  p ro c e s s  o f  tra n s fo rm a tio n  o f  o n e  g ro u p  o f
1_378  fc rm io n  w ith  a  b a s ic  s tru c tu re  o f  tw o  d o w n  q u a rk s  a n d  o n e
1_418  p ro to n s  h a v e  a  b as ic  s t ru c tu re  o f  tw o  u p  q u a rk s  an d  o n e
1 -1 9 3  p a r tic le  th e o rie s  p re d ic t d ie  p ro b a b ilitie s  o f  v a r io u s  p o ss ib le  ev en ts  o c c u rr in g  w h e n
1 -3 7 2  ty p e s  o f  n e u t r in o s , a ll  o f  w h ic h  a re  very  lig h t an d
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Appendix B: A Particle Physics Case Study Implemented in CGKEE
The structure of domain objects
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Figure B-1: Hierarchical structure for elementary particles
P a r t i c l e  Iv n e F o r c e  C a r r i e r H a d r o n B n rv o n P r o to n N e u tro n
S u tle r  tv n e fu n d a m e n ta l p a rtic le C o m p o s ite  p a r tic le H a d ro n B a ry o n B a ry o n
C h a rg e n o t  sp ec ified n o t  sp ec ified n o t  spec ified +1 0
n o t  sp ec ified n o t  sp ec ified n o t  spec ified .938  G e v /c 2 .9 3 8  G ev /c 2
S p in in te g e r n o t  sp ec ified n o t  spec ified 1/2 1/2
S ize n o t  sp ec ified n o t  sp ec ified n o t  spec ified <  10 e -1 5 m <  10 c -1 5 m
C o lo u r  c h a rg e n e u tra l n e u tra l n eu tra l n e u tra l n e u tra l
P au li E x c lu s io n  
p r in c ip le
F a lse n o t  sp ec ified tru e tru e
C o m p o s itio n F a lse n o t sp ec ified 3  qu ark s 3 q u a rk s  u u d 3  q u a rk s  o d d
C o n c e p tu a l g rap h [F o tceC arr ie r]  -
( A T I R ) ^  [C H A R G E ]
( A 1 T R ) ^ [ M A S S ]
(A T T R ) - ) [ S P 1 N J
(ATm)-»[SlZE]
(A T I R )  [C o lo iC h a rg e :
N eu tra l]
( A T I R ) - >
[P au liE x cP rin c ip ie ; F a k e ]
[H A D R O N ]
(ATIR) -^ [C H A R G E ]  
(ATIR) -» [MASS] 
(A nR )^lS P lN ] 
(ATIR)-+[SIZE]
( A t  IK ) ->  [C o lo tC h a rg c : 
N eu tra l]
(A  t  IK ) - 4 [P au liE x cP rin c ip ie ] 
(P A R T ) < -  [Q u a rk ]
(S T R C T ) [Q u a rk stru c t]
[B aryon]
( A T I R )  -^ [C H A R G E ]
( A T I R ) - »  [M A S S ]
(A T T R ) -4 [S P 1 N ] 
(A T I R ) - » [ S I Z E ]
(A T T R ) -» [C o lo tC h a rg e ; N eu tra l]  
(A T T R ) -» [P a u liE x c P rin c ip le : 
T ru e]
(P A R T ) e - [ Q U A R K :  3] 
(S T R U C T ) - »  [Q u a rk S tru c t]
[P R O T O N ] -
( A T I R ) ^ [ C H A R G E :+ 1 ]  
(A T T R ) -» [M A S S : 0 .9 3 8  
G cV /c2 ]
(A T T R ) - »  [S P IN : 1/2]
(A T T R ) - »  [S IZ E : <  10  e - lS  m ] 
(A T T R ) -4 [C o lo rC h a rg e : 
N eu tra l]
(A T T R ) - »  [P a u liE x c P rin c ip ie : 
T ru e]
(P A R T ) < - [Q U A R K : 3] 
(S T R U C T ) - »  [Q u a rk S tru c t: 
uu d ]
[N e u tro n ]  -
(A T T R )-» [C H A R G E :0 ]  
(A T T R ) -» [M A S S : 0 .9 3 8  
G eV /c2 ]
( A T I R )  - e  [S P IN : 1/2] 
(A T T R -» [S IZ E : <  10  e -1 5  
m ]
(A T T R ) -» [C o lo rC h a rg c : 
N eu tra l]
( A T I R ) ^
[P au liE x c P rin c ip ie :  T ru e] 
(P A R T ) « - [ Q U A R K :  3] 
(S T R U C T ) - »  
[Q u a rk S tru c t: u d d ]
Table B-1: Summarisation of the basic features of some elementary particles
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The type hierarchy of elementary particles implemented in CGKEE
v o id  P a r tic le s ;; ’ly p c H ie ra tc h y O
( tl ieK n o w led g eB ase  >  a d d C o n lV p e  ("U N 1 V ","P A R T IC L E ");
Iho K n o w Ied g eB itse  ->  a d d C o n lÿ p e  ("P A R T iC L E " , "F u n d am e iita lP a rtic le "); 
th o K n o w lc d g c B a sc  ->  a d d C o n T ÿ p c  ("P A R T IC L E ", "C o m p o siteP a rlic le ") ; 
th c K n o w le d g c B a se  ->  a d d C o n " iy p c  (  "C om pos ilcP artic  ic"," H A D R O N "); 
t l icK n o w icd g cB asc  ->  a d d C o n T ÿ p c  ("H A D R O N ”, "M E S O N "); 
t l ieK n o w led g eB ase  >  ad d C o n T V p e  ("H A D R O N  " ,"B A R Y O N "); 
t l ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  (" B A R Y O N ","P R O T O N "); 
t l ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n T ÿ p e  ("B A R Y O N ","  A n tiP ro to n " ) ; 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ("B A R Y O N ","N E U 'H IO N " ); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ("F u n d am cn ta lP a rtic le" , "L E P T O N "); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ("F u n d an ien ta lP a rtie le" , "Q U A R K "); 
tl ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ("Q U A R K ","U P "); 
tl ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n T y p c  (" ( jU A R K "," D O W N "); 
tl ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n T ÿ p e  (" Q U A R K ","C H A R M "); 
tl ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ("Q U A R K ", "S T R A N G E "); 
tl ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n T y p c  (" Q U A R K ","T O P""); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  ad d C o n T y p c  ("Q U A R K "",""B O TTO M "): 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ("L E P T O N "," E _ N E U T R lN O "); 
th cK n o w le d g c B a se  ->  a d d C o n T y p c  ('"LEPTON"",""ELECTRON""); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ("L E P T O N "',"U _ N E U T R IN O "); 
th c K n o w le d g c B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ('"LEPTO N "","M U O N "); 
tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  (""LEPTO N ’" ,"T _N E U T R 1N 0"); 
th c K n o  w icd  g cB asc  ->  a d d C o n T y p c  ("L E P T 0N ",""T A U "); 
ih e K n o w lc d g c B a sc  >  a d d C o n iy p e  (" F u n d am cn ta lP a rtic le " , "F o rceC atrie r" ') ; 
th c K n o w le d g c B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  C 'F o rceC arie r" , "E L E C T R O W E A K "); 
tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ("F o rceC aric r" , "S rongForeeC arier""); 
tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d C o n T y p c  ( '"S ro n g F o reeC arie r" ,"G L U O N "); 
tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n T y p c  ("E L E C T R O W E A K "," E L E C T R O M A G N E T IC " ); 
tlie K n o w ic d g c B a sc  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ('"E L E C T R O W E A K "'," 'W E A K "); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n T y p c  ("E L E C T R O M A G N B T T C ",'"PH O T O N ""): 
tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n T y p c  ("W E A K ", "W _B O SO N ""); 
t l ieK n o w led g eB ase  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ("W E A K ", "A N T I_W _B O SO N ""); 
th c K n o w le d g c B a se  ->  a d d C o n T y p c  ("W E A K  ", "Z L B O S O N "); 
t l ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  (" C H A R A C T E R IS T IC " , "C H A R G E "); 
t l ieK n o w led g eB ase  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  (" C H A R A C T E R IS T IC " , "M A S S "); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ("C H A R A C T E R IS T IC " , "S P IN "); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  (" C H A R A C T E R IS T IC " , "S IZ E "); 
t l ie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  ("C H A R A C T E R IS T IC " , "C o lo rC h a rg e"); 
th cK n o w le d g c B a se  >  a d d C o n T y p c  (" C H A R A C T E R IS T IC " . "P au liE x eP rin o ip le "); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d C o n iy p e  ("EN TITY "", "M E A S U R E "); 
th cK n o w le d g c B a se  >  a d d C o n iy p e  (" E N T IT Y ", "Q u a rk S tru c t "); )
Relation Hierarchy
vo id  P a rtic le s  R e la tio iiH tc ra re liy O
{ tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  - >  a d d R e l iy p e  ("U N IV ", "A T T R "); 
tlie K n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d R e l iy p e  (" U N IV ", "S T R C T "); 
th cK n o w le d g c B a se  ->  a d d R e l iy p e  ("U N IV ", "Q T Y "); 
th cK n o w lc d g e B a sc  ->  ad d R c IT y p e  ("U N IV ", "M E A S "); 
th c K n o w le d g c B a se  ->  n d d R c lT y p c  ("U N IV ", "C H R C "); 
tlieK n o w le d g e B a se  >  ad d R c IT y p e  (" U N IV " , "P A R T "); )
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The main class particle used in CGKEE case study
« in c lu d e  "kb .h"
« in c lu d e  "cg.li"
« in c lu d e  " ind .h"
« in c lu d e  ''ly p eD o fC G .h "
« in c lu d e  " c o n c e p l.h "
« in c lu d e  "p ro c e sso r .h "  
c la ss  P a rtic le s  
( p r iv a te ;
kb  * th cK n t)\v lcd g eB ase ; 
ly p e D e iC G  ♦ P a rtic le _ iy p e D c fC G (); 
ly  p e D e fC G  * C o m p P artic le_ ty p cD efC G O ;
e g  ♦ R c s lr ic te d P a itic ie C p ro c e sso r& tlie P ro c e sso r , eg  ♦ g .la b c l 1,la b e l 11, u n s ig n ed  lo n g  in |] ) ;  
ind  + P osiliv o C h arg e();
ind  ♦ N eg a tiv eC h arg eO ;
ind  * 2 e ro () :
ind  ♦T iv o O rH irccO ;
ind  * P ro to n M ass() ;
ind  * E lec tro n M ass():
ind  * N c u tro n M a ssO :
ind  ♦H alfO :
ind  ♦ T h ie ln d O :
ind  ♦ F a lse ln d O :
in d  * N eu tra iC o la r ln d O ;
ind  * O d d H a lfs In d O ;
ind  ♦ P o sIn tln d O :
ind  * U n itS p in In d () :
ind  *T W oQ uarksO :
ind  * 1 b ic c Q u a rk s ( ) ;
ind  * P ro to n S izeO :
ind  *E lec iro n S izo ();
m d  ♦ P ro to n S tn ic tO ;
ind  fN c u tro n S tru c lO ;
ind  ♦ A n tiP ro to n S tru c tO ;
c o m p In d C G  ♦ U n itC o m p In d O ; 
e g  * F u n d P a rtic le (p ro c e s so r  & tlteP ro cesso r);
e g  * C o m p P a rtic Ie (p ro c e sso r  & th cP ro ccsso r) ;
e g  * H ad ro n P iU tio le (p ro ccsso r & th eP ro cesso r);
e g  * B ary o n P arlic ]c  (p ro c e s so r  & tlicP ro ccsso r);
e g  * B o so n P a rtic lc (p ro c c s so r  & tlieP ro cesso r);
e g  * p e n ,iio n P a r tic Ie (p ro c c s so r  & tlieP ro cesso r);
e g  * F o rc e C a rr ie rP a rtic le (p ro c es s o r  & th c P ro c c sso r) ;
e g  * P ro to n P a rtic le (p ro c e s so r  & th cP ro ccsso r) ;
e g  * E le c tro n P a ttic Ic (p ro c c s so r  & th o P ro cesso r);
e g  * N c u tro n P a itic ic (p ro e c s so r  & tlieP ro cesso r);
e g  * A n tiP ro to n P a rtic lc (p ro c e s so r  & th cP ro cesso r) ;
e g  *L x ip to n P artie Ic (p ro cesso r & th c P io c e sso r) ;
u n s ig n e d  lo n g  ic tu m ID (c o n c c p t * c , l is K c o n c e p t * >  1); 
v o id  T y p cH ic ra rch y O : 
v o id  R c la tio n H ic ra rc h y O ; 
vo id  ind iv id u a isQ ;
vo id  g ra p h s (p ro c c s so r  & d icP ro cesso r) ; 
v o id  ty p eD efin ilio n sO ; 
p u b lic ;
P a r t!c le s (k b  * th eK B );
vo id  c rc a tc P a r tic lc s (p ra c c s so r& th c P ro c e s so r ) ;  ) ;
Individuals
ind  * P a rtic lo s  ::P o sitiv cC h arg e{ )
( ind  * T lieP o s itiv eC h a rg e  =  no w  indQ :
T b cP o s itiv cC h a rg o  >  s c tN a m e (" + l" ) ;
T h e P o s itiv c C h a rg e  >  setM arkcr(lU O };
T h c P o s itiv c C lia rg c  ->  se tC o ra p In d (N U L L ): 
re tu rn  T lieP o s itiv eC h arg c ; ) 
vo id  P a rtiu le s ;;in d iv id u a ls ()
( tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  ad d ln d iv id u a lC ’C H A R G E " , P o s iiiv c C h a rg e O ); 
tlieK n o w le d g e B a se  ->  a d d ln d iv id u a l(  "C H A R G E ", N eg ativeC lia rge{ )); 
tl ie K n o w le d g e B a se  >  add Ind iv idual('"C H A R G E "", ZkroQ );
.... )
The structure of the basic components, particle, composite particle, and fundamaental particle
ty p e  P A R -n C L E (x )  is
[S u b A to m ic O b je c t; x ] - ( A T I R )  -» [C H A R G E ]
( A T I R )  -» [M A S S ]
( A T I R )  -4 [S P IN ]
( A T I R )  -4 [S 1 Z E ]
(A T T R ) -» [C o lo rC h a rg e ]
( A T T R ) - »  (P E P )
ty p e  C o m p o sitP a r tie le (x )  is
[P A R " n C L E :x ] -  (P A R T < -[Q U A R K ]
(STRUCT) -^[QuarkStruct]
[C o n ip o s iteP a rtic le ]  -  (A T T R ) - » [C H A R G E ]
(A T T R ) -» [M A S S ]
( A T I R ) - »  [S P IN ]
(A T I R ) - » [ S I Z E ]
(A T T R ) -» [C o Io rC h a tg c : N eu tra l]
(A T T R ) - )  [P a u liE x cP rin c ip ie ]
( P A R D f -  [Q U A R K ]
(S T R U C T ) -» [Q u a rk S tru c t]
[F u n d am cn ta lP a r tic le ]  -  (A T T R ) -» [C H A R G E ]
(A T T R ) -» [M A S S ]
(A T T R ) - »  [SPIN ]
(A T T R ) -» [S IZ E ]
(A T T R ) - »  [C o io tC lia rg e ; N eu tra l]
(A T T R ) - »  [P a u liE x cP rin c ip ie ]
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Appendix C: DEARSys Results
This appendix presents 20 definitions fi'om the weather subject field tlirough different stages of analysis. 
Dennitions from weather.html glossary as input to DEARSys
<dt><a name="shower“>SHOWER</a> </dt>
<dd>Precipitation that is intermittent, both in time, space or intensity. </dd>
< d t x a  name="sleet">SLEET</a> </dt>
<dd>A type of frozen precipitation, consisting of small transparent pellets. </dd>
< d t x a  name=“slight“>SLIGHT CHANCE</a> </dt>
<dd>ln probability of precipitation statements, usually 
equivalent to a 2 0  percent chance. </dd>< d t x a  name="smcraft">SMAI,L CRAFT</a> </dt>
<dd>Generally a vessel under 65 feet in length. </dd>
< d t x a  name="smcraftadv">SMALL CRAFT ADVISORY</a> </dt>
<dd>Winds in excess of 20 knots (23 mph), and less than 34 
knots (39 mph), that may cause hazardous conditions for operators of small vessels. </dd>
< d t x a  name="smog">SMOG</a> </dt>
<dd>Pollution formed by the interaction of pollutants and 
sunlight (photochemical smog), usually restricting 
visibility, and occasionally hazardous to health. </dd>
< d t x a  name=“snow">SNOW</a> </dt>
<dd>Frozen precipitation composed of ice particles in complex 
hexagonal patterns. </dd>
< d t x a  name='‘snowadv”>SNOW AnviSORY</a> </dt>
<dd>An advisory issued when snow is expected to create
hazardous or restricted travel conditions, but not as 
severe as expected with a winter storm, </dd>
< d t x a  name="snowflurries ">SNOW PLURRIES</a> </dt>
<dd>Light snow showers, usually of an intermittent nature 
with no measurable accumulation. </dd>
< d t x a  name=“stafront">STATIONARY FRONT</a> </dt>
<dd>A transition zone between airmasses, with neither 
advancing upon the other, </dd>
< d t x a  name="Storm">STORM</ax/dt>
<dd>In marine usage, winds 48 )mots (55 mph) or greater. </dd>
< d t x a  name="stormsurge“>STORM SORGE</a> </dt>
<dd>A rise of the sea, preceding a storm (usually a 
hurricane) due to the winds of the storm and low 
atmospheric pressure, </dd>
< d t x a  name="stratus“>STRATUS</a> </dt>
<dd>Very flat low level clouds, </dd>
< d t x a  name= "subsidence">SUBSIDENCE</a> </dt>
<dd>A descending motion of the air in the atmosphere that usually extends over a rather broad area.</dd>
< d t x a  name= "subtropjet ">SUBTROPICAL JET</a> </dt>
<dd>The branch of the jet stream that is found in the lower latitudes. </dd>
< d t x a  name= "sustwind">SUSTAINED WlNDS</a> </dt>
<dd>The wind speed obtained by averaging the observed values 
over a one minute period. </dd>
< d t x a  name="swells“>SWELLS</a> </dt>
<dd>Ocean waves of regular and longer duration than wind 
waves, </dd>
<a name=“t"x/axdt>THERMAI,</a> </dt>
<dd>Small rising column of air due to surface heating, </dd>
< d t x a  name=“thunder”>THtJNDER</a> </dt>
<dd>The sound caused by a lightning stroke as it heats the 
air and causes it to rapidly expand.
< d t x a  name="tstorm“>THUNDERSTORM</a> </dt>
<dd>A storm with lightning and thunder, produced by a 
cumulonimbus cloud,
usually producing gusty winds, heavy rain and sometimes 
hail, </dd>
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Pre-processed weather definitions
Ishower/nn,:/:, p r ecipitation/nn,that/in,is/vbz,inte rmittent/jj,bot h/dt,in/in, time/nn, space/nn,or/cc,intensity/nn,
[sleet/nn,:/:,a / d t , t y p e / n n , o f /in,frozen/vbn,precipi tation/nn,consi sting/vbg, of/in, small/jj,transparent/jj,pellets/nn 
s, .
[slight_chance/nnp,:/:,in/in,probability/nn,of/in,precipitation/nn,statements/nns,','/',',usually/rb,equivalent/nn,to/to,a/d t,2 0 /cd,percent/nn,chance/nn,
[sraall_craft/nn,:/;,generally/rb,a/dt,vessel/nn,under/in,65/cd,feet/nns,in/in, length/nn,
[small_craft_advisory/nn,:/:,winds/nnp,in_excess_of/in,20/cd,knots/nns,'{'/'(',23/cd,mph/nn, ')'/sym,','/',',and/co,less/jjr, 
than/in,34/od,knots/nns,'('/'(',39/cd,mph/nn,')’/ s y m , t h a t / i n , m a y / m d , c a u s e / n n , h a z a r d o u s / j  j ,conditions/nns,for/in,oper ators/nns,o f/in,small/j j ,vessels/nns,
tsmog/nn,:/:,pollution/nnp,formed/vbn,by/in,the/dt,interaction/nn,of/in,pollutants/nns, and/cc, sunlight/nn,'('/'(',photochemi 
cal/jj, smog/nn,')' / s y m , , u s u a l l y / r b , r e s t r i c t i n g / v b g , v i s i b i l i t y / n n , ','/',',and/oc,occasionally/rb,hazardous/jj,to/to, health/nn,
[snow/nn, : / :, frozen/vbn,precipitation/nn,composed/vbn, of/in, ice/nn, par tides/nns, in/in, complex/j j , hexagonal/ j j , patterns/nns,
(snow_advisory/nn,:/:,an/dt,advisory/nn,issued/vbn,when/wrb,snow/nn,is/vbz,expected/vbn, to/to, create/vb,hazardous/jj,or/cc,r 
estricted/vbn, travel/nn, conditions/nns, ','/',' .but/co, not/rb, as/in, severe/jj, as/in, expected/vbn,with/in, a/dt, winter_storm/nn
[snow_flurries/nns,:/:,light/nnp,snow/nn,showers/nns,','/',',usually/rb,of/in, an/dt, intermittent/jj ,nature/nn,with/in,no/dt, 
measurable/jj,accumulation/nn,
[stationary_front/nn, : / :, a/dt, transition/nn, zone/nn,between/in, airmasses/nns, ','/',',with/in, neither/dt, advancing/vbg,upon/i 
n,the/dt,other/j j ,
[storm/nnp, • . / • . , in/in,marine/nn,usage/nn, ','/',' ,winds/nns, 48/cd,knots/nns, '('/'(', 55/nn,mph/nn, ' ) ' /sym, or/c c , greater / j jr, ' . ' 
/ ' . ' ] .tstorm_surge/nn,:/:,a/dt,rise/nn,of/in,the/dt,sea/nn,'î ’,preceding/vbg,a/dt, storm/nn, '{'/'(',usually/rb,a/dt,hurricane 
/nn, ')'/sym,due_to/in,the/dt,winds/nns,of/in,the/dt,storm/nn,and/cc,low/j j ,atmospheric/j j ,pressure/nn,
[stratus/nn,;/:,very/rb,flat/jj,low/jj,level/nn,clouds/nns,
[subsidence/nn,:/:,a/dt,descending/vbg,motion/nn,of/in,the/dt,air/nn,in/in,the/dt, a t m o s p h e r e / n n , t h a t / i n , ',usually/rb 
,e x t e n d s / v b z , o v e r / i n , a / d t , r a t h e r / r b , b r o a d / j j , a r e a / n n , J .
[ subtropical, j e t/nn, : / :, the/dt,branch/nn,of/in, the/dt, jet_stream/nn, that/in, is/vbz, found/vbn, in/in, the/dt, lower/jjr,latitudes/nns,
(sustained_winds/nn, : / :, the/dt,wind/nn, speed/nn,obtained/vbn,by/in,averaging/vbg, the/dt.observed/vbn, values/nns,over/in, a/dt 
,one/cd,minute/nn,period/nn,
[swells/nn, :/;,ocean/nnp,waves/nns,of/in,regular/jj,and/cc,longer/rb,duration/nn,than/in,wind/nn,waves/nns,
[thermal/nn,;/:,small/j j ,rising/vbg,column/nn,of/in,air/nn,due_to/in,surface/nn,heating/nn,
tthunder/nn,:/:,the/dt,sound/nn,caused/vbn,by/in,a/dt,lightning/nn,stroke/nn,as/in, it/prp,heats/vbz,the/dt,air/nn,and/cc,cau 
ses/nns,it/prp,to/to,rapidly/rb,expand/vb,
tthunderstorm/nn,:/:,a/dt,storm/nn,with/in,lightning/nn,and/cc,thunder/nn,','/', ' ,produced/vbn,by/in,a/dt,cumulonimbus_cloud 
/nn, ','/',',usually/rb,producing/vbg,gusty/jj,winds/nns,','/','.heavy/jj,rain/nn,and/cc,sometimes/rb,hail/nn,
Output generated by DEARSys when analysing the definitions:
Input Definition:
( shower/nn, :/:,precipitation/nn,that/in,is/vbz,intermittent/jj,,/,,both/dt,in/in, time/nn, or/ce, space/nn,or/cc,intensity/nn, , 
/ . ]Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all (_5025,shower(_5025)=>_5107&exists(_5311,precipitation(_5311)&isa(_5025,_5311))^intermittent(_5025))
The Mon-Parsed Definition Part:
(, /, ,both/dt,in/in,time/nn,or/cc,space/nn,or/cc,intensity/nn,./.]
The extracted frame:
Frame : shower
Super_Type: precipitation
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots :
chrc- intermittent
[sleet/nn, :/:,a/dt,type/nn,of/in,frozen/vbn,precipitation/nn,,/,,consisting/vbg,of/in, small/jj, transparent/j j ,pellets/nns,./ .]Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_3812, sleet(_3812)=>frozen(_3812)&exists{_4103,precipitation(_4103)&isa(_3812,_4103))&exists(_6246,(set(_6246)&length{_6 
246, set) ) Rail (_6027, member (_6027,_6246)=>pellet (_6027) & (small (_6027) & transparent (_6027) )£tof (consist (_3 812) ,_6027 ) ) ) )
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
( . / . ]The extracted frame:
Frame: sleet
Super_Type: precipitation
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
chrc- frozen
consist_of- pellet
Filler Restrictions:
number(pellet, set) 
chrc(pellet,small) 
chrc(pellet,transparent)
Input Definition:
[slight_chance/nnp,:/:,i n / i n , p r o b a bility/nn,of/in,p recipitation/nn,statemen ts/nns,,usually/rb,equivalent/nn,to/to,a/d 
t , 2 0 /cd,percent/nn,chance/nn,****** E r r o r  *********
THIS DEFINITION COULD NOT BE PARSED - TRY ANOTHER ONE
Input Definition:
[small_craft/nn,:/:,generally/rb,a/dt,vessel/nn,under/in,65/cd,feet/nns,in/in,length/nn,' 
****** E r r o r  *********
THIS DEFINITION COULD NOT BE PARSED - TRY ANOTHER ONE
Input Definition:
[small_craft_advisory/nn,:/:.winds/nnp,in_excess_of/in,20/cd,knots/nns,and/cc,less/jjr, than/in, 34/cd, i_l_laiots/nns, ,/,,that/ 
in, may/md,cause/nn,hazardous/jj,conditions/nns,for/in,operators/nns,o f/in,small/jj ,vessels/nns,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_10368,small_craft_advisory(_10368)=>_10450aexists(_10654,winds(_106S4)&isa(_10368,_10654))Sexists(_11354,(set(_11354)&l 
ength(_11354,20) )&all(_11037,member (_11037,_11354)=>knot(_11037)&more_tlian(_10368,_11037) ) ) )
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[and/cc,less/jjr,than/in,34/cd, i_l_knots/nns,,/,,that/in, may/md, cause/nn,hazardous/jj , conditions/nns,for/in,operators/nns,of 
/in, small/jj,vessels/nns,./.]
The extracted frame:
Frame: small_craft_advisory
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Supeir_Type : winds
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
raore_than- knot
Filler Restrictions:
number(knot,20)
Input Definition:
(smog/nn, : / : ,pollution/nnp, formed/vbn,by/in, the/dt, interaction/nn, of/in,pollutants/nns,and/cc, sunlight/nn, ;,•/;;,usually/rb, r 
estricting/vbg,visibility/nn,and/cc,occasionally/rb,hazardous/]j,to/to,health/nn, . / . ]
Logical Form of The parsed Definition Part:
all(_8574, smog(_8574)=>_856aaexists(_9324,pollution(_9324)&isa(_8574,_9324))&exists(_11652,(set(_11652)&length(_11652,set) )& 
all(_11367,member(_11367,_11652)=>pollutant(_11367)&_13086&exists(_12737,sunlight (_12737)Sexists(_10553,interaction_of(_113 6 
7,_12737,_lDS53)&agency(form(_9643,„8574),_10553)))))^usually(exists(_13527,visibility(_13527)&restrict(_8574, _13 527))))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[and/cc,occasionally/rb,hazardous/jj,to/to,health/nn,./.]The extracted frame:
Frame : smog
Super_Type: pollution
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
restrict- visibility
The property of “restrict" is - usually
formed_by- interaction
Filler Restrictions:
of(interaction,pollutant) 
o f (interaction,sunlight) 
number(pollutant,set)
Input Definition:
[snow/nn,:/:,frozen/vbn,precipitation/nn,composed/vbn,of/in,ice/nn,particles/nns, in/in,complex/]j,hexagonal/3 3 .patterns/nns, 
. / . ]Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_3391,snow(_3391)=>frozen(_3391)&exists(_3677,precipitation(_3677)&isa(_3391,_3677))Sexists(_6723,(set(_6723)&length(_67 
23, set))&all(_5287,member(_5287,_6723)=>ice_particle(_5287)Sexists(_8153,(set(_8153)&length(_8153,set))&all(„7 934, member (_79 
3 4,_8153)=>pa ttern(_7 93 4)6 (complex( _7 93 4)Shexagonal(_7 9 3 4))&in(_5287,_7934)))&of(compose(soraeAgent,_3391),_5287))))The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[ . / . IThe extracted frame:
Frame : snow
Super_Type: precipitation
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
chrc- frozen
compos ecL_o f - ice_particle
Filler Restrictions:
number(ice_particle,set) 
in ( ice_par t i d e , pattern) 
number(pattern,set) 
chrc(pattern,complex) 
chrc(pattern,hexagonal)
Input Definition:
[snow_advisory/nn,:/:,an/dt,advisory/nn,issued/vbn,when/wrb,snow/nn,is/vbz,expected/vbn, to/to, create/vb,hazardous/]j,or/cc,r 
estricted/vbn,travel/nn,conditions/nns,but/cc,(not)/rb,as/in,severe/3 3 ,as/in,expected/vbn,with/in,a/dt,winter_storm/nn, ./ . ] 
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all (_11629,snow_advisory(_11629)=>_11711&exists(_11950,advisory(_11950)&isa(_11629,_11950))tissue(someAgent,_11629))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[when/wrb,snow/nn,is/vbz,expected/vbn,to/to,create/vb,hazardous/]j,or/cc,restricted/vbn,travel/nn,conditions/nns,but/cc,(not 
)/rb,as/in,severe/3 i ,as/in,expected/vbn,with/in,a/dt,winter_storm/nn,./.]
The extracted frame:
Frame : snow_advisorySuper_Type: advisory
Super_Type_Link: isaSlots :
issue- someAgent
Input Definition;
(snow_f lurries/nns, : / :, light/nnp, snow/nn, showers/nns,, /, ,usually/rb,of/in, an/dt, intermittent/]]' ,nature/nn, with/in,no/dt,meas 
urable/33', accumulation/nn, . / . ]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_4738,snow_flurry(_4738)=>_5795&exists(_8268,(set(_8268)&length(_8268,set))&all (_8271, member (_8271,_8268)=>light_snow_sh 
ower(_8271)&isa(_4738,_8271) ) ) Aexists (_10143, (nature (_10143 ) ft (not
exists (_10649,(accumulation(_10649)Ameasurable(_10649)) ftwith(_10143,_10649)))^intermittent („10143))&usually_of(_4738,_10143) 
) )The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[ . / . ]The frame extracted:
Frame : snow_flurry
Super_Type: 1ight„snow_shower
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
usually_of- nature
Filler Restrictions:
no t_wi th(nature,accumulation) 
chrc(nature,intermittent) 
chrc(accumulation,measurable)
Input Definition:
[s tationary_front/nn,:/:,a/dt,transition/nn,zone/nn,between/in,airmasses/nns,, /, ,with/in,neither/dt,advanc ing/nn,upon/in, the /dt, other/nn,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all (_4149, stationary_front(_4149)=>_4231f<exists(_4470,transition_zone(_4470)&isa(_4149,_4470))Rexists(_5770,(set(_5770)&leng 
th(_5770, set) )fiall(_5491,member (_5491,_5770)=>airmass (_5491)fcbetween(_4149,_5491) ) ) )
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[,/,,with/in,neither/dt,advancing/nn,upon/in,the/dt,other/nn,./.)
The extracted frame:
Frame: stationary_front
Super_Type: transition_zone
Super_Type_Link: isa
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Slots:
between- airmaas
Filler Restrictions:
number(airmass,set)
Input Definition:
[storm/nnp,:/:,i n / i n , m a r i n e / n n , u s a g e / n n , ,winds/nns,48/cd, )tnots/nns,'('/'(', 55/nn,mph/nn, ')'/sym,or/cc,greater/j jr,'.' 
/ ' . ' ] .****** E r r o r  *********
THIS DEFINITION COULD NOT BE PARSED - TRY ANOTHER ONE
Input Definition:
[storm_surge/nn, : / :, a/dt, rise/nn,of/in, the/dt, sea/nn, ; ; / ; ;,preceding/vbg,a/dt. storm/nn,due_to/in, the/dt,winds/nns, of/in, the/ 
dt, storm/nn,and/cc,low/jj,atmospheric/jj,pressure/nn,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_8906,storm_surge(_8906)=>_8900&exists(_9709,rise(_9709)&isa(_8906,_9709))Sexists (_10135,sea(_10135)&rise_of(_1013S,_890 
6))Aexists(_10882,(storm(_10882)Sexists[_131G7,storm(_13167)&exists[_13694,(pressure (_13694)Slow(_13694)Satmospheric(_13694) 
) Sexists(_11944,wind_of(_13167,_13694,_11944)SdueTo(_10882,_11944)])))Spreced(_8906,_10882)))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[ . / . ]The extracted frame:
Frame : s torm_surge
Super_Type: rise
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots;
preced- storm
Filler Restrictions:dueTo(storm,wind) 
of(wind,storm) 
of(wind,pressure) 
rise_of- sea
Input Definition:
[stratus/nn,:/;,very/rb,flat/jj,low/jj,level/nn,clouds/nns,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_1706,stratus(_1706)=>(very_flat(_1706)Slow(_1706))Sexists(_3770,(set(_3770)Slength (_3770.set))Sail(_3773,member(_3773,_ 3770)=>level_cloud(_3773)&isa{_1706,_3773)))S_1776)
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[ . / . ]
The extracted frame:Frame: stratus
Super_Type: level_cloud
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
chrc- very_flat
Input Definition:
[subsidence/nn,:/:,a/dt,descending/vbg,motion/nn,of/in,the/dt,air/nn,in/in,the/dt,atmosphere/nn,that/in,; ;/;;,usually/rb,ext 
ends/vbz, over/in, a/dt, i-ather/rb, broad/jj , area/nn, . /. ]
Input Definition;
[subsidence/nn, : / : ,a/dt,descending/vbg,motion/nn,of/in, the/dt, air/nn, in/in, the/dt,atmosphere/nn, that/in, ; ; / ; : ,usually/rb, ext 
ends/vbz,over/in,a/dt,rather/rb,broad/jj,area/nn,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_7543,subsidence(_7543)=>descending(_7543)Sexists{_7864,motion(_7864)&isa(_7543,_7864))Sexists(_9281,(air(_9281)Sexists( 
_9940, atmosphere(_9940)Sin(_9281,_9940)))Smotion_of(_9281,_7543)))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[that/in,; ;/;;,usually/rb,extends/vbz,over/in,a/dt,rather/rb,broad/jj,area/nn,./.)
The extracted frame:
Frame; subsidence 
Super_Type: motion
Super_TVpe_Link: isaSlots:
chrc- descending
motion_of- air
Filler Restrictions;
in(air,atmosphere)
Input Definition:
[ subtropical, j et/nn, : / :, the/dt, branch/nn, of/in, the/dt, jet_stream/nn, ; ; / ,- ; , that/in, is/vbz, found/vbn, in/in, the/dt, lower/jjr, la 
titudes/nns,./. 1
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_4680,subtropical_jet(_4680)=>_46746exists(_5375,branch(_5375)Sisa(_4680,_5375))Sexists (_5802, jet_stream(_5802)Sbranch_o 
f (-5802, _4680))Sexists(_7177,(set(_7177)Slength(_7177,set))Sail(_6924,member (_6924,_7177)=>latitude(_6924)Slower(_6924)Sin (f 
ind(someAgent,_4 6 80),_6924))))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[ . / . ]The extracted frame:
Frame : subtropical_j et
Super_Type: branch
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots :
found_in- latitude
Filler Restrictions:number(latitude,set) 
chrc{latitude,lower) 
branch_of- jet_stream
Input Definition:
[sustained_winds/nn,:/:,the/dt,wind/nn,speed/nn,obtained/vbn,by/in,averaging/vbg,the/dt, observed/vbn,values/nns,over/in, a/dt 
,one/cd,minute/nn,period/nn,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all (_5243, sustained—winds(_5243)=>_5325Sexists(_5564,wind_speed(_5564)Sisa(_5243,_5564))Sobtain(someAgent, _52 43))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[by/in, averaging/vbg,the/dt,observed/vbn,values/nns,over/in,a/dt,one/od,minute/nn,period/nn,./.)
The extracted frame:
Frame: sus tained_winds
Super_Type: wind_speed
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
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obtain- someAgent
Input Definition:
tswells/nn, :/:,ocean/nnp,waves/nns,of/in,regular/jj,and/cc,longer/rb,duration/nn,than/in,wind/nn,i_l_waves/nns,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_4067, swells(_d067)=>_4149&exists(_5458,(set(_S458)slength(_5458,set))Sail(_5461,member (_5461,_5458)=>ocean_wave{_5461)& isa(_4067,_5461)))&_4137)
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
(of/in,regular/jj,and/cc,longer/rb,duration/nn,than/in,wind/nn,i_l_waves/nns,./.]The extracted frame;
Frame; swells 
Super_Type: ocean_wave
Super„Type_Link: isa
Slots :
Input Definition:
[thermal/nn,;/;,small/jj,rising/vbg,coluran/nn,of/in,air/nn,due_to/in,surface/nn, heating/nn, . / . ]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_2633, thermal(_2633)=>[small(_2633)Arising(_2633))sexists(_2919,column(_2919)Sisa(_2633,_2919))Sexists(_4198,(air (_4198) Sexists (_4822,surface_heating(_4822)SdueTo(_4198,_4822)))Scolumn_of(_4198,_2633)))The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[ . / . ]The extracted frame:
Frame: thermal
Super_Type: column
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
chrc- small
column_of- air
Filler Restrictions:
dueTo(air,surface_heating)
Input Definition:
[ thunder/nn, : / : , the/dt, sound/nn, caused/vbn,by/in,a/dt, lightning/nn, stroke/nn,as/in, it/prp, heats/vbz, the/dt, air/nn, and/cc, cau 
ses/nns,it/prp,to/to,rapidly/rb,expand/vb,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_8033,thunder(_8033)=>_8115Sexists(_8354,sound(_8354)Sisa(_8033,_8354))Sexists (_8993, lightning_stroke(_8993)Sagency(caus e(_8639,_8033),_8993)))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
[as/in,it/prp,heats/vbz,the/dt,air/nn,and/cc,causes/nns,it/prp,to/to,rapidly/rb,expand/vb,./.]The extracted frame;
Frame: thunder
Super_Type: sound
Super_iype_Link: isa
Slots:
causedjby- lightning_stroke
Input Definition:
[thunderstorm/nn,:/:,a/dt,storm/nn,with/in,lightning/nn,and/cc,thunder/nn,,/,,produced/vbn, by/in,a/dt,cumulonimbus_cloud/nn,
, /,, usually/rb,producing/vbg,gusty/j j ,winds/nns,and/cc,heavy/j j ,rain/nn,and/cc,sometimes/rb,hail/nn,./.]
Logical Form of The Parsed Definition Part:
all(_11353,thunderstorm(_11353)=>_11435Sexists(_11674,storm (_11674)Sisa(_113S3,_11674))S(exists(_12067,lightning(_12067)Satt 
r (_11353,_12067))$and
exists(_12593,(thunder(_12593)Sexists(_13891, (cumulonimbus_cloud(_13891)Susually(exists(_16032, (set(_16032)Slength(_16032,se t))Sail(_14428,member(_14428,_16032)=>wind(_14428)Sgusty(_14428)&produee(_13891,_14428) ) ) $and
exists (_16976,(rain(_16976)Sheavy(_16976))Sproduce(_13891,_16976))))Sagency(produce (_12777,_12593),_13891)))Sattr(_113S3,_12 593))))
The Non-Parsed Definition Part:
(and/cc,sometimes/rb,hail/nn,./.]
The extracted frame:
Frame: thunderstormSuper_Type: s torm
Super_Type_Link: isa
Slots:
with- lightning
thunder
Filler Restrictions:
produced_by(thunder,cumulonimbus_cloud) 
chrc(rain,heavy)
produce(cumulonimbus_cloud,rain)
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